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Mineral nutrient acquisition in land plants is enhanced by participating in an 

endosymbiosis with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi that has persisted for the past 400 

million years. Highly branched fungal structures, called arbuscules, form inside root 

cortical cells. The arbuscule is continuously housed in a specialized plant membrane 

which contains nutrient transporters necessary for nutrient exchange. Together, the 

arbuscule-plant membrane interface defines the site of nutrient exchange between the 

symbiotic partners. Arbuscules can occupy more than a third of the plant cell volume 

at maturity, so there must be a sophisticated interplay of signaling and cellular 

remodeling to ensure that colonization levels by the fungus are sufficient, but do not 

exceed, the plant’s mineral nutrient requirements to minimize plant resource allocation 

toward the symbiosis. In this dissertation, I focus on transcriptional regulation of 

arbuscule development through the transcription factors IPD3 and IPD3L, as well as 

the regulatory function of VAPYRIN, an uncharacterized plant protein required for 

arbuscule development. Through the analysis of an ipd3 ipd3l double mutant, I show 

that under low phosphate conditions, symbiotic gene expression and arbuscule 

development can still occur, but under high phosphate conditions, fungal entry into the 



 

epidermis is restricted, implying that there is a phosphate-sensitive factor that can 

induce symbiotic gene expression in the absence of these two genes. IPD3 and IPD3L 

induce the expression of VAPYRIN, a gene encoding a putative scaffold protein. A 

structure-function analysis indicates a functional modularity of VAPYRIN’s protein 

domains. Three previously undescribed interactions of VAPYRIN are described. 

These proteins have different functions and locations within the cell, supporting the 

hypothesis that VAPYRIN is a scaffold protein. Because VAPYRIN can interact with 

disparate protein types, this suggests that this protein has the potential to serve as a 

nexus for multiple processes necessary for arbuscule development. This provides 

insight about how the plant cell can integrate signaling with cellular remodeling 

processes during AM symbiosis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SIGNALING AND DEVELOPMENTAL EVENTS UNDERLYING ARBUSCULAR 

MYCORRHIZAL SYMBIOSIS 

 

1.1 Arbuscular Mycorrhizal (AM) symbiosis 
 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis (AMS) is one of the most prevalent 

endosymbioses on earth, encompassing approximately 250 fungal species from the 

Glomeromycotina subphylum and about 80% of land plants (Smith and Read, 2010). 

This endosymbiosis evolved at least 400 million years ago, not long after plants began 

to colonize land (Remy et al., 1994; Strullu-Derrien et al., 2018). Arbuscular 

mycorrhizal fungi grow both within and without the host plant, forming elaborate 

structures called arbuscules within plant cortical cells to facilitate nutrient exchange 

between the plant and fungus. Extensive extraradical hyphae forage for phosphorus 

and other micronutrients that would be otherwise inaccessible to the plant (Chiu and 

Paszkowski, 2019). In return, the plant provides the fungus with carbon in the forms of 

lipids and sugars (Shachar-Hill et al., 1995; Pfeffer et al., 1999; Bravo et al., 2017; 

Jiang et al., 2017; Keymer et al., 2017b; Keymer et al., 2017a; Luginbuehl et al., 2017; 

MacLean et al., 2017).  

Understanding the molecular mechanisms through which AM symbiosis 

proceeds can help develop strategies for maximizing symbiotic nutrient uptake, which 

can mitigate reliance on excessive fertilizer application, a major problem in large scale 

agriculture that puts strain on our dwindling phosphorus reserves and leads to the 
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eutrophication of water sources (Fester and Sawers, 2011; Schroeder et al., 2013; 

Cavagnaro et al., 2015).  

 

1.2 Development of AM symbiosis 

 
AM symbiosis begins with the exchange of chemical signals in the soil. Plant 

roots secrete strigolactones, phytohormones that stimulate the germination and 

branching of AM fungal spores in the soil (Tawaraya et al., 1998; Buee et al., 2000; 

Akiyama et al., 2005). The strigolactone concentration gradient facilitates branching 

of the AM fungal hyphae close to the plant root. Plants will in turn recognize fungal 

lipochitooligosaccharides, called Myc-LCOs, as well as short chain chitin oligomers 

(Maillet et al., 2011; Genre et al., 2013). Recognition of these signals elicits a 

signaling cascade, which prepares the plant for impending entry of the fungus 

(Oldroyd, 2013). 

AM fungi attach to the root epidermis to form a penetrating structure called a 

hyphopodium (Gutjahr and Parniske, 2013). Generally, the initial penetration by AM 

fungi occurs intracellularly through the root epidermis, after which the fungus forms 

intercellular hyphae until it reaches the plant cortex. Fungal entry into plant cells is 

preceded by the formation of a plant pre-penetration apparatus (PPA), a dense 

assemblage of cytoplasm, nucleus, cytoskeleton, and endomembrane components 

(Genre et al., 2005; Genre et al., 2008). The plant nucleus also enlarges before fungal 

entry, which is possibly a result of endoreduplication (Balestrini et al., 1992; Fusconi 

et al., 2005; Bainard et al., 2011; Ivanov and Harrison, 2014; Carotenuto et al., 2019).  
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Once AM fungi reach the plant cortex the hyphae penetrate the cortical cells 

and through repeated dichotomous branching, they develop structures called 

arbuscules (Gutjahr and Parniske, 2013). The arbuscule is the primary site of nutrient 

exchange between the plant and fungus. Plants build a specialized membrane, called 

the periarbuscular membrane (PAM), around the perimeter of the fungus that will 

mediate nutrient exchange between the two partners (Pumplin and Harrison, 2009). 

Arbuscules can occupy more than a third of the plant cell volume at maturity, and the 

vacuole fragments and shrinks to accommodate the arbuscule, coincident with an 

increase in host cell cytoplasmic volume (Alexander et al., 1988; Alexander et al., 

1989). The arbuscule lifetime is quite short given how elaborate the structure is, 

lasting approximately 4 -7 days (Kobae and Hata, 2010).  

To accommodate AM fungi, plants have developed a specialized set of genes 

specifically for symbiosis (Bravo et al., 2016). A core set of these genes are present 

even in algae (Delaux et al., 2015). Plants that have lost the capability to engage in 

AM symbiosis, such as Arabidopsis thaliana, no longer possess these genes (Delaux et 

al., 2014; Bravo et al., 2016).  

 

1.3 Model legume species for symbiosis: Medicago truncatula 

 
Since Arabidopsis thaliana is incapable of forming AM associations, another 

plant species must be used to dissect the genetic events underlying AM symbiosis. 

One plant that has emerged as a model for symbiotic research is Medicago truncatula. 

This legume species offers several advantages for symbiosis genetics research, since it 
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has a sequenced diploid genome, gene expression atlas resources, a collection of 

mutant libraries, stable fluorescent transgenic lines, and is amenable to transient root 

transformation (Boisson-Dernier et al., 2001; Benedito et al., 2008; Tadege et al., 

2008; Young et al., 2011; Floss et al., 2013a). Additionally, its relatively small habit, 

ease of crossing, and three-month seed set make it desirable as a model research 

organism (Pathipanawat et al., 1994; Cook, 1999). 

 Since this plant is a legume, it is capable of engaging in root nodule symbiosis, 

which shares several genes necessary for AM symbiosis (Oldroyd, 2013). Being able 

to compare and contrast genetic components required for both symbioses allows for 

additional functional insight into these genes. 

 A second model legume species is frequently used for symbiosis work, the 

species Lotus japonicus (Handberg and Stougaard, 1992). Work with Lotus japonicus 

has led to the parallel discovery of genes necessary for AM and root nodule symbiosis 

(Kistner et al., 2005). The comparative analyses of genes necessary for symbiosis in 

either of these two legume species allows for greater functional insight into core 

mechanisms underlying symbiosis.  

 

1.4 Signaling events during AM symbiosis 

 
How do plants and fungi coordinate this complex infection process to meet 

their nutritional needs? Much of our understanding of the regulation of AM symbiosis 

has centered around signaling events between the plant and fungus, stimulated by the 

discovery of a core set of mutants severely impaired in symbiosis (Oldroyd, 2013). 
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Several of the components necessary for AM symbiotic signaling are also required for 

root nodule symbiosis signaling and are collectively referred to as the common 

symbiosis signaling pathway.  

Perception of Myc LCOs produced by AM fungi is partially fulfilled by the 

LysM receptor kinases CHITIN ELICITOR RECEPTOR KINASE 1 (CERK1) and 

LysM domain RECEPTOR KINASE 3 (LYK3), although the full complement of 

receptors remains unknown (Miyata et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015b). In addition to 

LysM-mediated recognition of fungal molecules, the intracellular karrikin receptor 

DWARF14 Like (D14L) is required for AM symbiont perception in rice, but the 

signaling molecule recognized by this receptor is currently unknown (Gutjahr et al., 

2015). The putative NGlcNac transporter NO PERCEPTION 1 (NOPE1) is also 

required for epidermal entry in rice and maize, although it is currently unclear whether 

or not this transporter is involved with signaling (Nadal et al., 2017). Overall, this 

indicates that AM fungal recognition by plants is multi-layered, which may help 

finetune downstream transcriptional responses. 

Following AM fungal recognition, the putative co-receptor DOES NOT 

MAKE INFECTIONS 2 (DMI2) is required for downstream signaling events 

(Bradbury et al., 1991; Endre et al., 2002). DMI2 interacts with 3-Hydroxy-3-

Methylglutaryl CoA Reductase 1 (HMGR1), an enzyme that produces mevalonate, 

which is a secondary messenger molecule required for calcium spiking 

(Venkateshwaran et al., 2015).  

 Signal transduction events lead to the stimulation of several nuclear-bound ion 

channels and nucleoporins, including DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 1 (DMI1), 
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cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 15 (CNGC15), NUCLEOPORIN 85 (NUP85) and 

NUCLEOPORIN 133 (NUP133) (Riely et al., 2007; Saito et al., 2007; Charpentier et 

al., 2008; Charpentier et al., 2016). Activation of these ion channels creates a unique 

calcium spiking response which is a hallmark of both AM symbiosis and root nodule 

symbiosis (Sieberer et al., 2012). There are two stages of calcium spiking in the 

cortex; low level calcium oscillations are present in cells adjacent to arbuscules, where 

the PPA is present. Once the fungus enters the cortical cell, calcium spiking becomes 

higher in magnitude, but the signal quickly fades after entry. 

Calcium spiking is perceived by the calcium calmodulin-dependent protein 

kinase, DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3) (Lévy et al., 2004; Singh and 

Parniske, 2012). DMI3 is thought to be a master regulator of symbiosis, because 

epidermal entry of rhizobia and AM fungi is completely blocked in dmi3, and dmi3 

cannot be complemented by other downstream components necessary for symbiosis. 

DMI3 has a kinase domain, a calmodulin binding domain, and three calcium binding 

EF-hands. DMI3 is constitutively bound to the transcription factor INTERACTING 

PARTNER OF DMI3 (IPD3), and upon calcium spiking, phosphorylates IPD3 to 

induce the expression of genes required for symbiosis (Chen et al., 2008; Yano et al., 

2008; Horváth et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2014; Pimprikar et al., 2016). IPD3 is also 

required to enable hyphae to penetrate epidermal cells, indicating its importance for 

development of symbiosis. Although this pair of proteins plays a dominant role in the 

induction of genes required for symbiosis, there are approximately 1,000 genes 

induced during AM symbiosis, so this symbiotic accommodation program must 
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require nuanced regulation from a suite of transcription factors to ensure gene 

expression occurs in an orderly fashion. 

Of all the transcription factor classes, the GIBBERLLIC ACID INSENSITIVE 

(GAI), REPRESSOR of GAI (RGA), SCARECROW (SCR) (GRAS) transcription 

factor family appears to play the most dominant role in inducing gene expression 

necessary for symbiosis. In addition to the DMI3/IPD3 signaling module, both AM 

symbiosis and root nodule symbiosis require DELLA for the induction of genes 

necessary for symbiosis, demonstrating an intersection between plant phytohormone 

signaling pathways and symbiosis signaling (Floss et al., 2013b; Jin et al., 2016; 

Pimprikar et al., 2016). NODULATION SIGNALING PATHWAY 1 (NSP1) and 

NSP2 were first described for their function in root nodule symbiosis, but only show a 

modest phenotype during AM symbiosis (Kaló et al., 2005; Smit et al., 2005; Liu et 

al., 2011; Delaux et al., 2013; Takeda et al., 2013). They regulate the expression of 

strigolactone biosynthesis genes.  

Beyond DELLA and NSP1 and NSP2, transcription factors necessary for 

symbiosis are specialized for either AM symbiosis or root nodule symbiosis. 

REQUIRED for ARBUSCLULAR MYCORRHIZA (RAM1) is a GRAS transcription 

factor required for arbuscule branching but is not needed for root nodule symbiosis 

(Park et al., 2015). REQUIRED for ARBUSCULE DEVELOPMENT 1 (RAD1) acts 

downstream of RAM1 and rad1 displays a reduced colonization phenotype at later 

stages of AM colonization (Park et al., 2015). In addition to the GRAS transcription 

factors, two AP2 transcription factors and one MYB transcription factor are important 

for different aspects of AM symbiosis (Floss et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018; Xue et al., 
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2018). Many symbiotic transcription factors interact with one another as shown via 

yeast two hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation approaches, so determining transcription 

factor complexes with respect to time during symbiosis will be informative in 

establishing a hierarchy for gene expression (Yu et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015; Floss et 

al., 2016; Pimprikar et al., 2016; Floss et al., 2017).  

Negative regulators of AM symbiosis are largely undescribed, with the 

exception of Plant U-box protein 1 (PUB1), MYB1, and a microRNA that targets 

NSP2 (Lauressergues et al., 2012). DMI2 and LYK3 interact with the E3 ubiquitin 

ligase PUB1, although neither of these proteins is a ubiquitination substrate of PUB1 

(Mbengue et al., 2010; Vernie et al., 2016). In fact, DMI2 and LYK3 both 

phosphorylate PUB1. Mutants lacking PUB1 show an increase in colonization (Vernie 

et al., 2016). MYB1 is a MYB domain transcription factor that triggers the expression 

of several genes involved with arbuscule degeneration (Floss et al., 2017). 

While we understand some of the molecular players involved with symbiotic 

signaling, much remains to be revealed. We still do not have a complete understanding 

of the receptors that perceive Myc-LCOs, nor the kinases or secondary messengers 

that transduce the signal to initiate calcium spiking within the cell. And while we 

know some of the transcription factors necessary for inducing the symbiotic gene 

program, little is known about how these transcription factors are coordinated with one 

another either temporally or physically in vivo. Very little is known about the 

signaling events involved in arbuscule degeneration, and this remains a very open (and 

intriguing) field for study. 
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1.5 The periarbuscular membrane contains unique subdomains 
 

The periarbuscular membrane contains specialized proteins necessary for 

mediating nutrient transport between the plant and fungus and contains distinct 

subdomains with specific features (Pumplin and Harrison, 2009). The two subdomains 

are broadly classified as the trunk domain and branch domain (Harrison, 2012). 

PHOSPHATE TRANSPORTER 4 (PT4) is a plant phosphate transporter that 

transports Pi from the periarbuscular apoplast across the PAM into cortical cells. It is 

essential for maintaining arbuscule development and is localized on the fine branch 

domain of the PAM (Javot et al., 2007; Pumplin and Harrison, 2009; Kobae and Hata, 

2010). The ABC transporter STUNTED ARBSCULE (STR) and its paralog, STR2, 

are also found on the PAM in the branch domain and are putative lipid transporters 

(Zhang et al., 2010; Gutjahr et al., 2012). 

 In addition to specialized membrane transporters, the PAM also contains 

phosphoinositides which accumulate at specific locations on the membrane (Ivanov 

and Harrison, 2018). While their function is currently unknown, they may serve as 

anchor points for proteins that bind to phosphoinositides, or serve a signaling function. 

Another unexpected feature of the periarbuscular membrane is the presence of 

extensive membrane tubules and vesicles at the interface between the plant and 

fungus. Again, the function of these structures is currently unknown but they may play 

a role in nutrient transport and/or signaling between the plant and fungus (Ivanov et 

al., 2019; Roth et al., 2019). 
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1.6 Development of the periarbuscular membrane is mediated by polarized 

exocytosis 
 

Following induction of the symbiotic gene expression program, cellular events 

must be regulated to ensure focal deposition of the PAM around the growing 

arbuscule. Given the large volume of plasma membrane that must be built around the 

perimeter of the arbuscule, a significant portion of the plant cell’s resources must be 

allocated for this task. Additionally, there must be tight regulation of the 

spatiotemporal deposition of specific cargo, since certain proteins, including STR and 

PT4, are strictly localized to the fine branches of the PAM (Pumplin and Harrison, 

2009; Zhang et al., 2010). Along with establishing a specialized tip interface, polar 

exocytosis may also contribute to the formation of tubular and spherical structures that 

extend beyond the PAM into the periarbuscular space (Ivanov et al., 2019; Roth et al., 

2019).  

A major breakthrough in understanding how this process occurs was the 

discovery that secretion occurs by default to the PAM (Pumplin et al., 2012). Still, this 

does not explain how cargo polarity is established toward growing hyphal tips. 

Establishing polarity during AM symbiosis is no trivial task, because in contrast to 

other polarized cellular processes, there are multiple points of polarity corresponding 

to each time an arbuscule tip branches dichotomously (Figure 1.1). Because the 

arbuscule branches dichotomously repeatedly, this leads to 2n points of polarity during 

the course of arbuscule development!  
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The discovery of a set of symbiosis-specific proteins for polar exocytosis 

helped further our understanding of how the specialized periarbuscular membrane is 

formed. The idea that exocytosis was mediating symbiotic membrane development 

was first hinted at by the fact that several markers necessary for exocytosis 

accumulated at the regions of membrane development during both AM symbiosis and 

root nodule symbiosis (Genre et al., 2012). Then, the discovery of two symbiotic v-

SNAREs, VESICLE-ASSOCIATED MEMBRANE PROTEIN d (VAMP721d) and 

VAMP721e, and their requirement for both AM symbiosis and RN symbiosis further 

substantiated this idea (Ivanov et al., 2012).  Following the discovery of VAMPs, the 

role of EXOCYST complex member EXO70I in arbuscule branching and the polar 

deposition of STR was uncovered (Zhang et al., 2015a). While this particular EXO70 

seems to only be necessary for AM symbiosis, many family members of this gene are 

induced during both root nodule symbiosis and AM symbiosis, suggesting another  
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Figure 1.1. Polarity axes for exocytosis increase exponentially over the course of 
arbuscule development. The arbuscule is formed through repeating dichotomous 
branching of the fungal hyphae (green) within a plant cortical cell (white). Each time 
the fungus branches, this creates two new sites for polarized exocytosis to build the 
periarbuscular membrane, indicated in pink.  
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shared mechanism between the two endosymbioses (Harrison and Ivanov, 2017). Most 

recently, a splice isoform of q-SNARE syntaxin132 (SYP132) specifically induced 

during symbiosis was uncovered, which also has a role in PAM development and 

symbiosome membrane development during nodulation (Huisman et al., 2016; Pan et 

al., 2016a).  

 These discoveries have begun to shape our understanding of how the PAM is 

formed, but many questions still remain. It still remains to be determined how polarity 

is established toward the growing hyphal tip. Is it a chemical or physical signal? 

Which proteins control the initial construction of the PAM around the arbuscule 

trunk? How are signaling events coordinated with exocytotic events to control and 

maintain arbuscule formation? Does the plant cytoskeleton play a role in polarized 

exocytosis during symbiosis? 

 

 

1.7 VAPYRIN, a protein necessary for intracellular accommodation of symbionts 
 

Medicago truncatula VAPYRIN (VPY)/ Petunia hybrida PENETRATION 

AND ARBUSCULE MORPHOGENESIS 1 (PAM1) is a protein required for 

epidermal and cortical entry of AMF and also of root nodule symbionts (Reddy DMR 

et al., 2007; Feddermann et al., 2010; Pumplin et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2011). AM 

fungi have a reduced ability to penetrate the epidermis of mutant plants lacking VPY, 

and vpy cannot support arbuscule development. VAPYRIN encodes a protein of 

unknown function consisting of two domains that mediate protein-protein interactions, 

a VAP/MSP domain, and an ANK domain. This combination of protein domains is 
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unique to plants and has not been previously characterized. VPY is transiently 

expressed in the epidermal cells immediately below the hyphopodium, and is 

expressed in arbuscule containing cells, as well as cells adjacent to those with 

arbuscules (Pumplin et al., 2010). VPY expression is induced by Myc LCO treatment, 

indicating it is an immediate downstream target of the common signaling symbiosis 

pathway during AM symbiosis, and VPY expression increases with time during AM 

infection events (Feddermann et al., 2010; Czaja et al., 2012). Ca2+ spiking is 

unaffected in vpy, suggesting it acts downstream of calcium spiking events (Murray et 

al., 2011). 

VAPYRIN is present in the cytoplasm and nucleus prior to AM fungal entry 

and becomes visible as puncta immediately adjacent to arbuscule branch tips as fine 

branches develop (Feddermann et al., 2010; Pumplin et al., 2010). Partial co-

localization of VPY with EXO70I in puncta near the PAM surrounding arbuscule tips, 

as well as co-immunoprecipitation of VPY and EXO70I suggest that these proteins 

interact (Zhang et al., 2015a). Because the exo70i phenotype is interpreted as resulting 

from improper exocytosis, this suggests that puncta may be facilitating exocytosis. 

However, since the vpy mutant phenotype is more severe than that of exo70i, and VPY 

is also localized to the nucleus, this is likely not the full picture of how VPY is 

functioning during symbiosis. Additionally, since both the VAP/MSP domain and 

ANK domain can mediate protein-protein interactions, it is highly likely that VPY is 

interacting with more proteins than EXO70I alone. 
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1.8 External influences affecting AM symbiosis and interpretation of symbiotic 

mutant phenotypes 
 

Since AM symbiosis is a biotic interaction that plants will engage in only when 

mineral nutrient-deprived, external influences can play a huge role on AM fungal 

colonization levels and arbuscule morphology. It has long been shown that when the 

plant’s access to phosphate is high, AM symbiosis is inhibited (Mosse, 1973; 

Balzergue et al., 2010; Balzergue et al., 2013; Lanfranco et al., 2018). Phosphate 

levels have a systemic effect on overall colonization, as well as a morphological effect 

on arbuscule structure and abundance.  

When trying to understand the plant genetic mechanisms underlying AM 

symbiosis, it is imperative to consider how nutrient status, time, and amount of fungal 

inoculum will affect interpretation of a mutant phenotype. Additionally, nutritional 

requirements differ between plant species, so species level differences in some 

mechanistic details of symbiosis, particularly at the signaling level, might be expected.  

Another layer of complexity in interpreting symbiotic phenotypes regards 

functional redundancy. While several symbiosis-specific genes have been discovered, 

it is not always clear whether or not these genes are strictly functionally redundant or 

may have evolved a specialized function for symbiosis. There has even been 

duplication of some symbiosis-specific genes themselves, so have these genes 

undergone sub-functionalization, or are they strict paralogs? These considerations will 

be addressed more in the following chapters. 

Chapter 2 explores the role of IPD3 and its paralog IPD3L during AM 

symbiosis. These genes are possible regulators of VAPYRIN. Sensitivity of an ipd3 
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ipd3l mutant to phosphate and gibberellic acid suggests that there is built-in 

redundancy to the common signaling pathway, allowing for an alternate route to 

initiate symbiotic signal transduction when phosphate levels are low in the soil. In 

Chapter 3, the role of the novel protein VAPYRIN in cellular accommodation of 

hyphae and arbuscules is explored through a structure-function analysis of the protein. 

The fine scale subcellular analysis of VAPYRIN with other endomembrane 

compartments is also investigated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 examines VAPYRIN’s 

interaction with three proteins, DMI3, KINASE2, and symbiotic β-TUBULIN 

(STUB). These studies provide a deeper mechanistic understanding of the role of VPY 

in AM symbiosis, which in turn provides insight into how AM symbiosis is regulated. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

A PHOSPHATE-DEPENDENT REQUIREMENT FOR TRANSCRIPTION 

FACTORS IPD3 AND IPD3L DURING ARBUSCULAR MYCORRHIZAL 

SYMBIOSIS IN MEDICAGO TRUNCATULA1 

Abstract 
 

During arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) symbiosis, activation of a symbiosis 

signaling pathway induces gene expression necessary for accommodation of AM 

fungi. Here we focus on pathway components Medicago truncatula INTERACTING 

PROTEIN OF DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 3 (IPD3) and IPD3 LIKE (IPD3L), 

which are potential orthologs of Lotus japonicus CYCLOPS, a transcriptional regulator 

essential for AM symbiosis. In ipd3 ipd3l, hyphal entry through the epidermis and 

overall colonization levels are reduced relative to wild type but fully developed 

arbuscules are present in the cortex. In comparison with wild type, colonization of 

ipd3 ipd3l is acutely sensitive to higher phosphate levels in the growth medium, with a 

disproportionate decrease in epidermal penetration, overall colonization, and 

symbiotic gene expression.  When constitutively expressed in ipd3 ipd3l, an autoactive 

DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3) induces the expression of transcriptional 

regulators REDUCED ARBUSCULAR MYCORRHIZA 1 (RAM1) and REQUIRED for 

ARBUSCULE DEVELOPMENT 1 (RAD1), providing a possible avenue for arbuscule 

development even in the absence of IPD3 and IPD3L. An increased sensitivity of ipd3 

ipd3l to GA3 suggests an involvement of DELLA. The data reveal partial redundancy 
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in the symbiosis signaling pathway which may ensure robust signaling in low-P 

environments, while IPD3 and IPD3L maintain signaling in higher-P environments. 

The latter may buffer the pathway from short-term variation in P levels encountered 

by roots during growth in heterogeneous soil environments. 

 

Introduction 
For many land plants, access to phosphorus (P), an essential mineral nutrient, 

is greatly enhanced through a mutualistic endosymbiosis with arbuscular mycorrhizal 

(AM) fungi (Smith and Read, 2010). In these associations, the fungi transfer 

phosphate (Pi) to root cortical cells in exchange for carbon (MacLean et al., 2017). 

Development of the symbiosis is negatively correlated with the plant’s P status and 

this manifests at several levels; the number of infection points, the ability of the 

fungus to grow through the epidermis (Mosse, 1973), extension within the cortex and 

the frequency of arbuscules all generally decrease as plant P levels increase, although 

there is variation in these responses in different AM symbioses (Thomson et al., 1986; 

Amijee et al., 1989). Prolonged growth in high P conditions decreases the production 

and secretion of strigolactones, symbiotic signaling molecules that promote 

presymbiotic fungal growth and initial contact with the root (Tawaraya et al., 1998; 

Buee et al., 2000; Akiyama et al., 2005; Balzergue et al., 2010). This, at least in part, 

explains the effects of high P status on the number of primary infections and possibly 

extension in the cortex (Kobae et al., 2018) but not on all aspects of the symbiosis 

(Breuillin et al., 2010; Balzergue et al., 2013). 
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Development of AM symbiosis includes two stages that require intracellular 

growth of the fungus; the first occurs at the root epidermis and the second in the 

cortex. At the epidermis, fungal hyphae swell to form hyphopodia and penetrating 

hyphae subsequently grow through the epidermal cells into the root. In the root cortex, 

the hyphae penetrate cortical cells where they differentiate to form arbuscules, the 

sites of nutrient exchange with the plant (Gutjahr and Parniske, 2013; Lanfranco et al., 

2018). 

Development of the symbiosis, and in particular intracellular hyphal growth, is 

controlled by a signaling pathway referred to as the common symbiosis signaling 

pathway (CSSP) because in legumes, it is also required for root nodule symbiosis 

(RNS) (Oldroyd, 2013). Signaling through the pathway is triggered by 

lipochitooligosaccharides (Maillet et al., 2011) and short-chain chitooligosaccharide 

molecules (Genre et al., 2013) that are perceived by LysM-domain receptor kinases, 

although the full complement of receptors functioning in AM symbiosis has yet to be 

identified (Miyata et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015b). In Medicago truncatula, 

downstream signaling requires DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 2 (DMI2), a 

leucine-rich receptor like kinase which may function as a co-receptor (Bradbury et al., 

1991; Endre et al., 2002). DMI2 interacts with HMGR co-reductase and it is proposed 

that mevalonate transmits the signal from the plasma membrane to the nucleus 

(Venkateshwaran et al., 2015). Here, activation of cyclic nucleotide-gated CNGC15 

channels together with a potassium-permeable ion channel, DOES NOT MAKE 

INFECTIONS 1 (DMI1) result in sustained oscillations of calcium levels in the 

nucleus, known as calcium spiking (Riely et al., 2007; Saito et al., 2007; Charpentier 
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et al., 2016). In Lotus japonicus, the role of DMI1 is carried out by two ion channels, 

CASTOR and POLLUX (Kistner et al., 2005; Charpentier et al., 2008). In both 

legume species, the calcium signal is then further transduced by a calcium-dependent 

protein kinase M. truncatula DOES NOT MAKE INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3)/L. 

japonicus CCaMK. The MtDMI3/LjCCaMK protein consists of a kinase domain, a 

calmodulin-binding domain, and an auto-inhibitory EF-hand domain that chelates 

calcium (Singh and Parniske, 2012). Upon calcium binding to the EF-hand domain, a 

conformational change is induced, auto-phosphorylating MtDMI3/LjCCaMK, which 

allows it to phosphorylate other protein substrates. MtDMI3/LjCCaMK 

phosphorylates at least one protein, M. truncatula INTERACTING PROTEIN OF 

DMI3 (IPD3)/L. japonicus CYCLOPS, a coiled-coil domain transcription factor that is 

constitutively bound to MtDMI3/LjCCaMK (Messinese et al., 2007; Yano et al., 

2008). In L. japonicus, phosphorylation of LjCYCLOPS by LjCCaMK allows it to 

form a homodimer and bind to symbiosis-specific promoter elements, inducing the 

expression of several genes necessary for either AMS or RNS, including LjRAM1, 

LjNIN1, and LjERN1 (Singh et al., 2014; Pimprikar et al., 2016; Cerri et al., 2017).  

Although not a member of the CSSP, DELLA, a transcriptional regulator and 

repressor of gibberellic acid signaling, also influences expression of genes required for 

AM symbiosis. There is evidence for action downstream of CCaMK and independent 

of CYCLOPS, but also for action through an association with CCaMK and CYCLOPS 

(Floss et al., 2013b; Jin et al., 2016; Pimprikar et al., 2016).  

Most CSSP mutants display defects in AM fungal entry into epidermal and/or 

cortical cells, indicating the importance of the CSSP for intracellular hyphal growth.  
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In dmi1, dmi2, and dmi3, epidermal entry is blocked (Bradbury et al., 1991; Endre et 

al., 2002; Lévy et al., 2004; Riely et al., 2007). L. japonicus orthologs of these genes 

display very similar mutant phenotypes to those reported in M. truncatula (Lévy et al., 

2004; Kistner et al., 2005; Pimprikar et al., 2016). In M. truncatula, cngc15 mutants 

display a reduced colonization phenotype but functional redundancy has prevented 

analyses of a complete loss-of-function mutant (Charpentier et al., 2016).  

In general, the core CSSP mutants display similar phenotypes regardless of the 

plant species but this is not true of cyclops/ipd3. In L. japonicus and rice, cyclops 

mutants show a strong AM symbiosis phenotype with a complete absence of arbuscule 

formation in rice, and arbuscules present only very rarely in L. japonicus (Gutjahr et 

al., 2008; Yano et al., 2008). In contrast, the phenotype displayed by M.truncatula 

ipd3 mutants is considerably less severe. Horvath et al described two ipd3 alleles, a 

fast neutron allele, ipd3-1, and a Tnt1 insertion, ipd3-2. While colonized ipd3-2 roots 

were reported to lack arbuscules, ipd3-1 displayed a quantitative reduction in 

colonization, with normal arbuscule development (Horváth et al., 2011). This 

variability in mutant phenotypes was hypothesized to result from the genetic 

background, since ipd3-1 is an A17 mutant, while ipd3-2 in an R108 allele; however, 

the lack of arbuscules in ipd3-2 was not observed by other researchers (Floss et al., 

2013b). A third M. truncatula ipd3 allele, Mtsym1-1/TE7 from the Jemalong 

background, displays a reduction in colonization but increased arbuscule abundance, 

akin to that reported for Pisum sativum sym33-3 (Jacobi et al., 2003; Ovchinnikova et 

al., 2011). SYM33-3 is an ortholog of IPD3.  The severity of the phenotype does not 

seem to be related to the strength of the allele as the tomato rmc mutant, which 
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consists of a deletion of five genes, including CYCLOPS, also shows a quantitative 

reduction in colonization (Larkan et al., 2013). 

A potential explanation for the substantial difference in phenotypes of the L. 

japonicus cyclops and M. truncatula ipd3 mutants was provided by the discovery of an 

IPD3 paralog in M. truncatula (Bravo et al., 2016).  However, a recent report of the 

independent discovery of the IPD3 paralog, called IPD3L, and analysis of an ipd3 

ipd3l double mutant, indicated that the double mutant also supports wild-type 

arbuscule development (Jin et al 2018).  Building on the identification of the IPD3 

paralog (Bravo et al., 2016), we also generated an ipd3 ipd3l double mutant to test the 

hypothesis that IPD3L contributes to AM symbiotic signaling. Consistent with Jin et 

al, we find that our ipd3 ipd3l double mutant is capable of symbiotic development 

indicating, in contrast to the situation in L. japonicus, that the two IPD3 transcription 

factors are not essential for AM symbiosis. The non-essential role for IPD3 and IPD3L 

suggests that downstream signaling for AM symbiosis can proceed by other avenues, 

albeit less efficiently. However, the AM symbiosis phenotype of ipd3 ipd3l shows a 

heightened sensitivity to Pi, with a greater reduction in the frequency of successful 

epidermal penetration events and overall colonization relative to WT indicating a role 

for these proteins in maintaining signaling for AM symbiosis in different 

environments.    

  

Results 

Medicago truncatula has a paralog of IPD3, IPD3L 
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M. truncatula has a paralog of IPD3, named IPD3L (Bravo et al., 2016; Jin et 

al., 2018). In a phylogeny, IPD3L clusters independently of other legume homologs of 

IPD3 (Figure S2.1). This divergence is reflected in the amino acid sequence; IPD3 and 

its L. japonicus ortholog CYCLOPS, share 80% amino acid identity, whereas IPD3 

and IPD3L share 65% amino acid identity (Figure S2.2). All critical features 

previously described for CYCLOPS, including the nuclear localization signal and the 

serine residues necessary for activation by CCaMK (Singh et al., 2014) are conserved 

between IPD3 and IPD3L.  

The IPD3L locus ID is Medtr8te071320 in M. truncatula genome version 4.0, 

which indicates that this coding sequence is predicted to be contained within a 

transposable element (Young et al., 2011). A synteny analysis indicates that the 

regions of the genome containing LjCYCLOPS and MtIPD3 show a high degree of 

synteny (Figure S2.3A). In contrast, the two genomic regions containing IPD3 and 

IPD3L are largely non-syntenic (Figure S2.3B). Together, these data, in combination 

with the fact that M. truncatula is the only plant species with a publicly available 

genome in which we could find a duplication of this gene, suggest that IPD3L may 

have arisen from a post-speciation transposon insertion event. 

 The M. truncatula genome version 4.0 predicts that IPD3L contains an 

additional 588 bp exon at the 3’ end of the gene that is not present in IPD3. However, 

Softberry FGENESH predicts two separate coding sequences; one encoding a 506 

amino acid protein closely matching the IPD3 sequence and the second encoding a 

116 amino acid protein with a Ribonuclease Fold H motif and a reverse transcriptase 

Zn - binding domain (Figure S2.4). A previous report indicated that IPD3L contained 
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this additional exon and that a full length coding sequence including this C-terminal 

extension could be amplified and cloned from cDNA (Jin et al., 2018). In contrast, we 

were unable to amplify this extra exon from either mock-inoculated root cDNA or 

Rhziphagus irregularis-colonized root cDNA in either A17 or R108 ecotypes using 

primers that spanned the IPD3L exon 10 and the predicted additional 3’ exon, exon 11 

(Figure S2.5). A full length IPD3L cDNA of 1,515 nucleotides was readily amplified 

from mycorrhizal root cDNA. The genomic and cDNA sequences are presented in 

Figure S2.6. Consequently, we conclude that the extra predicted exon is not part of the 

IPD3L CDS.  

 IPD3L transcripts were monitored by qPCR in non-colonized and colonized 

roots from the wild type (WT) R108 ecotype of M. truncatula. IPD3L transcript levels 

were similar in both samples (Figure 2.1A - B) and were approximately six times 

lower than those of IPD3. In A17, IPD3 and IPD3L show constitutive expression in 

non-colonized and colonized roots, and in this accession, transcript levels of IPD3 and 

IPD3L were similar to one another (Figure S2.5F, G). 

 

Symbiont entry into epidermal cells is impaired in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2  

 To test the hypothesis that IPD3L functions redundantly with IPD3, we 

obtained Tnt1 transposon insertion alleles for IPD3 (NF5939) and IPD3L (NF13859) 

(Tadege et al., 2008) and generated a double mutant. The ipd3 allele in line NF5939 

was described previously as ipd3-2 (Horvath et al., 2011).  Our ipd3l Tnt1 allele 

differs from that described by Jin et al. (Jin et al., 2018) and is therefore termed ipd3l-

2. The Tnt1 insertion sites for both alleles are indicated in Figure 1C.  
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 To assess the ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 AM symbiosis phenotype, seedlings were planted 

into substrate containing Glomus versiforme spores, fertilized with ½ x Hoagland’s 

containing 20 µM Pi, and harvested three weeks post planting. Under these conditions, 

colonization levels in the single mutants did not differ significantly from those of the 

parental wild type (WT) R108 or WT segregant, but there was a 50% reduction in root 

length colonized in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 relative to WT (Figure 2.1D). In the mutants, 

intercellular hyphae and arbuscules were visible in the cortex and were 

morphologically indistinguishable from those in WT roots (Figure 2.1F and G). This is 

consistent with the report of Jin et al., who evaluated the mutants with R. irregularis 

(Jin et al., 2018).  In contrast, there was a visible difference between WT and ipd3-2 

ipd3l-2 at the epidermis where hyphopodia that had failed to penetrate the roots were 

more abundant in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (Figure 2.1H); the frequency of successful hyphal 

entry through the epidermis was 50% lower in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 relative to WT (Figure 

2.1E).   
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Figure 2.1. IPD3 and IPD3L are necessary for efficient AM fungal infection. A and 
B, Gene expression of IPD3 and IPD3L in R108 M. truncatula non-colonized roots 
and roots colonized with Glomus versiforme (G. versiforme). n=5, bars indicate the 
mean. C, Gene structure of IPD3 (Medtr5g026850) and IPD3L (Medtr8g071320) 
showing the position of the Tnt1 insertions NF5939 (ipd3-2) and NF13859 (ipd3l-2) 
verified by sequencing. D, Percentage of colonized root length three weeks post 
planting into G. versiforme inoculum. n=7, letters indicate significant differences 
using ANOVA with P<0.05. E, Percentage of epidermal penetration by G. versiforme. 
Successful entries as a % of total hyphopodia are shown.  n=3, one-way ANOVA with 
letters indicating statistically significant differences with P<0.05. F, G, and H, 
Confocal images of WT (F) and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (G) and (H) roots colonized by G. 
versiforme. Plant cell wall material is stained with propidium iodide (red), fungal cell 
wall is stained with WGA AlexaFluor488 (green), Scale bars are 50 µm. H= 
hyphopodium, IH= intercellular hyphae, A=arbuscule. I and J, Growth response 
experiment. Plants were grown in soil substrate with G. versiforme or without G. 
versiforme (control) for 10 weeks to assess whether G. versiforme improves the 
growth and seed set of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. n=8, Student’s t-test comparing control versus 
G. versiforme, *** indicates a significance of <0.001, ** indicates significance of 
<0.01. 
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Based on these data, the reduction in colonized root length in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 is likely 

the result of a reduction in epidermal penetration. Transcript levels of G. versiforme a-

Tubulin and three M. truncatula AM symbiosis marker genes, PT4, VPY, and RAM1, 

were also reduced in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 relative to WT (Figure S27), consistent with the 

reduction in overall root colonization (Figure 2.1D). The single mutants did not differ 

from WT except for ipd3-2, which showed a reduction in G. versiforme a-Tubulin and 

PT4 transcripts (Figure S2.7A). In this experiment, transcript levels in the WT 

segregant were lower than the parental WT (R108), even though colonized root length 

did not differ (Figure 2.1D).  

A growth response experiment was conducted to assess the long-term effect of 

the absence of IPD3 and IPD3L on plant fitness. Although both WT and ipd3-2 ipd3l-

2 plants exhibited an increase in shoot biomass in colonized versus non-colonized 

conditions, there was no increase in number of seed pods in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 colonized 

with G. versiforme indicating that although the mutant can be colonized the symbiosis 

is not fully functional (Figure 2.1I - J).  

Since IPD3 is a member of the common symbiosis signaling pathway, we 

wanted to determine whether ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 was also impaired in nodulation. It was 

reported previously that ipd3-2 has a defect in rhizobial infection thread and 

symbiosome formation, although nodules still form and in fact, form in increased 

numbers in certain M. truncatula mutant alleles, including ipd3-2 (Horváth et al., 

2011; Ovchinnikova et al., 2011). This is in contrast to Ljcyclops, where infection 

thread formation is arrested, and few nodule primordia are formed (Yano et al., 2008). 
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To evaluate the nodulation phenotype of the double mutant, plants were inoculated 

with Sinorhizobium meliloti, and the nodulation phenotype was assessed 23 and 28 

days post inoculation. At harvest, ipd3-2 and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 shoots were noticeably 

smaller than the other genotypes (Figure S2.8A). Infection threads that traversed the 

full length of the root hair were present in the single mutants, but were not observed in 

ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (Figure S2.8B - E), and S. meliloti mCherry strain 1021 was not 

observed in the very small nodules present in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 at 23 dpi (Figure S2.8F - 

J). S. meliloti expressing nifHpr:GFP was used to monitor bacteria in the nodules. At 

28 dpi, nifHpr:GFP- containing nodules were not observed on ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 plants 

(Figure S2.9A – D, F). Additionally, the increase in nodules observed previously in 

ipd3-2 (Horváth et al., 2011) was suppressed in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (Figure S2.9E), 

although the majority of nodules in both ipd3-2 and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 were immature 

(Figure S2.9G). These results vary slightly from those obtained by Jin et al., where 

they observed a complete lack of nodule formation in ipd3-2 ipd3l-1 (Jin et al., 2018). 

These results indicate that both IPD3 and IPD3L are important for nodulation, and that 

the infection thread phenotype of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 resembles that of cyclops, although 

the nodule development may progress slightly beyond the primordia stage as defined 

by the scheme outlined in Xiao et al. (Xiao et al., 2014).  

Overall, our phenotypic analysis suggests that while the nodulation phenotype 

displayed by L. japonicus cyclops and M. truncatula ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 is similar, the AM 

symbiosis mutant phenotypes diverge. In ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 epidermal penetration is 

impaired but arbuscule development is unaffected whereas arbuscules are almost 

entirely absent in Ljcyclops. 
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Development of AM symbiosis in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 shows a heightened sensitivity to Pi  

 Since P levels systemically affect AM symbiosis, and the ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 

phenotype was mild under low Pi fertilizer application, we tested whether the mutant 

phenotype could be exacerbated in higher Pi environments. To evaluate the AM 

symbiosis phenotype during growth in different Pi fertilization regimes, ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 

was transplanted into inoculated substrate and fertilized twice a week with ½ x 

Hoagland’s containing 20 µM, 200 µM, or 2 mM Pi.  Transcript levels of a Pi- 

starvation marker Mt4 (Burleigh and Harrison, 1999), were much lower in the 2 mM 

Pi - treated roots compared to the 20 µM Pi – treated roots, indicating the efficacy of 

this fertilizer regime (Figure 2.2A).   

At three weeks post-planting, colonization levels were lower in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 

compared to WT but were not significantly affected by 20 µM Pi versus 200 µM Pi 

(Figure 2.3A). However, when fertilized with 2 mM Pi, ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 displayed an 

eight-fold reduction in colonized root length as compared to the 20 µM Pi fertilizer 

regime (Figure 2.3A). In contrast, the WT segregant showed only a two-fold decrease 

in colonized root length in the 2 mM versus 20 µM Pi treatment. Hyphal entry through 

the epidermis was reduced five-fold from the highest to lowest Pi treatment in ipd3-2 

ipd3l-2, whereas the WT segregant showed no change in epidermal entry over the 

three different Pi regimes (Figure 2.3B, Figure S2.10E). Additionally, in the 2 mM Pi 

condition ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 displayed a 50 % reduction in the number of infection units 

containing arbuscules, although the percentage of infection units containing arbuscules 

varied considerably between root systems since the total number of infection units was 

low (Figure 2.3D). In the 2 mM Pi treatment, there was no statistically significant 
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reduction in colonized root length with either of the single mutants (Figure S2.10A) 

but a 30% decrease in epidermal entry in ipd3-2 as compared to the WT segregant 

(Figure S2.10B). The number of infection units and percentage of infection units 

containing arbuscules was not affected in either of the single mutants (Figure S2.10C, 

D).   

In addition, we measured the transcript levels of AM symbiosis marker genes. 

Consistent with the colonization data, transcript levels of AM symbiosis marker genes 

were much lower in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 at 2 mM Pi relative to 20 µM Pi (Figure 2.2B – F). 

PT4 and RAM1 transcripts were almost undetectable in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 plants under the 

2 mM P fertilizer regime, but there was no additional reduction in expression of VPY 

in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 relative to WT in the high Pi treatment. NSP1 transcript levels were 

affected only by the Pi treatment and did not differ between genotypes (Figure 2.2F). 

 Thus, the colonization defects in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 are more prominent at high Pi. 

Notably, epidermal entry decreases over five-fold in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 at 2mM Pi relative 

to 20 µM Pi, while WT does not show a significant difference in epidermal entry 

between these two conditions (Figure 2.3). The colonization data are further 

corroborated with the AM symbiosis gene transcripts of the WT segregant and ipd3-2 

ipd3l-2 under 20 µM Pi and 2mM Pi fertilizer regimes (Figure 2.2). As the phosphate-

starvation marker Mt4 shows similar transcript levels in WT and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 at 20 

µM Pi and 2mM Pi (Figure 2.2A), we conclude that the double mutant is not showing 

a general increase in sensitivity to P, but rather a symbiosis-specific response.  
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Figure 2.2. Transcript levels of AM symbiosis genes in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 under low and 
high phosphate conditions. qPCR to assess expression relative to M. truncatula 
Elongation Factor 1α. Phosphate-starvation gene Mt4 (A), G. versiforme a-Tubulin 
(B), PT4 (C), RAM1 (D), VPY (E), and NSP1 (F). Horizontal bars indicate the mean, 
points indicate individual replicates. n≥3, different letters indicate statistically 
significant differences, P<0.05 using multiple comparisons t-test. 
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Figure 2.3. The ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 AM symbiosis phenotype is sensitive to high 
phosphate. WT segregant (WT) and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 plants were fertilized with ½ x 
Hoagland’s containing 20 µM, 200 µM, or 2 mM Pi and colonized root length (A), 
epidermal penetration (B), number of infection units (C), and percentage of infection 
units containing arbuscules (D) were counted. N=5, different letters indicate 
statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA within genotypes, Tukey’s 
HSD. 
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Overexpression of auto-active IPD3 and IPD3L induces downstream AM symbiosis 

gene expression in the absence of AM fungi  

In L. japonicus CYCLOPS is essential for the expression of RAM1, a major 

regulator of arbuscule development and in cyclops mutants, arbuscules do not develop 

(Yano et al., 2008; Park et al., 2015; Pimprikar et al., 2016). In contrast, in M. 

truncatula ipd3-2 ipd3l-2, RAM1 is expressed, albeit at lower levels, and arbuscules 

fully develop. Consequently, we questioned whether IPD3 and IPD3L regulate 

expression of RAM1 and other regulators of AM symbiosis in M. truncatula. To 

evaluate this, we generated auto-active versions of IPD3 and IPD3L by substituting 

the two serines equivalent to those necessary for the activation of CYCLOPS by 

CCaMK with two aspartate residues (Singh et al., 2014). Transcript levels of several 

AM symbiosis regulators were then monitored in M. truncatula roots constitutively 

expressing the auto-active versions, IPD3-DD and IPD3L-DD.   In comparison with a 

GUS control, constitutive expression of both IPD3-DD and IPD3L-DD resulted in a 

significant increase in RAM1, RAD1, NSP1, and VPY transcripts (Figure 2.4C – F) but 

not NSP2 or DELLA1 (Figure 2.4G – H). The level of VPY transcripts induced by 

IPD3-DD or IPD3L-DD is similar to that observed in a well colonized WT root, while 

the level of RAM1 transcripts is an order of magnitude lower than that observed in 

well colonized WT roots (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.2D). This suggests that while both 

IPD3 and IPD3L can induce the expression of several regulatory genes necessary for 

AM symbiosis, additional proteins may be necessary for robust induction of RAM1.  
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Figure 2.4. Constitutive expression of auto-active versions of IPD3 and IPD3L results 
in an increase in transcript levels of several AM symbiosis genes in the absence of a 
fungal symbiont. IPD3 (A), IPD3L (B), VPY (C), RAM1 (D), RAD1 (E), NSP1 (F), 
NSP2 (G), and DELLA1 (H) transcripts were assessed in non-colonized transgenic 
roots containing either a control vector MtUBQ promoter:GUS (UBQpr:GUS) or auto-
active versions of IPD3 (UBQpr:IPD3-DD) and IPD3L (UBQpr:IPD3L-DD).  
Transcript levels relative to Medicago truncatula Elongation Factor 1α. N=5, 
Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to assess pairwise comparisons to UBQpr:GUS, 
different letters signify P<0.05, bars represent the mean. 
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Constitutive expression of 35S:GOF-DMI3-NLS induces AM symbiosis genes in an 

IPD3/IPD3L-dependent and IPD3/IPD3L-independent manner 

 In L. japonicus, CYCLOPS is activated by CCaMK. CCaMK and its M. 

truncatula ortholog, DMI3, are essential for symbiosis and both L. japonicus ccamk 

and M. truncatula dmi3 mutants show a similar phenotype in which the fungus fails to 

enter the root (Catoira et al., 2000; Lévy et al., 2004; Mitra et al., 2004). In L. 

japonicus, an auto-active version of CCaMK restores AM fungal infection events in 

ccamk (Takeda et al., 2012).  Additionally, in the absence of a symbiotic signal, auto-

active versions of CCaMK lacking its EF-hands but containing an NLS, stimulate AM 

symbiotic gene expression, although this version of the protein cannot fully 

complement ccamk (Takeda et al., 2012; Takeda et al., 2015).  

 Building on the previous data, we asked whether an auto-active version of 

DMI3 requires IPD3 and IPD3L to induce expression of AM symbiosis genes. As a 

first step, we confirmed that IPD3L can interact with DMI3 in a yeast-two hybrid 

assay (Figure 2.5A).  Then, guided by the earlier analyses, we generated a gain-of-

function (GOF) version of DMI3 lacking its auto-inhibitory EF-hands with a 

phosphomimetic amino acid replacement of threonine 271 to aspartate (T271D) and a 

C-terminal NLS.  In the absence of a symbiont, constitutive expression of GOF-

DMI3-NLS in WT roots resulted in an increase in VPY, RAM1, RAD1, and NSP1 

transcripts relative to roots expressing a GFP control (Figure 2.5B – E). In contrast, in 

ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 roots expressing GOF-DMI3-NLS, VPY and NSP1 transcripts did not 

increase relative to the GFP controls. There was an increase in RAM1 and RAD1 

transcripts relative to the GFP controls, however (Figure 2.5C - D), which was 
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substantially lower than levels obtained in WT. The results of these two gain-of-

function experiments indicate that DMI3 signaling requires IPD3 and IPD3L for the 

transcriptional regulation of VPY, RAM1, RAD1 and NSP1 but they also indicate that 

signaling through DMI3 can trigger small increases in two major downstream 

regulators, RAM1 and RAD1, in the absence of IPD3 or IPD3L.  

 

Arbuscule numbers increase in Ljcyclops-3 under low Pi conditions 

 Since we could alter the ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 AM symbiosis phenotype by changing 

the Pi content of the growth environment, we wanted to determine whether the 

Ljcyclops phenotype could be affected by altering the growth conditions. Specifically, 

we were interested in whether arbuscule formation could be promoted if Ljcyclops was 

grown in low Pi conditions, since it has previously been reported that arbuscules are 

rarely formed in Ljcyclops (Yano et al., 2008). 

To test this, we grew WT and Ljcyclops-3 plants in G. versiforme-inoculated 

substrate and treated these plants with a fertilizer regime of ½ x Hoagland’s fertilizer 

containing either 0 µM, 20 µM, or 200 µM Pi. We used a lower concentration gradient 

for L. japonicus than for M. truncatula because previous experiments in our standard 

20µM Pi growth conditions (Floss et al., 2013a) had shown that the Ljcyclops AM 

symbiosis phenotype is most similar to the ‘high Pi’ ipd3 ipd3l phenotype (Figure 

2.3).  Colonization levels and arbuscule content were assessed in WT and Ljcyclops at 

five weeks post planting. 
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Figure 2.5. IPD3 and IPD3L are necessary for the induction of symbiotic genes by 
auto-active DMI3 in the absence of a symbiont. (A) IPD3L interacts with DMI3. A 
yeast-two-hybrid assay. Two separate mated yeast colonies were plated per 
interaction. As a positive control, the interaction between IPD3 and DMI3 was 
assayed. AD and BD are empty activation domain and binding domain vectors, 
respectively. Image taken after a two-day incubation at 28°C. (B) – (E) An auto-active 
version of DMI3 was expressed under the CaMV35S promoter in WT and ipd3-2 
ipd3l-2 non-colonized roots. Gene expression relative to Elongation Factor 1α. Bars 
represent the mean, N≥5, student’s t-test used to assess differences between control 
and GOF-DMI3. * indicates P<0.05, ** P<0.01. 
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 In all Pi growth conditions, the most prominent aspect of the Ljcyclops AM 

symbiosis phenotype was a failure to penetrate the epidermis. Many swollen 

hyphopodia were visible at the epidermis and intraradical colonization was reduced 

substantially (Figure 2.6A-E). However, in all three Pi growth conditions, we observed 

roots with cortical infections that contained arbuscules; the highest number of 

arbuscules occurred in the 0 µM Pi growth condition (Figure 2.6C, E). Thus while 

cortical colonization and arbuscule development is severely impaired in Ljcyclops, a 

small phenotypic change, namely an increase in arbuscule number, can be induced by 

decreasing Pi levels in the environment (Figure 2.6 D-E). However, this effect is small 

compared to the Pi-dependent phenotypic alterations observed in ipd3 ipd3l, and these 

experiments further support the hypothesis that there are differences in operation of 

AM symbiosis signaling in these two legumes.   

 

Hyphal entry through the epidermis is abolished in GA3-treated ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 

plants 

 The phosphate-dependent phenotype of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2, along with the results 

of the GOF-DMI3 experiments, led us to hypothesize that an additional factor enables 

symbiotic gene expression during growth in low Pi conditions and thus partially 

compensates for the lack of IPD3 and IPD3L. DELLA proteins are possible candidates 

as they are required for AM symbiosis in M. truncatula (Floss et al., 2013b; Takeda et 

al., 2015) and can induce RAM1 expression in the absence of CCaMK and CYCLOPS, 

although models from heterologous expression studies propose that a 
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DELLA/CYCLOPS complex is needed for robust induction of symbiotic gene 

expression (Park et al., 2015; Pimprikar et al., 2016). 

  It is well established that the phytohormone gibberellic acid (GA) negatively 

regulates DELLA proteins by targeting them for degradation (Silverstone et al., 2001; 

Daviere and Achard, 2013; Floss et al., 2013b; Takeda et al., 2015) and application of 

GA allows manipulation of DELLA protein levels. Therefore, to test the hypothesis 

that DELLAs can compensate for a lack of IPD3 and IPD3L, WT segregant and ipd3-

2 ipd3l-2 plants were inoculated with G. versiforme, fertilized with ½ x Hoagland’s 

containing 20 µM phosphate, and treated with 10-8, 10-7, or 10-6 M GA3, or a solvent 

solution lacking GA3.  

While there was no statistically significant change in infection unit number and 

epidermal penetration in the WT segregant with 10-6 M GA3, ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 epidermal 

penetration and infection unit formation was almost completely blocked (Figure 2.7A, 

B). Many swollen hyphopodia were present on the root surface, indicating multiple 

entry attempts along the root and reminiscent of a dmi3 phenotype.  At 10-8 M GA3, 

the WT segregant displayed a 50% reduction in infection units containing arbuscules 

as compared to the solvent control, but there was a 98% reduction in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. 

This indicates that in comparison with WT, development of symbiosis is more 

sensitive to the application of gibberellic acid in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (Figure 2.7C).  
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Figure 2.6. Arbuscule numbers in Ljcyclops increase in low Pi growth conditions. 
Lotus japonicus Gifu WT and cyclops-3 plants were planted into G. versiforme-
inoculated growth substrate, fertilized with ½ x Hoagland’s containing 0 µM, 20 µM, 
or 200 µM Pi and harvested 5 wpp. A – C, Confocal images of WT (A) and cyclops-3 
(B) and (C) roots colonized by G. versiforme. Plant cell walls are stained with 
propidium iodide (red), fungal cell walls are stained with WGA AlexaFluor488 
(green), Scale bars are 100 µm. H= hyphopodium, A=arbuscule. Colonized root length 
(D) and number of arbuscules (E). N=5, different letters indicate statistically 
significant differences using one-way ANOVA within genotypes, Tukey’s HSD.  
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It was previously demonstrated that constitutive expression of a dominant, GA-

insensitive version of DELLA1, ∆DELLA1, can partially complement the arbuscule 

defect in cyclops and increase colonization levels in ipd3 (Floss et al., 2013b). We 

confirmed that 35S:∆DELLA1 doubled the colonized root length of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 as 

compared to expression of the negative control 35S:GFP, although the colonization 

did not reach the levels of the WT segregant (Figure S2.10). 

If we assume that the GA treatment is influencing the presence of DELLA, these data 

suggest that DELLA, IPD3, and IPD3L influence epidermal entry and arbuscule 

formation in M. truncatula. While IPD3 and IPD3L play a major role in AM fungal 

epidermal entry, we infer that DELLA1 may be able to induce a basal level of 

symbiotic gene expression to enable epidermal entry of AM fungi, since applying GA3 

(10-6 M) to ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 eliminates AM fungal epidermal entry. Conversely, DELLA 

may be playing a dominant, but not exclusive, role in arbuscule formation relative to 

IPD3 and IPD3L, since arbuscule formation is inhibited by a lower concentration of 

GA3 in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (10-7 M) as compared to WT (10-6 M). 
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Figure 2.7. Colonization of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 shows increased sensitivity to GA3. WT 
segregant and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 plants were colonized with G. versiforme and treated 
with GA3. A, the number of infection units, B, % of hyphopodia that penetrate the 
epidermis, C, % of infection units containing arbuscules. Legend, GA3 concentration. 
Error bars are SEM, n=5. Different letters signify statistically significant differences 
within genotypes from one-way ANOVA, P<0.05, Tukey’s HSD. 
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Discussion 

 Building on the observation of an additional copy of IPD3 in the M. truncatula 

genome (Bravo et al., 2016), we generated a double mutant, ipd3-2 ipd3l-2, to 

evaluate the roles of these two genes in AM symbiosis. Although arbuscules were 

present, hyphal penetration of the epidermis and overall colonization levels were 

reduced in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 relative to WT and this phenotype became 

disproportionately more severe in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 when the Pi content of the growth 

medium was increased.  From these data, two conclusions can be drawn; first, there is 

redundancy or an alternate route through the CSSP when plants are highly P-deprived 

and second, IPD3/IPD3L are essential for symbiosis signaling in higher Pi 

environments. The physiological significance of IPD3 and IPD3L’s role during 

symbiotic signaling is supported by the growth response experiments in which 

inoculated ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 grown in soil showed no increase in fecundity as compared 

to uninoculated plants. An environmental effect on the phenotype of ipd3/cyclops 

mutants may also explain the wide variation reported in different plant species, mutant 

alleles, and also with differing fungal symbionts (Chen et al., 2008; Gutjahr et al., 

2008; Yano et al., 2008; Horváth et al., 2011; Ovchinnikova et al., 2011; Larkan et al., 

2013). However, the magnitude of Pi-dependent phenotypic change in Ljcyclops-3 is 

very small relative to that observed in ipd3 ipd3l so it will be interesting to see 

whether the tomato cyclops displays a Pi-dependent shift in phenotype.  

We demonstrated that fungal entry into the epidermis is reduced in ipd3-2 

ipd3l-2 which is consistent with the accepted model that IPD3 interacts with DMI3 to 
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initiate symbiotic gene induction (Hayashi et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2014; Pimprikar et 

al., 2016) and also with the dmi3 phenotype (Bradbury et al., 1991; Lévy et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, constitutive expression of auto-active variants of IPD3 and IPD3L 

results in the expected transcriptional induction of several AM symbiosis genes, 

including VPY, a gene that influences epidermal penetration (Pumplin et al., 2010), 

thus consistent with the ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 epidermal phenotype. Additionally, AM 

symbiosis gene expression induced by GOF-DMI3 largely requires IPD3 and IPD3L. 

However, the fact that the fungus can colonize ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 in low Pi conditions 

indicates that there is another way to induce symbiotic gene expression in the absence 

of IPD3 and IPD3L that may be sensitive to high Pi. The experiment in which an auto-

active version of DMI3 was expressed constitutively in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 provided initial 

clues suggesting that the answer may lie with the GRAS transcription factors RAM1 

and RAD1.  Transcript levels of both genes increased in response to expression of 

GOF-DMI3 in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2, suggesting that RAM1 and RAD1 expression can occur 

independently of IPD3 and IPD3L, albeit at low levels. We hypothesized that this 

increase in transcripts might require DELLA proteins, whose expression is elevated in 

low P conditions and whose protein levels are post-translationally reduced in high P 

conditions (Jiang et al., 2007; Floss et al., 2013b; Zentella et al., 2016). In support of 

this proposal ectopic expression of a dominant DELLA in cyclops can induce the 

expression of RAM1 and RAD1 and complements the arbuscule defect (Floss et al., 

2013b; Park et al., 2015). Although DELLA has been proposed to operate in a 

complex with CYCLOPS and CCaMK, treatment of ccamk and cyclops with PAC, a 

GA inhibitor, results in increased expression of RAM1 (Park et al., 2015; Pimprikar et 
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al., 2016), indicating an effect independent of the full complex. Furthermore, as shown 

here colonization of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 is more sensitive to GA3 with complete loss of 

cortical colonization at 10^-6 GA3. This phenotype is consistent with the model that 

RAM1 and RAD1 expression can be induced by DMI3 and DELLA enabling arbuscule 

development even in the absence of IPD3 and IPD3L. Thus the 

CYCLOPS/CCaMK/DELLA complex proposed by Pimprikar (Pimprikar et al., 2016) 

may incorporate redundancy that enables some signaling from just two of the three 

proteins.  If this is correct, we would predict that other, as yet unknown genes that 

regulate epidermal entry, will also be regulated in this manner, as epidermal 

penetration of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 is likewise sensitive to GA3 (Figure 2.7) and ectopic 

expression of a dominant DELLA increases the frequency of cortical infections 

cyclops (Floss et al., 2013a). While the model is plausible, in our experiments, 

pleiotropic effects from exogenous GA3 application cannot be excluded at this time. 

We did attempt to complement the 2 mM Pi ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 phenotype through 

expression of dominant DELLA, however, colonization was not observed, indicating 

that additional factors may be required (data not shown). To date, no attempts to 

complement the effect of high Pi fertilizer on AM fungal colonization have been 

successful, perhaps because this systemic signal affects multiple factors necessary for 

AM symbiosis simultaneously (Balzergue et al., 2010; Branscheid et al., 2010; 

Balzergue et al., 2013). 

In contrast to the differing AM symbiosis phenotypes of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 and 

cyclops, their nodulation phenotypes are very similar, with premature arrest of 

infection thread formation and the inability to form mature nodules (Yano et al., 2008; 
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Jin et al., 2018). Additionally, there appears to be some degree of non-overlapping 

function between IPD3 and IPD3L since the single mutant phenotypes are not strictly 

additive. This is evidenced by the fact that ipd3-2 has an increase in the number of 

nodules, but this number is reduced in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. Future work should address 

whether or not IPD3 and IPD3L have some divergence in the induction of specific 

symbiotic gene targets. 

Due to the nutrient dependence of AM symbiosis, regulatory inputs that 

influence gene expression quantitatively dependent on the environment might be 

expected. Beyond the CSSP, many genes necessary for AM symbiosis contain the 

P1BS phosphate starvation response promoter element, indicating that transcription 

factors activated when plants are phosphorus-starved may help increase AM fungal 

colonization levels (Delaux et al., 2014).  

In conclusion, this study reveals quantitative regulation of symbiotic 

development at the level of the level of CSSP signaling and that the CSSP has some 

built-in redundancy that ensures signaling in low P conditions. Additionally, we 

uncovered an essential role for IPD3 and IPD3L in maintaining CSSP signaling in 

higher P environments.  In a heterogeneous soil environment this may be important 

and could potentially enable roots to maintain signaling as they encounter patches of 

soil with differing P levels. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Medicago truncatula plant growth and inoculation with AM fungi 
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 For the ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 mutant phenotyping, Medicago truncatula seeds were 

surface- sterilized (Liu et al., 2004), and planted in 20.5 cm cones containing a 2:2:1 

play sand (average particle size 200 – 300 µm)/black sand (heterogeneous particle size 

200 µm–5 mm)/gravel mixture (heterogeneous particle size 3 mm - 1 cm) with 200 

surface-sterilized Glomus versiforme spores (Liu et al., 2004) added at a depth of 3.5 

cm into the cone unless otherwise indicated. Two plants were planted per cone. Plants 

were transferred to a growth chamber with 16 hr light at 25 C / 8 hr dark 22 C and 

fertilized with 20 mL ½ x Hoagland’s, ½ x N, 200 µM potassium phosphate the day 

after planting, and subsequently fertilized with ½ x Hoagland’s, ½ x N, 20 µM 

potassium phosphate twice a week unless otherwise indicated. Three weeks post 

planting, roots in the 6 cm zone surrounding the spore layer were collected for gene 

expression analysis and staining. 

 For the growth response experiment, four seedlings were planted per pot in 11 

cm - wide pots containing 18:9:1 play sand: gravel: Lansing soil (Hong et al., 2012) 

double-autoclaved with a play sand layer in the middle of the pot containing either 500 

G. versiforme spores, or a mock inoculum (Liu et al., 2004). After two weeks, two 

seedlings were culled from the pot, leaving only two plants of equal size. Plants were 

grown for 10 weeks and were fertilized with 50 mL ½ x Hoagland’s, ½ x N, 200 µM 

phosphate once a week for 9 weeks, with the exception of week 8 to encourage a 

growth response. In addition to the Hoagland’s fertilizer, plants were treated with 1 

mL 10 mM Ca3(PO4)2 insoluble phosphate solution once a week, since this form of 

phosphate is inaccessible to plants lacking AM fungal colonization. After 10 weeks, 
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plants were harvested and fresh shoot weight, dry shoot weight, and fecundity were 

measured per pot.  

 

Medicago truncatula phosphate fertilizer treatment 

 The Medicago truncatula phosphate fertilizer treatment experiment was 

performed as described above, but plants were treated with 20 mL ½ x Hoagland’s, ½ 

x N containing either 20 µM, 200 µM, or 2 mM potassium phosphate twice a week 

one week after planting. Plants were harvested three weeks post planting. 

 

Gibberellic acid (GA3) treatment 

 GA3 treatment was performed as described in Floss et al., 2013, but with the 

following modifications. Plants were grown in cones as described in the plant growth 

methods, and treated with 20 mL of GA3 at 10-8, 10-7, and 10-6 M daily beginning at 

six days after planting. 

 

Lotus japonicus plant growth and phosphate fertilizer treatment 

 For the Lotus japonicus phosphate fertilizer treatment, L. japonicus seeds were 

surface sterilized and planted as described for Medicago truncatula. Plants were 

treated with 20 mL ½ x Hoagland’s, ½ x N, containing either 0 µM, 20 µM, or 200 

µM phosphate twice a week beginning one week after planting. Plants were harvested 

five weeks post planting. 

 

Tnt1 insertion lines and generation of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 double mutant 
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 We obtained Tnt1 insertion lines NF5939 (Mtipd3) and NF13859 (Mtipd3l) 

containing a Tnt1 insertion in either MtIPD3 (Medtr5g026850) or MtIPD3L 

(Medtr8g071320), respectively. The ipd3-2 Tnt1 mutant was verified by amplifying 

the Tnt1 insertion border using the Tnt1 border primer B1384 and IPD3 - specific 

primer B5907, followed by PCR purification and sequencing. For ipd3l-2, the Tnt1 

border primer B2501 and IPD3L-specific primer B5368 were used to amplify the 

insertion border, and the PCR product was purified and sequenced.  

After confirming the presence of the Tnt1 insertion, ipd3-2 and ipd3l-2 were 

crossed. The F1 generation, consisting of eight individuals, was allowed to self-

pollinate, and F2 seed were collected. 90 F2 plants were screened to identify 

homozygous WT, single, and double mutants via PCR-based screening of the Tnt1 

insertions. For screening for the presence of IPD3 WT sequence, the primers B2110 

and B5907 were used (492 bp product). For the ipd3 mutant screen, B1384 and B5907 

were used (960 bp product). To screen IPD3L, B5367 and B5909 primers were used to 

screen the WT sequence (2.2 kb product). B2501 and B5909 were used to screen for 

the ipd3l sequence (620 bp product). The IPD3L WT gene was amplified and cloned 

into pGEM T-EASY using the primers B5367, located at the 5’ ATG start site and 

q2131, adjacent to the 3’ TAG stop codon, and then sequenced using the M13 primers 

B874 and B875. The IPD3L CDS was amplified and cloned into pDONR1-2 using 

primers B6199 and B6200 and then sequenced using B874 and B875.   

Four independent homozygous double mutant lines, one homozygote for each 

single mutant, and three homozygous WT segregants were obtained and used in 

subsequent analyses. 
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Plasmid construction  

IPD3 and IPD3L coding sequences were amplified from cDNA generated from 

A17 roots colonized by Glomus versiforme and cloned into pDONR1-2 plasmids. The 

primers used for amplification were as follows: B3759 and B3760 for IPD3, and 

B6199 and B6200 for IPD3L.  

To clone auto-active versions of IPD3 and IPD3L, overlapping PCR was 

performed using the pDONR1-2 IPD3 and IPD3L CDS plasmids as a template. To 

generate amino acid substitutions, we used the following primers: IPD3, B6236 and 

B6237 (S50D), B6232 and B6233 (S154D); IPD3L, B6234 and B6235 (S50D), B6230 

and B6231 (S154D). For the overlapping PCR, two sequential rounds of PCR were 

performed. For the first round, PCR was performed using the attB1F primer of either 

IPD3 or IPD3L and the reverse primer containing the amino acid substitution (e.g. 

B3759 and B6237 for IPD3 S50D), as well as the forward primer containing the amino 

acid substitution (B6236 and B3760 for IPD3 S50D) plus the attB2R reverse primer. 

After these two PCR products were generated, they were gel purified, and 

simultaneously used as a template for the second PCR reaction using the attB1F and 

attBR2 primers to generate a single PCR product. This overlapping PCR product was 

then gel extracted, cloned into pDONR1-2, and sequenced to ensure the point 

mutation was introduced into the CDS. 

The promoter region from a constitutively expressed ubiquitin, 

Medtr8g018230, was selected to overexpress IPD3 and IPD3L using expression 

profile information from the Medicago truncatula gene atlas. A 2 kb region upstream 

of the CDS was selected for the MtUBQpr. The promoter region was amplified from 
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A17 genomic DNA with primers B6281 and B6282 containing attB4F and attB1R 

sites, respectively, and cloned into pDONR 4-1 using a BP reaction.  

To generate the GOF-DMI3 construct, DMI3 T265D plasmids were used as a 

template (Gleason et al., 2006). The primers B6360 and B6361 were used to amplify 

the truncated version of the sequence, and B6361 also contained an NLS 

(ATCCTCAACCTTTCTCTTCTTCTTAGG). Then, this PCR product was amplified 

using the primers B6360 and B6363 to incorporate a stop codon and attB2R site to the 

3’ end of the CDS sequence. Primers used are listed in Supplemental Table S2.  

To generate expression vectors for this study, pDONR plasmids were 

recombined into pKM43GW using a multisite Gateway LR reaction (Table S1). 

For the Y2H screen, IPD3L was cloned into the activation domain-containing 

plasmid pJG4-5 GW using a single-site LR reaction. The other Y2H plasmids were 

previously cloned as described in Park et al., 2015. 

 

A. rhizogenes-mediated transformation of Medicago truncatula roots 

 Root transformations were conducted as described in Boisson-Dernier et al., 

2001 with the following modifications (Boisson-Dernier et al., 2001). Plants were 

grown on modified F plates in the absence of antibiotic and transgenic roots were 

identified by the presence of DsRED or GFP depending on the construct transformed 

(Floss et al., 2013a). Plants were grown in cones as described above and harvested 

three weeks post planting unless otherwise described. The presence of DsRED or GFP 

transgenic roots were again assessed immediately before harvesting to ensure that 

transgenic material was obtained for gene expression. 
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Assessment of colonization via microscopy  

 Immediately after harvesting, roots were placed in 50% ethanol for 2 hours, 

after which they were transferred to 20% (wt/v) KOH, incubated for three days at 

65°C, and then rinsed five times with ddH2O with gentle agitation. After the final 

water rinse, roots were rinsed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for a minimum of 30 

minutes, and then stained with a 1:10,000 WGA: PBS solution overnight at 4°C. 

WGA-stained roots were examined using an Olympus SZX stereomicroscope, where 

the number and presence of fungal structures was analyzed, including the number of 

infection units, infection units containing arbuscules, and aborted hyphopodia on the 

surface of the root. Root length colonization was assayed using a modified grid-line 

intersect method (McGonigle et al., 1990). For confocal microscopy, roots were 

counterstained with 20 µg mL-1 propidium iodide to observe plant cell wall material. 

Roots were imaged using an SP5 Leica confocal microscope as described previously 

(Ivanov and Harrison, 2014). 

 

RNA isolation and gene expression analysis 

 RNA was isolated using the TRIzol protocol according to the manufacturer’s 

procedure (www.lifetechnologies.com). 250 ng of RNA was used to synthesize cDNA 

using Super Script Transcriptase III (Invitrogen). For qPCR analyses, 10 ng of cDNA 

template was used. qPCR analyses were performed using an Applied Biosystems 

QuantFlex Studio 6.0 machine. 
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Yeast-two hybrid assay 

 Yeast-two hybrid assay was conducted as described in Park et al., 2015. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 Statistical analyses were performed in R Studio using the -stats and -lsmeans 

statistical packages. A student’s t-test was performed for the experiments indicated. 

For one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s HSD analysis was performed and pairwise 

comparisons were determined. For gene expression analysis, non-parametric pairwise 

comparisons were obtained using a Kruskal-Wallis test.  

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

 Phylogenetic analyses were performed as previously described in Bravo et al., 

2017.  

 

Synteny analysis 

 To perform the synteny analysis, we used the CoGe website platform 

(https://genomevolution.org). To compare LjCYCLOPS and MtIPD3, we entered their 

corresponding gene IDs to be able to map the surrounding chromosomal regions. At 

the time of the synteny analysis, IPD3L had not been annotated as a gene, so we used 

the neighboring gene ID Medtr8g071330 to map the IPD3 and IPD3L chromosomal 

regions. 
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Nodulation experiments 

 To assess the nodulation phenotype of ipd3-2 ipd3l-2, seeds were sterilized as 

described above, and planted into cones with two plants per cone containing the 2:2:1 

play sand: black sand: gravel mixture previously described. Nodulation assays were 

performed with S. meliloti strain 1021 or nifHpr:GFP as previously described in 

(Zhang et al., 2015a) with the following modifications. Plants were fertilized with ½ x 

Hoagland’s, 200 µM phosphate lacking nitrogen twice a week. Plants were harvested 

either 23 (plants inoculated with S. meliloti 1021) or 28 days (S. meliloti nifHpr:GFP) 

post planting.  

Nodules and infection threads were counted and imaged using a Leica M205 

stereoscope, and nodules were longitudinally sectioned and imaged using a Leica SP5 

confocal microscope to observe symbiosomes.  
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APPENDIX  

 
Figure S2.1. Phylogenetic tree of MtIPD3. IPD3 and IPD3L are indicated in red. 
IPD3L clusters independently of other legume homologs of IPD3. Support values are 
indicated for each branch. 
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Figure S2.2. Amino acid alignment of MtIPD3, MtIPD3L and LjCYCLOPS. The 
serines critical for activation of CYCLOPS and the NLS necessary for the nuclear 
localization are highlighted in red. Amino acid variants that are conserved between all 
other species of CYCLOPS but different in IPD3L are highlighted in pink. The 
regulatory domain, activation domain, and DNA binding domain are indicated in blue, 
yellow, and green, respectively. Amino acid alignments were performed using Clustal 
Omega Multiple Sequence Alignment version 1.2.4. 
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Figure S2.3. Synteny analysis between IPD3 and IPD3L. A synteny analysis was 
performed using CoGe on the genomic regions surrounding MtIPD3 and LjCYCLOPS 
(A) and MtIPD3 and MtIPD3L (B). Red wedges indicate regions of synteny between 
the two regions of the chromosome, black boxes indicate the location of the genes 
being compared. Note that no gene is annotated for IPD3L, since an older version of 
the Medicago truncatula genome is used in the CoGe software lacking the IPD3L 
annotation.  
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Figure S2.4. FGENESH prediction of IPD3L CDS. Two separate genes are predicted 
from the original M. truncatula gene annotation of IPD3L, one gene that closely 
matches the IPD3 sequence, and another gene that encodes a Zn-binding reverse 
transcriptase with a Ribonuclease H fold motif (Pfam prediction). CDSf is the first 
coding sequence, CDSi indicates internal coding sequences, CDSl indicates last 
coding sequence ending with stop codon, PolA indicates the polyA tail, TSS indicates 
transcriptional start site (TATA box), CDSo indicates gene with one coding sequence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FGENESH 2.6 Prediction of potential genes in Medicago genomic DNA
Seq name: chr8 chr8:30273883..30277794 (- strand) class=mRNA 
length=3912 
Length of sequence: 3912 
Number of predicted genes 2: in +chain 2, in -chain 0.
Number of predicted exons 11: in +chain 11, in -chain 0.
Positions of predicted genes and exons: Variant   1 from   1, Score:70.807764 

CDSf CDSi CDSl CDSo PolA TSS

1
1 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 2918

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 +    1 CDSf         1 -       201    0.33         1 -       201    201
1 +    2 CDSi       331 -       377    3.77       331 -       375     45
1 +    3 CDSi       791 -       916    5.27       792 -       914    123
1 +    4 CDSi      1030 -      1078    5.91      1031 -      1078     48
1 +    5 CDSi      1164 -      1216    4.47      1164 -      1214     51
1 +    6 CDSi      1462 -      2123   27.16      1463 -      2122    660
1 +    7 CDSi      2205 -      2248    4.37      2207 -      2248     42
1 +    8 CDSi      2345 -      2381    4.16      2345 -      2380     36
1 +    9 CDSi      2491 -      2539    2.48      2493 -      2537     45
1 +   10 CDSl      2629 -      2881   15.81      2630 -      2881    252
1 +      PolA      2918               -4.71

2
3500 3550 3600 3650 3700 3750 3800 3850 3912

1

2 +      TSS       3500               -7.44
2 +    1 CDSo      3562 -      3912   13.41      3562 -      3912    351

Predicted protein(s):
>FGENESH:[mRNA] 1 10 exon (s) 1 - 2881 1521 bp, chain +
ATGGAAGGGAGAGGGTTTTATAGCTTATACAAGAATTCAAGTGAGGAACTTTTCTTGAAA
ACATTGATGGATAACCCTATTGGAGTACCAATACCGACCATGGACATGCCGAGTTTCAAG
GCTGTTTCTCAAAGTTTTAGAACAGACAGTGAGGAACTCTTCAAAAAGTGGTTAACAAAT
GAAGAGGCAAGTCCCTTTGTTGGATACAATTCATCAAGCAAAGGGCTTCATAGTAAACTA
TCACAGAGAATGTCATATGAACTATCTAATTTGTCCAATATGCAAAATATGTCTGTAATA
TCCGAGGGAAGAATTATGCAAGACGATCCTAAGGCGAATGATTATTCAACTGATTTCAAT
CAATTTCCTTTAGGAGAACCTGTTGATGAAGTTCAACAATCTAGTAACTTGTTTCTTGCC
AAGGCTTGGTTTCTAAGCGATCAACGAATGACAAGAAGTCGATCTTCTGAATTGAGGCAA
AGGTATTGTCAGATGCACAATGCTCAAGTAGCACAAGGAATAGAATCCGTTCACATGTTG
GCTACTCAGAATGGCAATAACACTCAACAAGAAGTTTCAAATTTAAATGGTTTTAACCAC
CTTAATCAAAAGGGTGCATTCACATCTCCATCGAATTCGTCTTCGTCAACGTTCAATACA
CATCAATTGAATGATAACACAGATAAAATCTCTTCGTATGTAAATATGCTGAAAGATACA
TTAGAACATAAGCGACTTACCAGCCAAATAGCGAAACAAGGCGTGGAAGATAACTCAAAT
GAACTTTTCAATCCTCAAGAAGATTATTTCCTCCAAACTAGCTTTGATGAAGGGAATGAA
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Figure S2.5. Assessment of the presence of extra 3’ exon predicted for IPD3L CDS. A 
forward primer annealing to the end of exon 10 (primer # q2090) and a reverse primer 
annealing the beginning of the predicted exon 11 (primer # q2091) were used to 
attempt to amplify the predicted 200 bp region from cDNA (A). This sequence could 
not be amplified in either non-colonized or Rhizophagus irregularis (Ri)-colonized 
root material, but could be amplified using gDNA as a template (B). In contrast, 
MtEF1a (C), IPD3 (D), and an upstream coding sequence of IPD3L (E) could be 
amplified from this cDNA. Expression of (F) IPD3 and (G) IPD3L in A17 non-
colonized and G. versiforme-colonized root material. Bars indicate the mean, n=3, 
expression relative to Elongation Factor 1 alpha. 
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Figure S2.6. Genomic and cDNA sequence of IPD3L. 
A. IPD3L genomic sequence 
ATGGAAGGGAGAGGGTTTTATAGCTTATACAAGAATTCAAGTGAGGAACT
TTTCTTGAAAACATTGATGGATAACCCTATTGGAGTACCAATACCGACCAT
GGACATGCCGAGTTTCAAGGCTGTTTCTCAAAGTTTTAGAACAGACAGTG
AGGAACTCTTCAAAAAGTGGTTAACAAATGAAGAGGCAAGTCCCTTTGTT
GGATACAATTCGAGGCAAGTCCCTTTGTTGTAACATGAATATTGGATTATG
CTTTTGTGTCAAGTATGAAATCAAAGCTTAAATTTTTATGATAATAGTTTGT
TTAGCATATAGTTTCTTGTGAAATTTCTAAAAGAATTTGCTTGATTTGGTTT
CAGGGATACAATTCATCAAGCAAAGGGCTTCATAGTAAACTATCACAGAG
GTGAGTATGTTAATGAAACATAATCTATTTGAATTAATTAAGTTTTTATAAC
ATAAGTGCTTATCAAATAAGTGAAAAATAAAATGAAGTCAAATTGTTTTATA
TAAGCTGTTTTCATAAGCTATCCTAGAGAGTTTATGGAAATAAGCTGAAAA
CAACTTATGGCCATGTCCTAAGCTATTTTTCAGAAGTTTTCCTAAATAGTC
TTGCAAATGCATATGCTAATTGATCCTTTACCATGCAATGGTTCTAGATGG
ATAATTGGTTCAAGAGTGGATAAATTCTTTACCTGTAAAATTTAGTATCTAT
CACTTAACTGTTATTTATATTTTATAGTGATTTCATTAACTTATTTTAGAAAT
ACTTCATATAGTGTCCATTAATCTATTTCTTTTGATTTTGTTGAACTGCAGA
ATGTCATATGAACTATCTAATTTGTCCAATATGCAAAATATGTCTGTAATAT
CCGAGGGAAGAATTATGCAAGACGATCCTAAGGCGAATGATTATTCAACT
GATTTCAATCAATTTCCTTTAGGGTAATTGTAGTAGGGTTCACAGAACCTG
CTATGCCATATCTTTGTTGTGATTTCACTTATAACTAATAACTAGTTCAATG
CTTATAATTTGGTTTATTGTCAATTTTTTCCAGAGAACCTGTTGATGAAGTT
CAACAATCTAGTAACTTGTTTCTTGCCAAGGTTTGCTTACATCAAACTCTT
TGCTGAATCTGAAGCATTGGTTCAACAAGACTTCCATGTTGATTTGATTTC
GTTATTAATGCAGGCTTGGTTTCTAAGCGATCAACGAATGACAAGAAGTC
GATCTTCTGAATTGAGGTATATACCAATTCATTACACTGTCAATCAATCAC
AATTGTTGGATCATTTAAAACATTTGATTTCAATCATATATGCCTTAAAAGG
GATATAAAGGATGGTTTGTGATTGGTAGAGTATAAAATGTTTTACACTGAC
GATGCATCAAAATTAATCTCTTATTTATTTGCTTTACTTGTAAGTTAAAAGT
TAAAAACTATTCAAAAGAAATATTCAACAACTTATTTGGTACTCTTTATTTG
CAGGCAAAGGTATTGTCAGATGCACAATGCTCAAGTAGCACAAGGAATAG
AATCCGTTCACATGTTGGCTACTCAGAATGGCAATAACACTCAACAAGAA
GTTTCAAATTTAAATGGTTTTAACCACCTTAATCAAAAGGGTGCATTCACA
TCTCCATCGAATTCGTCTTCGTCAACGTTCAATACACATCAATTGAATGAT
AACACAGATAAAATCTCTTCGTATGTAAATATGCTGAAAGATACATTAGAA
CATAAGCGACTTACCAGCCAAATAGCGAAACAAGGCGTGGAAGATAACT
CAAATGAACTTTTCAATCCTCAAGAAGATTATTTCCTCCAAACTAGCTTTG
ATGAAGGGAATGAAAATTGGAACCATCAAAATCCAATATATGTCGAAGGA
TCCTCTACTATTCAAGTTAAGGATCATGAAGTCATGCAAACACTTGAAGCA
TCCATAAACCTAATTGACTTGGATGGTTTAGCAAATCAAACAAATCCAATA
TATTTGAGCTCAGCTTCTCCAAGTGAATCTTCTATTGCTGCAACATTAGTC
TCTACTGGTTTCGATGGATGCGACGGTCCATGCATATCAAGCCAAACTCT
TTGTGAAAGCTCATGGAATAAAGTTGGAGGAAGTGCAAGTTTGGAAAATA
GAGTCAGAGGTATAATATGATTTGATTTGGTTTTATAACAATTTACATTTGC
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TATTATGAGACGATAATTTTGTTTTTGTGGAACTACAGGTTTCAGAGAACA
AAAAATTGATAATCTAAAAGATGATAGAGAGGTATAAAATAATCTTAAATAT
ATATTTAACTAGTTTCTCTAAACAAGATATTTTGGCTATGTACAATATTTTA
TAATTTTTGTTTAAATTATGCAGAAGAGAAGTCTAGAAAGATATGCATCTG
TAACGTCAGGTATTTCAGGTAGCAAGAGTAACTAACTGTTAGTGTTCTTTA
TAACATATAAAAGAACTTTGATTCTTCTAATTCCATTCCATCACTAACCAGT
GAATTAATTATGCAGAGGACAAGGAGAATGCCACAAAAAGACGTAGGGT
GGAGCGAGCACGAAAGTATGTAATAATAATAATAGAAAAATTATACTCATC
TCTGCTAATGAAAATTTAAAGCCTAATATTTGTACAACTTTATTGTGATGCA
GAATGGCAGAGGCAAAGGAAAGGAATTTGATACCATCCATTCCCCCTGAT
ATGCAAGCTGTCTTGAAGCGATGTGAAGACCTTGAGAAGGAAGTTCGATC
GTTAAAGCTTAATTTATCCTTCATGAACAGGAAAGATTCTGAACAAACAAA
GCAGATAGAGGACCTTCATAAGCAAAATGAGGATTTGACTGATGAAAAAG
AACACCTTCTGGAAGAGATTGAAACATTAGTATCAAAAAATGGAAAACTCT
AATGTTGTGTTTCGTATTTATTCCTTTCAACTAAGTCAATTACATTCTACAT
ATTCATCTTGTTATACAACAGTCAAGAATTCATTCTCTTATTGACCATGAG
AACAATAGTTGGAACCACCAATTGATTTCGTATTATTTTGATAATGTTGTG
GCCCACGATATTCTTAAAACTCCTCTGATTAGTCAAGTGGCTGTTAATTTG
GAAATTAGAGAAAAATGGTCGTTATTCTGTTAGAAGTGTGTATCGGCTGT
GTATGGCAGTCATTGCGGATAATTCATTTTCACATCGCCCTGGTAATTGG
GCTAGTATTTGGAGATTGAAGGTCCCTCCGAAAGTGAAAAATTTGTTATG
GCGAATTTGTCTTGTCGCGGA 

 
B. IPD3L CDS 
ATGGAAGGGAGAGGGTTTTATAGCTTATACAAGAATTCAAGTGAGGAACT
TTTCTTGAAAACATTGATGGATAACCCTATTGGAGTACCAATACCGACCAT
GGACATGCCGAGTTTCAAGGCTGTTTCTCAAAGTTTTAGAACAGACAGTG
AGGAACTCTTCAAAAAGTGGTTAACAAATGAAGAGGGATACAATTCATCA
AGCAAAGGGCTTCATAGTAAACTATCACAGAGAATGTCATATGAACTATCT
AATTTGTCCAATATGCAAAATATGTCTGTAATATCCGAGGGAAGAATTATG
CAAGACGATCCTAAGGCGAATGATTATTCAACTGATTTCAATCAATTTCCT
TTAGGAGAACCTGTTGATGAAGTTCAACAATCTAGTAACTTGTTTCTTGCC
AAGGCTTGGTTTCTAAGCGATCAACGAATGACAAGAAGTCGATCTTCTGA
ATTGAGGCAAAGGTATTGTCAGATGCACAATGCTCAAGTAGCACAAGGAA
TAGAATCCGTTCACATGTTGGCTACTCAGAATGGCAATAACACTCAACAA
GAAGTTTCAAATTTAAATGGTTTTAACCACCTTAATCAAAAGGGTGCATTC
ACATCTCCATCGAATTCGTCTTCGTCAACGTTCAATACACATCAATTGAAT
GATAACACAGATAAAATCTCTTCGTATGTAAATATGCTGAAAGATACATTA
GAACATAAGCGACTTACCAGCCAAATAGCGAAACAAGGCGTGGAAGATA
ACTCAAATGAACTTTTCAATCCTCAAGAAGATTATTTCCTCCAAACTAGCT
TTGATGAAGGGAATGAAAATTGGAACCATCAAAATCCAATATATGTCGAA
GGATCCTCTACTATTCAAGTTAAGGATCATGAAGTCATGCAAACACTTGAA
GCATCCATAAACCTAATTGACTTGGATGGTTTAGCAAATCAAACAAATCCA
ATATATTTGAGCTCAGCTTCTCCAAGTGAATCTTCTATTGCTGCAACATTA
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GTCTCTACTGGTTTCGATGGATGCGACGGTCCATGCATATCAAGCCAAAC
TCTTTGTGAAAGCTCATGGAATAAAGTTGGAGGAAGTGCAAGTTTGGAAA
ATAGAGTCAGAGGTTTCAGAGAACAAAAAATTGATAATCTAAAAGATGATA
GAGAGAAGAGAAGTCTAGAAAGATATGCATCTGTAACGTCAGGTATTTCA
GAGGACAAGGAGAATGCCACAAAAAGACGTAGGGTGGAGCGAGCACGA
AAAATGGCAGAGGCAAAGGAAAGGAATTTGATACCATCCATTCCCCCTGA
TATGCAAGCTGTCTTGAAGCGATGTGAAGACCTTGAGAAGGAAGTTCGAT
CGTTAAAGCTTAATTTATCCTTCATGAACAGGAAAGATTCTGAACAAACAA
AGCAGATAGAGGACCTTCATAAGCAAAATGAGGATTTGACTGATGAAAAA
GAACACCTTCTGGAAGAGATTGAAACATTAGTATCAAAAAATGGAAAACT
CTAA 

 
C. ipd3l-2 Tnt1 insertion site 
gacaccaagatttttacggtggaaaacccttctgaataagggaaaaaaaaccacgaccccgagaggagc
aactgatatcactatagtaaggaattttacactttgtaggtcggaggtaaatactccaaagaccactacaaca
ctcaaaagaaataaccctcttttgatattcccacctcactacaatatcgctcactctctattttcctcacagactatt
ttcttataccttgtctgtgaaacctcactctttctttctctctttgttggtgtgaagaaatgagagttgaagctctcctttt
atagccaaagcttcaccctctaaagcctacaatatttgacaatttacacacatttttcacaattcaacaaagttg
gctaccaatccaacaaggattcaacaaggttggctaccaaccaaaccaagtcaacaaggttggctaccaa
accaaagaaaactcttattaggcacatgcctaatacttcttcaatgagatggacatcatcaGAAAATAG
AGTCAGAGGTATAATATGATTTGATTTGGTTTTA 
TAACAATTTACATTTGCTATTATGAGACAATAATTTTGTTTTTGTGGAACTA
CAGGTTTCAGAGAACAAAAAATTGATAA 
TCTAAAAGATGATAGAGAGGTATAAAATAATCTTAAATATATATTTAACTAG
TTTCTCTAAACAAGATATTTTGGCTATG 
TACAATTTTTTATAATTTTTGTTTAAATTATGCAGAAGAGAAGTCTAGAAAG
ATATGCATCTGTAACGTCAGGTATTTCA 
GGTAGCAAGGAGTTAACTAACTGTTAGTGTTCTTTATAACATATAAAAGAA
CTTTGATTCTTCTAATTCCATTCCATCAC 
TAACCAGNGAATTAATTATGCNGAGGACANGGAGAANGCCCCAAAANGA
CGTAGGGGGGGAGCGAGCNCGAAAGTNTGTA 
ATAATAATAATAGAAAANTTNTCTCNTCTCNGCTANGGAAATTTAAGGCCT
AATATTGGTAAACTTTTTTGGAANGCAAA 
ANGGCANAGGCCAAGGGAAAGGANTTGGATCC 
 
Lowercase letters indicate Tnt1 transposon sequence, and uppercase letters indicate 
IPD3L genomic sequence. Red letters indicate additional CDS present beyond 
predicted sequence, orange letters indicate site where predicted region is not present in 
CDS. 
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Figure S2.7. Symbiotic gene expression is diminished in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. Gene 
expression of A, G. versiforme a-Tubulin, B, PT4, C, RAM1, and D, VPY expression 
was tested in WT, WT segregant (SWT), ipd3-2, ipd3l-2, and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 with G. 
versiforme. Expression relative to Elongation Factor 1 alpha. n=5, error bars are 
SEM, different letters denote statistically significant differences, P<0.05 using one-
way ANOVA, Tukey’s HSD. 
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Figure S2.8. Nodulation is impaired in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. A, ipd3-2 and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 
plants display a defect in growth when colonized with S. meliloti under N-limiting 
conditions. Image taken 23 days post inoculation (dpi). B – E, images of infection 
threads in WT (F), ipd3-2 (G), ipd3l-2 (H), and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (I) plants colonized 
with mCherry S. meliloti strain 1021, taken 23 dpi. Scale bars are 50 µm. F - J, 
Stereoscope images of nodules 23 dpi inoculated with S. meliloti 1021 mCherry. Scale 
bars are 500 µm.  
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Figure S2.9. Symbiosome development is impaired in ipd3-2 and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2. A – 
D, Confocal images of nodules infected with nifHpr:GFP in WT (A), ipd3-2 (B), 
ipd3l-2 (C), and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 (D). E, Number of nodules at 28 dpi inoculated with 
nifHpr:GFP S. meliloti.. F, The percentage of nifH-positive nodules 28 dpi. G, the 
number of mature nodules and nodule primordia in WT – segregant, ipd3-2, ipd3l-2, 
and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 mutants 28 dpi. Error bars are SEM, n>7, different letters indicate 
statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s HSD, P<0.05.  
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Figure S2.10. ipd3-2 and ipd3l-2 phenotype with 2 mM Pi fertilizer condition. WT 
segregant (WT), ipd3-2, ipd3l-2, and ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 plants were colonized with G. 
versiforme, treated with ½ x Hoagland’s containing 2 mM Pi, and harvested three 
weeks post planting to assess colonization levels. The root length colonization (A), 
epidermal penetration % (B), number of infection units (C), and percentage of 
infection units containing arbuscules (D) was assessed. n=5, error bars are SEM, 
different letters indicate statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA, 
P<0.05. (E) image of multiple failed entry attempts in ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 fertilized with 1 
mM P. Fungal material stained with WGA-alexaFluor488 (green), plant cell wall 
material stained with propidium iodide (red). Scale bar is 500 µm. 
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Figure S2.11. DELLA1 can partially complement ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 under low Pi 
conditions. 35S:∆DELLA1 or a negative control construct, 35S:GFP, were 
transformed into ipd3-2 ipd3l-2 and its WT segregant to observe if there was a change 
in root length colonization. Asterisk indicates statistically significant difference, n³4, 
P<0.05, Student’s t-test, pairwise comparisons between 35S:GFP  and 35S:∆DELLA1. 



 

2Xinchun Zhang conducted the root Western blot in Figure 3.2, generated the 
overexpression constructs, performed the preliminary vpy point mutant phenotyping, 
and performed the initial VPY overexpression experiments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

STRUCTURE-FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF VAPYRIN2 

Abstract 

 Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis involves the extensive proliferation of AM 

fungi within plant host roots to facilitate nutrient exchange. Plants must undergo a 

multitude of signaling events and cellular arrangements to accommodate AM fungi. 

Much remains unknown about how these signaling and cellular remodeling events are 

coordinated. Plants require the protein VAPYRIN (VPY) to support entry into 

epidermal and cortical cells by AM fungi, but its precise function during symbiosis is 

unknown. VPY has two protein domains that are predicted to facilitate protein-protein 

interactions, a VAP/MSP domain and a series of nine ANKYRIN repeats. VPY has a 

dual subcellular localization in the nucleus and cytoplasm, giving it many functional 

possibilities. In this study, we characterize the specific structural components 

necessary for VPY’s function through a functional dissection of its protein domains. 

We show that neither the VAP nor ANKYRIN domain alone is sufficient to enable 

arbuscule development. However, overexpression of the ANKYRIN domain in WT 

creates a dominant-negative effect, reducing arbuscule abundance. Additionally, 

specific sets of ANKYRIN repeats are necessary for either cortical entry of AM fungi, 

or arbuscule branching, suggesting functional modularity within the ANKYRIN repeat 

domain. One ANKYRIN deletion construct, VPY-ANKΔ3-5, does not support 

cortical entry of AM fungi and is excluded from the nucleus, which may indicate that 
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VPY partially functions in the nucleus to support arbuscule development. We also 

describe two new vpy alleles, a nonsense allele that largely recapitulates previous vpy 

phenotypes observed, as well as a missense mutation in which a potential phosphosite 

residue of VPY is ablated. This study sheds light on the functionality of a previously 

uncharacterized protein and provides clues to VPY’s function during AM symbiosis. 

 

Introduction 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) associations result in the extensive intracellular 

proliferation of AM fungi within plant roots (Smith and Read, 2010). AM fungi 

produce arbuscules in plant cortical cells which are housed in a specialized plant 

membrane, the periarbuscular membrane (PAM). Plant organelles are rearranged 

during the course of arbuscule development, and the vacuole is fragmented. 

Specialized plant membrane proteins necessary for nutrient exchange are concentrated 

in the periarbuscular membrane around the arbuscule branches. All of these processes 

must be integrated with extensive signaling and transcriptional coordination. How the 

coordination of cellular remodeling and signaling occurs is largely unknown, which 

necessitates a deeper mechanistic understanding of how AM symbiosis proceeds. 

Additionally, learning more about how cellular remodeling proceeds during AM 

symbiosis can provide us with more information about fundamental cellular 

remodeling processes.  

AM symbiosis and root nodule symbiosis require the protein VAPYRIN 

(VPY) for epidermal and cortical entry of symbionts (Feddermann et al., 2010; 

Pumplin et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2011). AM fungi cannot form arbuscules in 
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Medicago truncatula RNAi vpy mutants, and there is a 50% reduction in AM fungal 

penetration into the epidermis of these plants, with aborted hyphopodia on the 

epidermis (Pumplin et al., 2010). A Petunia hybrida mutant impaired in the ortholog 

of VPY, PAM1, allows for initial cortical infection of cells by AM fungi, but this may 

be because a partial transcript of the coding sequence is still expressed in these 

mutants (Reddy DMR et al., 2007; Feddermann et al., 2010). Murray et al. describe 

mycorrhizal and rhizobial defects of a set of Medicago truncatula vpy mutants 

generated through fast neutron bombardment (FNB), as well as several Tnt1 

retrotransposon insertions (Murray et al., 2011). The AM phenotype they describe is 

largely consistent with the vpy RNAi phenotype, with many aborted, irregularly-

shaped hyphopodia on the epidermis of these mutants, and a lack of arbuscule 

formation. They also occasionally observe AM hyphae in cortical cells, although 

normal arbuscule development is not observed in these mutants.  

 Medicago truncatula VAPYRIN consists of an N-terminal major sperm protein 

(MSP)/VAP domain and a C-terminal series of nine ankyrin (ANK) repeats. Both of 

these domains have the capacity to facilitate a broad range of protein-protein 

interactions. This combination of VAP/MSP and ANK domains is only present in 

plants and has not been previously characterized.  

MSP domains were first described in C. elegans as proteins that form a unique 

cytoskeletal element in nematode sperm (Roberts and Stewart, 1995). They have an 

Ig-like conformation consisting of several -sheets which mediate protein-protein 

interactions and in the case of nematode MSP1, can self-oligomerize (Bullock et al., 
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1998; Tarr and Scott, 2005). MSP domain proteins have been assigned to different 

classes depending on their protein context. 

One class of MSP proteins is the VESICLE-ASSOCIATED MEMBRANE 

PROTEIN (VAMP)-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN (VAP) protein class (Lev et al., 2008; 

Kamemura and Chihara, 2019). VAP proteins mediate interactions with vesicles, and 

facilitate a broad range of protein interactions with proteins involved with maintaining 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) – plasma membrane contact sites (Lev et al., 2008; Henne 

et al., 2015). VAP proteins can also mediate interactions between the plasma 

membrane and cytoskeleton (Wang et al., 2014; Murphy and Levine, 2016). VAP 

proteins contain an N-terminal MSP domain, which contains conserved residues for 

binding to proteins with a FFAT (two phenylalanines in an acidic tract) domain. The 

FFAT binding domain is unique to VAP proteins, and is not present in MSP1 or its 

homologs. Following the MSP domain, VAP proteins contain a pleckstrin homology 

domain that binds to phosphoinositides (PI), and a C-terminal transmembrane domain 

that anchors the protein to the ER (Loewen and Levine, 2005; Kagiwada et al., 2007). 

VPY does not contain the pleckstrin homology domain, nor residues that closely 

match the FFAT-binding domain (Loewen and Levine, 2005; Pumplin et al., 2010; 

Murray et al., 2011). This is reflected in a phylogenetic analysis of the VAP domain of 

VPY, since it clusters more with MSP domains than VAP domains (Pumplin et al., 

2010). Beyond their characterized role in cytoskeleton formation and signaling in C. 

elegans and their highly elaborated role in VAP proteins, VAP/MSP domains remain 

largely functionally uncharacterized (Tarr and Scott, 2005). 
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 Ankyrin domains are found in a broad range of proteins and are one of the 

most common protein domains (Li et al., 2006). Their only known role is to facilitate 

protein-protein interactions. They frequently exist as 2 to 24 ankyrin repeats within a 

single protein. They are present in transcription factors, and in proteins that connect 

cytoskeletal elements with the plasma membrane. They function in virtually all 

cellular processes (Mosavi et al., 2004). Despite the wide range of demonstrated 

protein targets that ankyrin repeats interact with, interactions with ankyrin repeats are 

specific. A given ankyrin repeat protein can facilitate multiple protein-protein 

interactions with several disparate protein types. An example is human GANKYRIN, 

which can interact with a cyclin-dependent kinase CDK4, a subunit of the 26S 

proteasome, and an ubiquitin E3 ligase (Dawson et al., 2002; Higashitsuji et al., 2005). 

The potential to mediate multiple protein-protein interactions can lead to distinct 

pathways being linked or coordinated with one another. 

There are often several discontinuous points of interaction within the ankyrin 

repeat that facilitate interactions through hydrogen, Van der Waals, and electrostatic 

interactions (Li et al., 2006). Multiple points of contact between the ankyrin repeat and 

its interactor were demonstrated in crystal structures of ankyrin proteins bound to their 

partner. Due to the lack of disulfide bonds, the higher order structure of an ankyrin 

repeat domain is generally a linear array of anti-parallel a-helices. The more ankyrin 

repeats, the more compact and concave the domain becomes, particularly if there are 

exposed hydrophobic residues. Ankyrin repeats can exhibit long range cooperation, so 

the disruption of a distant ankyrin repeat can affect the stability of another repeat. The 

C-terminal ankyrin repeats can be more stable than N-terminal repeats (Mosavi et al., 
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2004). Ankyrin repeats can also display mechano-sensitivity due to their spring-like 

structure, and mechanical forces can disrupt the folding of the domain (Li et al., 2006).  

 In VPY, the ankyrin repeat series is highly conserved between species, but the 

ankyrin repeats are not highly conserved with one another (Feddermann et al., 2011). 

Because of the wide range of protein-protein interactions that both VAP/MSP and 

ankyrin domains can participate in, VPY’s interaction potential is quite broad.  

 In addition to its unique combination of protein-protein interaction domains, 

VPY has a dynamic subcellular localization. Fluorescently-tagged VPY is located in 

the nucleus, cytoplasm, and in occasionally mobile puncta and static puncta/crescents 

adjacent to the growing arbuscule tip (Feddermann et al., 2010; Pumplin et al., 2010). 

Given VPY’s novel combination of protein domains and dynamic subcellular 

localization, we conducted a structure-function analysis of VAPYRIN and its domains 

to gain a deeper understanding of how VPY’s form informs its function. Here, we 

highlight key features of VPY, and explore the functional contribution of the different 

elements of VPY’s structure through a complementation analysis of an ankyrin 

deletion series in vpy and observation of subcellular localization at distinct stages 

during arbuscule development. We also attempt to elucidate whether VPY’s nuclear 

localization is integral to its function. In this study, we tested three hypotheses: i) 

VPY’s nuclear localization and crescent/punctate localization are both necessary for 

its role in arbuscule development, ii) both the VAP and the ankyrin repeat domain are 

necessary for arbuscule development, and iii) removing ankyrin oligomer interfaces 

from VPY will result in a partial loss of function of VPY due to modularity of the 

ankyrin repeats. 
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Results 

Dissection of the cellular location of VAPYRIN during arbuscule development 

i. VPY has a dynamic subcellular localization during arbuscule development 

Fluorescently-tagged VPY was previously observed in the nucleus and 

cytoplasm of arbuscule-containing cells, as well as in static and occasionally mobile 

puncta near arbuscule branch tips (Feddermann et al., 2010; Pumplin et al., 2010). The 

identity of the puncta was unclear, so we examined VPY’s subcellular distribution 

relative to MtBCP1:PT1-mCherry to visualize the periarbuscular membrane (Ivanov 

and Harrison, 2018). I visualized VPY’s subcellular distribution by cloning a VPY 

fusion protein with a C-terminal circular permutated (cp) cpVenus tag under the 

expression of the VPY promoter. The VPY promoter is active transiently in the 

epidermis, as well as arbuscule-containing cells and cells adjacent to arbuscule-

containing cells (Pumplin et al., 2010). For the purpose of this analysis, I investigated 

VPY’s subcellular localization in cortical cells, since I was particularly interested in 

how VPY’s distribution changed during arbuscule development. 

Prior to AM fungal penetration into cells, VPY is present in the nucleus and 

broadly distributed in the cytoplasm (Figure 3.1A - D). The nuclear signal remains 

constant throughout the lifetime of the arbuscule and can be observed even after the 

arbuscule collapses (Figure 3.1Q - T). As higher order arbuscule branches begin to 

develop, VPY signal becomes concentrated in puncta/crescents that are adjacent to the 

growing hyphal tip (Figure 3.1E – F). These puncta remain throughout the lifetime of  
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Figure 3.1. Subcellular localization of VPY. A17 roots were transformed with 
Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus (green) in conjunction with MtBCP1:PT1-mCherry (red) and 
colonized with Rhizophagus irregularis to observe VPY’s localization with respect to 
arbuscule development. (A) – (D) before AM fungal entry, (E) – (H) formation of fine 
branches, (I) – (L) trunk stage, (M) – (P) collapsing arbuscule, (Q) – (T) fully 
collapsed arbuscule. Scale is 10 microns. 
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the arbuscule, since the number of puncta present in an arbuscule – containing cell 

increases at later stages of arbuscule development (Figure 3.1M – P). 

 

ii. Do the punctate structures co-localize with known markers of endosomal 

compartments or secretory compartments? 

When analyzing VPY’s subcellular localization, punctate domes and crescents 

were observed to be in close proximity to MtPT1-mCherry, which marks the 

periarbuscular membrane. I performed a transect analysis across the punctate or 

crescent-shaped VPY-GFP signals and the PAM as marked by MtPT1-mCherry. Co-

localization was observed in 73% of these transects (Figure 3.2A – D). An 

immunoblot was performed with VPY-HA protein in vpy5162 roots to assess which 

fraction of the cell VPY was associated with. VPY is present in both the soluble and 

membrane fractions (Figure 3.2E). This indicates that VPY punctate accumulations 

are partially associated with the periarbuscular membrane. 

 Furthermore, we wanted to determine if VPY co-localized with any known 

subcellular endomembrane compartments. We co-expressed the early endosome 

marker RAB5, late endosome marker RAB7, autophagosome marker ATG8, and ER 

marker HDEL with mCherry tags under the control of the symbiosis-specific BCP 

promoter in the VPY-GFP stable transgenic background. VPY-GFP signals did not co-

localize with any of the markers (Figure 3.3), nor was co-localization observed with 

the trans-Golgi network marker SYP61 or Golgi apparatus marker GmMAN (Pumplin, 

unpublished). These results indicate that punctate VPY signals are not associated with 

known endosomal compartments.  
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Figure 3.2. VPY punctate signals partially co-localize with the PAM and VPY can be 
detected in the total protein, soluble protein and microsomal protein extracts from 
colonized roots. A, Live cell confocal image of arbuscule-containing cell, red is 
MtBCP1:MtPT1-mCherry (PAM marker), green is VPyp:VPY-cpVenus. B, 
magnification of cell, two representative VPY signals co-localized with PT1-mCherry 
are indicated with arrows, scale bar is 10 µm. C, percentage of co-localization between 
VPY-cpVenus punctate/crescent-shaped signals and PT1-mCherry, n=45 
punctate/cresecent-shaped signals. D, representative linear transect showing 
overlapping intensity profile between VPY-cpVenus punctate/crescent shaped signals 
and MtPT1-mCherry. E, Western blot analysis of protein extracts of vpy5162 roots 
transformed with VPY-2xHA. T= total protein fraction, S= soluble fraction, 
M=membrane fraction. The final lane is the total protein fraction of untransformed 
vpy5162 root material. The arrow points to the VPY band, and the arrowhead points to 
a nonspecific band. 
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Figure 3.3. Co-localization analysis of VPY-GFP with markers of secretion and 
endosomal compartments. A – D, co-expression of Vpy:VPY-cpVenus and 
periarbuscular membrane marker MtBCP1:MtPT1-mCherry, E – H, co-expression of 
Vpyp:VPY-GFP and ER marker MtBCP1:mCherry-HDEL, I – L, co-expression of 
Vpyp:VPY-GFP and MVB marker MtBCP1:mCherry-Rab5, M – P, co-expression of 
Vpyp:VPY-GFP and late endosome marker MtBCP1:mCherry-Rab7, Q – T, co-
expression of Vpyp:VPY-GFP and autophagosome marker MtBCP1:mCherry-LC3. 
Arrowheads indicate representative VPY punctate signals that do co-localize with 
mCherry marker, arrows indicate representative VPY punctate signals that do not co-
localize with mCherry marker. Scale bar is 10 µm. 
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iii. Is EXO70I required for the punctate location of VPY? 

EXO70I also accumulates in puncta and occasionally crescents, which partially 

co-localize with VPY puncta (Zhang et al., 2015a). We asked whether EXO70I is 

important for the accumulation of VPY adjacent to arbuscule tips. Although we could 

still observe VPY puncta in exo70i, the accumulation of VPY appeared more diffuse 

around the tips (n=8 arbuscule containing cells), suggesting that EXO70I does 

partially mediate VPY’s crescent localization (Figure 3.4). 

 Overall, these results indicate that the punctate or crescent-shaped VPY-GFP 

signals are associated with the periarbuscular membrane and are not associated with 

known endomembrane compartments that, when labelled, also appear as puncta. 

Restricted localization of VPY to punctate patches or crescents associated with the 

PAM requires EXO70I.  These punctate signals accumulate during the course of 

arbuscule development. VPY nuclear signal is present at all stages of arbuscule 

development, from before AM hyphal entry, until the arbuscule collapses. 
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Figure 3.4. VPY puncta are mis-localized in exo70i. Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus was 
transformed into the exo70i mutant to observe whether or not the VPY punctate 
localization is maintained in this mutant background. A and E, VPYp:VPY-cpVenus, B 
and F, MtBCP1p:PT1-mCherry, C and G, overlay, D and H, DIC. Scale bar is 10 µm. 
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Developing further mutant resources for downstream analyses of VPY function 

i. vpy point mutants generated through EMS and identified by 

TILLING 

 To obtain stable mutants that would enable further studies of VPY’s function 

during symbiosis, a series of vpy mutant alleles were identified through targeting 

induced local lesions in genomes (TILLING) of an ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) 

mutagenized population. One mutant allele generated, vpy5162, has a C to T point 

mutation which results in a premature stop codon 433 bp after the start site, upstream 

of the portion of the coding sequence that encodes the VAP domain (Figure 3.5A, B). 

Following inoculation with Glomus versiforme, AM hyphal epidermal penetration was 

reduced by about 50% in vpy5162 (Figure 3.5G, J). Many lobed hyphopodia of AM 

hyphae were observed on the epidermis (Figure 3.5G). Hyphae that successfully 

entered the epidermis produced two types of infection units in vpy5162 roots; one in 

which only neatly arranged lattice-like intercellular hyphae are produced, and another 

in which the intercellular hyphae are barbed in appearance (Figure 3.5D, E). In the 

barbed infection units, AM fungi occasionally penetrate cortical cells to form a single 

branch, or very rarely, small, misshapen hyphal proliferations (Figure 3.5H). 38% of 

the infection units were barbed in the experiment shown, where overall colonization 

levels were high (Figure 3.5I). This mutant closely resembles the mutant phenotypes 

of the RNAi lines and the Tnt1 insertion alleles described previously (Pumplin et al., 

2010; Murray et al., 2011).  

 In addition to vpy5162, a series of other missense alleles were obtained. 

Following back-crossing to the parental wildtype A17 only one showed a consistent 
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phenotype. This mutant allele, vpy5185, showed a decrease in the number of infection 

units as compared to the WT segregant under moderate phosphate conditions, similar 

to the phenotype observed before backcrossing (Figure 3.5K). The number of aborted 

hyphopodia on the surface of this mutant was not affected under these conditions. 

vpy5185 has a point mutation 539 bp downstream of the ATG start site that results in 

an amino acid substitution of threonine to isoleucine at amino acid 179 (Figure 3.5A, 

B). This amino acid corresponds to one of the potential phosphorylation sites of the 

first ankyrin repeat. This experiment should be repeated, however, because this 

experiment had poor colonization overall. 
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Figure 3.5. vpy point mutants generated by ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS). Two EMS 
point mutants of VPY were identified via TILLING. Mutation sites and their 
corresponding location in the amino acid sequence are indicated in A and B. C – H, 
confocal images of WT (A17) (C and F) and vpy5162 (D – E, G – H) roots colonized 
with Glomus versiforme (Gv). WGA AlexaFluor488 (green) to visualize fungus and 
propidium iodide to observe plant cell wall (red). A= arbuscule, H=hyphopodium, 
IH=intercellular hyphae. I, the percentage of root length colonized by G.versiforme in 
the parental WT line A17 and vpy5162. J, the percentage of successful epidermal entry 
by G. versiforme in A17 and vpy5162. K, the number of infection units in vpy5185 as 
compared to its WT segregant, * indicates a significance of p<0.05, *** indicates a 
significance of p<0.001 using Student’s t-test with WT as compared to vpy, n =5. 
Lines in boxplot represent the median value.  
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ii. The pre-penetration apparatus (PPA) is still formed in vpy5162 

Since VPY is induced very early during AM symbiosis and is required for 

growth of fungal hyphae into epidermal and cortical cells, we examined whether VPY 

is necessary for formation of the pre-penetration apparatus (PPA). While the formation 

of the PPA, which consists of an assemblage of membrane, cytoskeleton, and nucleus, 

is observed in cells being primed for fungal entry, it is currently unknown how these 

cellular rearrangements are controlled. To evaluate whether VPY may play a role in 

this process, we transformed the vpy5162 mutant with actin marker Lifeact-mCherry, 

or ER-marker mCherry-HDEL under the control of the AM symbiosis-specific BCP1 

promoter. These reporters enable us to observe PPAs since both of these organelles 

help form the PPA. PPAs were observed in vpy at a similar frequency to that displayed 

in WT (Figure 3.6, Table 3.1). Additionally, nuclear enlargement does not require vpy 

(Ivanov, unpublished). This indicates that VPY is not required for either of these early 

cellular remodeling processes. Although VPY is present in the nucleus and cytoplasm 

prior to AM fungal entry, it is not required for nuclear enlargement or PPA formation. 
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Figure 3.6. The pre-penetration apparatus (PPA) is formed in vpy5162 root cells. WT 
(A and B) and vpy5162 (C and D) roots were transformed with BCP1p:LifeAct-
mCherry to visualize the pre-penetration apparatus. PPA= pre-penetration apparatus. 
Scale bar is 10 µm.  
 

Table 3.1. Number of PPAs formed in WT (A17) and vpy5162 
Construct: Root pieces 

observed: 
Root systems 
observed: 

PPAs 
observed: 

% roots 
containing 
PPAs: 

A17 
BCP:LifeAct-
mCherry 

21 1 8 38 

BCP:HDEL-
mCherry 

23 2 4 17 

vpy5162 
BCP:LifeAct-
mCherry 

30 4 5 17 

BCP:HDEL-
mCherry 

8 1 2 25 
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Analysis of VAPYRIN domains: broad scale analyses 

i. in silico analysis of VPY domains 

 Since amino acids important for protein function tend to be conserved between 

orthologs, I aligned canonical VAP/MSP and ankyrin domains of VPY orthologs to 

see which features are broadly conserved.  

 Because the VAP/MSP (from here on referred to as VAP) domain of VPY 

clusters more closely with MSP proteins than VAP proteins on a phylogenetic tree, we 

manually annotated which amino acids were conserved with MSP proteins on VPY 

VAP domains from a group of dicots and monocots. These conserved amino acids are 

boxed in Figure S3.1. The residues that confer self-oligomerization of C. elegans 

MSP1 which are found on the C-terminus of MSP1 are absent from VPY (Bullock et 

al., 1998).  There is approximately 66% shared amino acid identity within the VAP 

domain between dicots, and 47% amino acid identity when monocot amino acid 

sequences are included. There are two regions with an especially high level of 

conservation spanning amino acids 25-39, and 92-105.  

 We also aligned the individual ankyrin repeats between species to determine 

conserved features specific to VPY (Figure S3.3, Table S3.2). Ankyrin repeats 3, 6, 

and 9 showed the greatest divergence in amino acid identity relative to the other 

ankyrin repeats. Ankyrin repeat 8 displayed the most amino acid conservation across 

species as compared to the other ankyrin repeats. Ankyrin repeats 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 

were also conserved between species. Ankyrin repeat 9 displayed a 50% reduction in 
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amino acid identity in monocots versus dicots, indicating that this repeat may have 

diversified its function in monocots relative to dicots (Table S3.2).  

We aligned the ankyrin repeats of M. truncatula VPY with one another and 

observed the level of conservation with canonical ankyrin amino acids by manually 

annotating conserved ankyrin repeat residues (Figure S3.2, (Li et al., 2006)). 

Consistent with petunia PAM1, the VPY ankyrin repeats do not share high amino acid 

identity with one another (Feddermann et al., 2011). Ankyrin repeats 1, 4, 5, 7, and 8 

feature a TXXH domain, which in other ankyrin domain-containing proteins 

influences the stability of ankyrin repeats, and can be phosphorylated (Guo et al., 

2010; Hall et al., 2018). The amino acids that are least conserved in ankyrin repeats 

across proteins are varied within VPY’s ankyrin repeats, allowing the potential for 

different interaction substrates between ankyrin repeats. 

 In summary, VAPYRIN consists of two protein domains known to mediate 

protein-protein interactions. Since the VAP/MSP domain clusters more closely with 

MSP proteins than VAP proteins, this represents a largely uncharacterized protein 

domain. VPY lacks the self-oligomerization domain found in MSP1, however. VPY’s 

nine ankyrin repeats are all distinct from one another, allowing for potential diversity 

in substrate recognition. Additionally, five of VPY’s ankyrin repeats have TXXH 

motifs, which may be potential phosphorylation sites. Five out of nine of VPY’s 

ankyrin repeats are conserved between monocots and dicots, which may indicate they 

are important for VPY’s function. 
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ii. Ectopic expression of VAP and ANK domains in WT and vpy5162 

and analysis of the location of the domains when expressed 

independently 

 VAPYRIN consists of a previously uncharacterized combination of protein 

domains, so we wanted to dissect the contribution of the different domains to VPY’s 

function in arbuscule development. To do this, we overexpressed the ANK and VAP 

domains independently of one another in WT plants to evaluate the effect on arbuscule 

development. Upon overexpression of the ANK domain in WT, we observed a 

reduction in the number of infection units containing arbuscules in WT, with more 

infection units that consisted of only cortical hyphae, akin to those observed in 

vpy5162 as compared to roots expressing a GFP control (Figure 3.7).  In contrast, 

overexpressing the VAP domain alone in WT plants did not visibly affect arbuscule 

development (Figure 3.7A). 

 In addition to overexpressing the VAP and ANK domains in WT, we 

expressed both domains in vpy5162 to determine whether or not either domain could 

partially restore arbuscule development in vpy alone. While no full complementation 

was observed, overexpression of the VAP domain may result in an increase in fungal 

hyphal entries into cortical cells. This is a preliminary result, and quantification is 

needed to substantiate this observation. We attempted the same experiments under 

control of the native VPY promoter but could not observe any effects.  

We evaluated the subcellular distribution of the ANK domain expressed from 

the VPY promoter by fusing cpVenus to the C-terminus of the ANK domain. The  
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Figure 3.7. Overexpressing the ANK domain in WT plants induces the formation of 
vpy-like infection units. WT roots were transformed with 35S:VPY, 35S:VAP, 
35S:ANK, or a negative control construct, 35S:GFP, and colonized with Glomus 
versiforme to observe any changes in arbuscule development. (A) Percentage of 
infection units containing arbuscules in transgenic roots. Different letters indicate 
statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA, p<0.05, n³4. (B) Confocal 
image of infection unit in root expressing 35S:GFP. (B) Confocal image of infection 
unit in 35S:ANK-expressing root. Scale bars are 250 µm. Green material is WGA-
Alexa Fluor488 stained fungus, greyscale is DIC. 
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localization is similar to full-length VPY, but the signal was generally fainter than 

what could be observed with full-length VPY, and punctate signals could not be 

observed as frequently as with full-length VPY (Figure 3.8E – H, Figure 3.11). In 

comparison, the C-terminally cpVenus-tagged VAP domain could not be detected 

(Figure 3.8A - D).  

In summary, overexpressing the ANK domain in WT plants creates a 

dominant-negative effect, reducing arbuscule abundance. Conversely, overexpressing 

the VAP domain in vpy may increase the number of cortical cell penetrations by AM 

fungi, but this experiment should be repeated and quantified. The subcellular 

localization of the ANK domain is present in the nucleus and cytoplasm, but not as 

frequently observed in puncta in comparison to full-length VPY.  The VAP domain 

cannot be detected, suggesting that this domain may be unstable on its own. 
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Figure 3.8. Subcellular localization of Vpy promoter-driven VAP and ANK domains. 
Vpyp:VAP-cpVenus and Vpyp:ANK-cpVenus were co-expressed with MtBcp1:PT1-
mCherry to examine the subcellular localization of either domains alone. (A) – (D) 
localization of Vpyp:VAP-cpVenus. (E) – (H) localization of Vpyp:ANK-cpVenus. 
Scale bar is 10 microns. 
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Analysis of VPY domains: fine scale analyses 

i. Dissection of the function of VPY ankyrin repeats in enabling 

arbuscule development 

 VPY contains a series of nine ankyrin repeats. When using the NCBI pBLAST 

search algorithm, two oligomer interfaces were predicted on the ANK domain; one 

spanning ankyrin repeats 6 – 8, and another spanning ankyrin repeats 3 – 5 (Figure 

S3.4). Additionally, a weak nuclear localization signal (NLS) for VPY was predicted 

shortly following ANK repeat 9, so I decided to create a series of ankyrin deletions to 

further probe the contribution of these ankyrin repeats to VPY’s function. Since two 

oligomer interfaces were predicted, I hypothesized that these domains may facilitate 

different protein-protein interactions, and hence may confer modularity in VPY’s 

function. The deletions I generated were a version of VPY lacking its final ankyrin 

repeat 9 and putative nuclear localization signal (ANKΔ9), one lacking repeats 6 – 9 

encompassing one predicted oligomer interface (ANKΔ6-9), one lacking repeats 3 - 5 

encompassing the other predicted binding interface (ANKΔ3-5), and one lacking 

repeats 3 - 9 encompassing both predicted oligomer interfaces (ANKΔ3-9). I 

expressed these ankyrin deletions under control of the native Vpy promoter and 

evaluated their ability to enable arbuscule development in vpy5162 via transient root 

transformation.  

 Arbuscule development was restored in vpy5162 when transformed with 

VPYANKΔ9, at an arbucule length marginally smaller than complementing vpy5162 

with full-length VPY (Figure 3.9B, K, L, M). However, when VPYANKΔ6-9 was  
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Figure 3.9. Dissecting the effect of VPY ankyrin repeat deletion constructs on 
vpy5162. vpy5162 was transformed with vpyp:VPY-cpVenus or ANK deletion 
constructs, colonized with Glomus versiforme, and complementation ability was 
assessed. (A) – (E) Epifluorescence images of transformed roots. Top right number 
indicates the number of biological replicates that are complemented. Scale bars are 
100 µm. (F) – (J) Confocal images of arbuscules in vpy5162 transformed with (F) 
Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus, (G) Vpyp:VPYANK 9-cpVenus, (H) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-
cpVenus, (I) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-9-cpVenus, (K) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-5-cpVenus. Scale 
bars are 10 µm.  (K) Arbuscule length of vpy transformed with Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus, 
Vpyp:VPYANK 9-cpVenus, or Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus. Different letters signify 
statistically significant differences from one-way ANOVA, n³397, sampled from three 
biological replicates with three infection units per replicate. Pink bar for 
Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus indicates that arbuscules are not fully mature. (L) 
Number of arbuscules per infection unit in vpy transformed with ANK deletion 
constructs. Different letters indicate statistically significant differences using one-way 
ANOVA, p<0.05, n=9, sampled from three biological replicates with three infection 
units per biological replicate. Blue bar for Vpyp:VPYANKΔ9-cpVenus, pink bar for 
Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus and purple bars for Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-9-cpVenus and 
Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-5-cpVenus indicate that arbuscules are not fully mature. Lines in 
boxplots represent the median value. Overlapping histogram of arbuscule length 
between (M) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ9-cpVenus (blue bars) and Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus (striped 
bars), and (N) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus (pink bars) and Vpyp:VPY-cpVenus 
(striped bars). Arbuscule length is plotted on the x-axis, and probability densities are 
plotted on the y-axis to normalize sample size. 
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expressed in vpy5162, we observed the formation of arbuscules, but arbuscules were 

smaller than with full-length VPY (Figure 3.9 K, L, N). Arbuscules were smaller, 

some were collapsed, and overall were highly similar in appearance to exo70i. 

Arbuscule abundance was not statistically significantly different in any of these 

complementation backgrounds (Figure 3.9 L). VPYANKΔ3-5 and VPYANKΔ3-9 did 

not alter the vpy phenotype (Figure 3.9D, E, I, J, L). Overall, this indicates that 

ankyrin repeat 9 is dispensable for arbuscule formation, ankyrin repeats 6-8 are 

required for mature arbuscule formation, and ankyrin repeats 3-5 are essential for 

arbuscule formation. 

 

ii. Subcellular location of the ankyrin repeat deletion fusion proteins 

Next, we examined the subcellular localization of these truncated proteins 

under the control of the native promoter in WT plants to determine whether 

subcellular localization was altered as compared to full-length VPY, which is present 

in the nucleus and cytoplasm, and accumulates in puncta associated with the PAM 

adjacent to arbuscule tips. Puncta were not frequently observed in VPYANKΔ9 as 

compared to full-length VPY, although the broad nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution was 

still observed (Figure 3.10A – D, Figure 3.11). Nucleo-cytoplasmic signal appeared 

brighter in VPYANKΔ6-9, and punctate signals could only rarely be observed as 

compared to full-length VPY (Figure 3.10E – H, Figure 3.11). VPYANKΔ3-5 

accumulated in very few puncta and was present in the cytoplasm, but nuclear 

localization was reduced as compared to full-length VPY, particularly before fungal 

entry into cortical cells (Figure 3.10M - T). VPYANKΔ3-9 displayed a very unusual  
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Figure 3.10. Subcellular localization of ankyrin deletion series. WT roots were 
transformed with vectors containing MtBCP1:MtPT1-mCherry and (A) 
Vpyp:VPYANK 9-cpVenus, (E) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus, (I) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-
9-cpVenus, (M, Q) Vpyp:VPYANKΔ3-5 to observe the subcellular distribution of these 
ankyrin repeat deletion constructs. Scale bar is 10 microns. 
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distribution, in what appears to be vacuolar signal as well as in dense strands in the 

cytoplasm (Figure 3.10I – L). The vacuolar distribution may reflect that this truncated 

form of the protein is not stable and is targeted for degradation. 

In summary, VPYANKΔ9 can complement vpy5162 and displays nucleo-

cytoplasmic signal, with reduced instances of punctate accumulations (Figure 3.11). 

VPYANKΔ6-9 can restore arbuscule abundance but cannot form fully mature 

arbuscules, and signal appears brighter. Neither VPYANKΔ3-9 nor VPYANKΔ3-5 

can complement vpy5162, suggesting that ankyrin repeats 3-5 are critical for VPY’s 

function. Both VPYANKΔ3-9-cpVenus and VPYANKΔ3-5 display an altered 

subcellular distribution as compared to full-length VPY, with reduced nuclear signal 

in the case of VPYANKΔ3-5, and vacuolar signal for VPYANKΔ3-9-cpVenus. A 

summary of the ankyrin deletion effect and subcellular localization is presented in 

Table 3.2. 

 

Cloning of a nuclear export signal- and nuclear localization signal- tagged version 

of VPY to examine VPY’s role in the nucleus 

 To address whether or not VPY has a function in the nucleus, we attempted to 

create a nuclear-excluded version of VPY by cloning a C-terminal nuclear export 

signal on VPY, guided by the experiments of Sugio et al. (Fischer et al., 1995; Sugio 

et al., 2014). In addition, we fused an N-terminal YFP to VPY-NES to be able to 

visualize whether or not it was truly excluded from the nucleus (Figure S3.5). As a 

control, we cloned a non-functional NES, termed NESKO, and fused it to the C-

terminus of VPY (Figure S3.5B). Neither of these constructs was able to complement  
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Figure 3.11. Subcellular distribution of VPY and VPY deletions. The subcellular 
distribution of full-length VPY and the deletion constructs used for this study was 
analyzed by counting the number of times VPY was found in either punctate structures 
near arbuscule branches (white bars), the nucleus (black bars), or broadly present in 
the cytoplasm (grey bars). The bars are displayed as a percentage of the total number 
of cells containing arbuscules observed, n³19.  
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Table 3.2. Summary of ankyrin repeat deletion subcellular localization and effect in 
vpy  
 
Construct Effect on vpy mutant Subcellular localization 
VPYANKD9 Arbuscules restored to WT 

in size and abundance, 
restoration of epidermal 
penetration 
 

Nucleus, cytoplasm, but 
reduced instances of 
puncta 

VPYANKD6-9 Small arbuscules formed, 
but same arbuscule 
abundance, restoration of 
epidermal penetration 
 

Stronger nuclear and 
cytoplasmic signal, but 
reduced instances of 
puncta 

VPYANKD3-9 No rescue Nucleus, cytoplasm, 
vacuolar signal, 
occasionally dense strands 
observed in cytoplasm 
 

VPYANKD3-5	 No rescue Reduced nuclear signal, 
reduced puncta, 
cytoplasmic signal 
observed 
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vpy5162. The presence of these constructs could be identified using RT-PCR, but 

neither of these constructs could be visualized using live imaging, suggesting there 

may have been an issue with protein stability. It should also be noted that N-terminal 

fluorescent protein fusions of VPY are harder to visualize than C-terminal fusions, 

which may have contributed to the visualization problem. 

 Since the first cloning strategy was unsuccessful, a second cloning strategy 

was employed to reveal VPY’s potential nuclear role. This time, a C-terminal cpVenus 

containing the NES or NESKO was fused to VPY (Figure S3.5C, D). When these 

constructs were expressed in vpy5162, complementation could be observed with both 

the NES and NESKO fusions. I have not yet assessed the subcellular localization of 

these fusions, however, so these results cannot be verified yet. Additionally, I am 

unsure about clearly interpreting these results, since I will not be able to assess 

whether the full fusion protein is localized appropriately, as opposed to a truncated 

form of the fusion protein containing only cpVenus. 

 To complement the nuclear exclusion analysis, I also cloned an N-terminal 

NLS to VPY with C-terminal cpVenus and assessed its ability to complement vpy5162 

(Figure S3.5E). This construct was unable to complement vpy, and while I have not 

yet assessed the localization of this construct, suggests that a nuclear localization alone 

may not be sufficient to fulfill VPY’s function. A summary of these results is 

presented in Table S3.2. 
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Discussion 

 VPY has a previously uncharacterized combination of protein domains, which 

makes its precise function in the context of AM symbiosis elusive. Through the 

analysis of the contribution of its domains to its function and subcellular localization, 

a deeper understanding of VPY’s role in arbuscule development has been determined. 

 VAP/MSP domains have predominantly been characterized in VAP proteins. 

VAP proteins are embedded in the ER, with an N-terminal VAP domain that interacts 

with a myriad of protein partners that are largely associated with either the plasma 

membrane or cytoskeleton. Beyond this protein class, MSP domains are described in 

their role in forming cytoskeletal elements in C. elegans, but there are several classes 

of MSP domain-containing proteins whose function has not yet been explored. Since 

the VAP domain of VAPYRIN shares homology with the MSP domain and does not 

have all of the same interaction features present on VAP proteins, its precise role also 

remains unknown. Notably, the self-oligomerization domain that MSP proteins 

contain is absent from VPY. Additionally, because VAP-cpVenus could not be 

detected under the native promoter, this suggests that this domain may be unstable on 

its own. At this time, it is unclear whether the VAP domain facilitates hyphal entries 

into the cortex, since rare cortical entry by AM fungi can occur in vpy5162, a nonsense 

mutant which produces very low amounts of a partial transcript that encodes for the 

VAP domain. Preliminary data may show an increase in cortical hyphal entries in 

vpy5162 when the VAP domain is overexpressed in this mutant background, which 

would further support the idea that the VAP domain alone can support this process. 
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 Ankyrin domains are one of the most frequently observed protein domains. 

Their structure allows for great versatility in terms of potential protein interaction 

partners. VPY contains nine ankyrin repeats, which gives this protein the potential to 

mediate several protein-protein interactions with the ankyrin repeat domain alone. 

Overexpression of the ANK domain in WT plants creates a dominant-negative effect, 

leading to infection units lacking arbuscules that resemble vpy5162 infection units. 

This could be caused by the ANK domain sequestering interactions from endogenous 

full-length VPY through either mis-localizing interactors or competing for space with 

full-length VPY. Since the ANK-cpVenus subcellular localization is similar to the 

full-length VPY subcellular localization, being present in both the nucleus and 

cytoplasm, either scenario is plausible. 

 Five out of nine of VPY’s ANK repeats contain a TXXH motif, a potential 

phosphorylation site (Guo et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2018). The vpy missense point 

mutant, vpy5185, has a reduction in the number of infection units and ablates one of 

these phosphorylation sites on the first ankyrin repeat. This suggests that this site may 

be an important regulatory feature on VPY. The brighter fluorescent signal observed 

in the VPYANKΔ6-9-cpVenus fusion construct may also indicate that VPY is 

regulated post-translationally, and ankyrin repeats 6-9 contain a motif for poly-

ubiquitination of VPY. 

Despite the prominent location of VPY as punctate/crescent shaped patches 

near or on the periarbuscular membrane, the significance is unclear because the 

VPYANKD9 can complement vpy5162, even though it does not form these puncta. 

We were still interested in determining whether these puncta/crescents co-localize 
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with a subcellular marker involved with the secretory pathway, however, or whether 

they mark a novel subcellular compartment during arbuscule development. VPY 

partially co-localizes with the periarbuscular membrane and VPY-HA is pulled down 

in the membrane fraction, and since VPY does not co-localize with other canonical 

secretory pathway markers, this suggests that at least some of the VPY protein is 

PAM-associated. Since the VPY localization is altered in exo70i, this suggests that 

EXO70I is mediating the punctate localization of VPY, which was not what we 

initially expected. Perhaps the punctate accumulations occur after VPY has already 

fulfilled its function and represents VPY sequestered and inactive. Still, it seems 

unusual that a protein would accumulate to such high levels after it has completed its 

function. Alternatively, VPY punctate accumulations could be fulfilling a regulatory 

function needed for the branch domain of the periarbuscular membrane. Since the 

punctate accumulations of VPY can be observed even when the arbuscule is 

degenerating, this suggests that VPY puncta may function in another capacity 

following fine branch tip formation. There is a slight reduction in arbuscule length in 

VPY-ANKΔ9, but it is unclear whether this is biologically relevant. 

 VPY-ANKΔ3 - 5 and VPY-ANKΔ3 – 9 are unable to complement vpy5162. 

This indicates that ankyrin repeats 3 - 5 are critical for arbuscule development. VPY-

ANKD3 – 5-cpVenus displays a cytosolic signal and is not visible in the nucleus, 

which suggests that VPY’s nuclear localization may be mediated by this interface. 

Preliminary NLS-VPY analyses suggest that while VPY’s nuclear localization may be 

necessary for its function, it is not sufficient, since an NLS-tagged version of VPY 

cannot complement vpy. Performing a finer scale ankyrin deletion analysis within 
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ankyrin repeats 3 -5 should help illuminate the importance of VPY’s nuclear 

localization, because then we can pinpoint which ankyrin repeat is necessary for 

VPY’s nuclear localization. Furthermore, a finer scale analysis of this region would 

allow us to test the hypothesis that the loss of nuclear localization is what leads to an 

inability for arbuscule formation to occur.  It would also be beneficial to clone a 

version of VPY lacking its first two ankyrin repeats to see whether or not these repeats 

play a role in arbuscule development and/or entry. 

 The stability of VPYANKΔ3 – 9 appears to be affected, since in many 

instances, this version of the protein could be observed in the vacuole. It has 

previously been reported that higher order ankyrin repeats confer stability to ankyrin 

repeat proteins, so perhaps when so many ankyrin repeats are missing from VPY, 

protein stability is lost (Li et al., 2006). 

 VAPYRIN requires at minimum the VAP domain and ankyrin repeats 1 – 5 to 

support arbuscule development. Ankyrin repeats 6 – 8 regulate arbuscule maturity, and 

the stronger cpVenus signal observed from this fusion construct suggest that it may 

contain features that can be post-translationally modified to regulate VPY protein 

levels. Ankyrin repeat 9 appears to be minimally required for arbuscule development, 

since arbuscule size is marginally smaller when VPY-ANKΔ9 is transformed in the 

vpy mutant than when this mutant is transformed with full-length VPY. This repeat is 

also important for VPY’s punctate accumulations. The ankyrin repeat domain seems 

to be the predominant driver of VPY’s subcellular localization.  From this study, we 

confirmed the hypothesis that both the cytoplasmic and nuclear subcellular 

localization of VPY are important for its function, but the punctate accumulations 
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appear dispensable for supporting arbuscule development. We also confirmed that 

both the VAP and ANK domain are required for arbuscule development, although 

specific ankyrin repeats are dispensable for VPY’s function, indicating functional 

modularity with the ankyrin repeat domain. Since both the VAP and ANK domain 

facilitate protein-protein interactions, determining the full spectrum of interactions and 

when, where, and how they interact with VPY will be essential for having a clear 

picture of its function during symbiosis. 

 
 
Materials and Methods 

in silico analysis 

 To perform amino acid alignments, Clustal Omega was used unless otherwise 

noted. Important structural features of the VAP domain were assayed based on 

(Loewen and Levine, 2005; Tarr and Scott, 2005; Kagiwada et al., 2007; Lev et al., 

2008). Important structural features of ANK were assayed using (Mosavi et al., 2004) 

as a reference point. 

 

Plant growth and root transformation 

Plant growth and root transformation procedures were performed as described in 

Chapter 2. 

 

Root staining and counting 

Root staining was conducted as described in Chapter 2. Root length 

colonization measurements were performed as described in Chapter 2. To count 
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arbuscule size and abundance, three 500 µm - long root pieces were excised from a 

single root system and cut so that the appressorium defining the infection unit was 

centered in the root to ensure infection units were being assayed at the same infection 

stage. Three biological replicates from each condition were examined for a total of 

nine root pieces being assayed per condition. Infection units were imaged using a 

DM5500 Leica Epifluorescent microscope using a 20X water immersion objective. 

Infection units were imaged at three focal planes to observe as many arbuscules as 

possible within a single infection unit. Arbuscule quantity and length was measured 

using the Measure tool in Fiji. 

 

Confocal microscopy 

 For live imaging, Medicago truncatula roots were assayed four weeks post 

planting with 1000 Rhizophagus irregularis spores. 3 – 5 mm long root pieces with 

fluorescent signal were selected under an Olympus stereomicroscope, and 

longitudinally sectioned as performed in (Ivanov and Harrison, 2014; Ivanov and 

Harrison, 2018).  

Confocal images were taken using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. To 

observe arbuscules for live imaging, a 63X water objective was used. cpVenus was 

excited using an Argon laser (514 nm), and the excitation wavelength collected was 

from 525 – 545 nm. mCherry was excited using the 561 nm DPSS laser and the 

excitation wavelength collected was from 600 – 660 nm.  

Signal intensity data along linear transects was obtained using the Leica LAS 

AF software and exported to Excel (Zhang et al., 2015a). The percentage of co-
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localized domes was assessed from n=45 domes, from four root samples, analyzed 

from two independent experiments. 

For WGA stained images, images were taken as described in Chapter 2. 

 

Preparation of Membrane Proteins and Soluble Proteins from M. truncatula Roots 

mtvapyrin5162 mutant roots transformed with pPZP211:ProMtVapyrin:gMtVapyrin-

HA were colonized with G. versiforme and harvested after 4 weeks of colonization. 

The root samples were ground in liquid nitrogen, and then homogenized in the 

extraction buffer (230 mM sorbitol, 50 mM Hepes, 10 mM KCl, 3 mM EGTA, 1 mM 

DTT, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, pH 7.8) at a ratio of 5:1 (v/w) 

(Harrison et al., 2002). The samples were centrifuged at 20,000 × g for 15 min at 4°C 

to remove insoluble debris. Next, the supernatant was centrifuged at 100,000× g for 2 

hours at 4°C. The pellet and supernatant were collected separately as microsomal 

fraction and soluble proteins, respectively. The pellet was dissolved in resuspension 

buffer (330 mM sorbitol, 2 mM Hepes, 10 mM KCl, and 0.1 mM DTT, pH 7.8). Both 

samples were used for immunoblotting analysis. 

 

Cloning 

MtVapyrin gene was truncated into two fragments at the nucleotide 405 

downstream of the ATG of MtVapyrin coding sequence. The first fragment encodes 

the VAMP-associated protein (VAP)/major sperm protein domain (MtVapyrinVAP 

domain) including amino acids 1 to 135 of MtVapyrin protein, and the other fragment 
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is carboxyl-terminus containing nine ankyrin repeats (MtVapyrinANK domain, amino 

acids 136 to 541) of MtVapyrin. The primers used for full-length amplification of the 

MtVapyrin ORF were B2245 and B2470. Primers used for truncated MtVapyrin 

amplification were B2245 and B2845 (MtVapyrinVAP), and B2589 and B2470 

(MtVapyrinANK). Full-length and truncated MtVapyrin fragments were amplified 

from cDNA of M. truncatula roots, and subsequently cloned into pEarleyGate100 to 

create ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrin, ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrinVAP and  

ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrinANK constructs. Overexpression constructs of full-length 

and truncated MtVapyrin were then amplified using B2969 and B2970, and later 

inserted into the EcoRI site of pJL33 (Chiu et al., 1996; Floss et al., 2013b) to create 

double constructs with GFP marker, ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrin + ProCaMV35S:GFP, 

ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrinVAP + ProCaMV35S:GFP, and  

ProCaMV35S:MtVapyrinANK + ProCaMV35S:GFP constructs. The double 

constructs were transformed into WT A17 and mtvapyrin5162 mutant for dominant 

negative analysis. 

To amplify the VPY promoter, a region spanning 1.5 kb upstream of the ATG 

start site was designated as the promoter region and amplified using A17 gDNA as a 

template with the following primers: B3014 and B3015. The resulting PCR fragment 

was recombined into the Gateway vector pDONR4-1. 

To clone VPY ANK deletion constructs for subcellular localization and 

complementation, the NCBI prediction of oligomer interfaces was used as a basis to 

remove several ANK repeats. Full-length VPY was amplified from Gv-colonized root 
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cDNA using B3016 and B3017. To amplify the deletion constructs, the following 

primer sets were used: B3016 and B6278 for VPYANKΔ9, B3016 and B6279 for 

VPYANKΔ6-9, and B3016 and B6280 for VPYANKΔ3-9. To clone VPYANK Δ3-5, 

generated two PCR fragments using the following two sets of primers: B3016 and 

B6306, and B6305 and B3017. Then, the two PCR products were diluted 1000 times 

and combined, and an overlapping PCR was performed using primers B3016 and 

B3017. The template for the deletion constructs was the diluted plasmid of pDONR1-2 

VPY. All of the ANK deletion PCR products were recombined into the Gateway 

vector pDONR1-2. 

The cpVenus fluorescent protein sequence was cloned into pDONR2-3 using 

B6144 and B6145 using a plasmid template (Mukherjee et al., 2015). Then, a multisite 

LR reaction was performed to create the constructs for subcellular localization and 

complementation. For subcellular localization, a multisite Gateway reaction was 

performed with the components listed in Table 2, with pKM43GW MycRedRoot as 

the vector backbone (Ivanov and Harrison, 2018). For complementation analysis, the 

vector backbone pKM43GW RedRoot containing the DsRed marker was used (Floss 

et al., 2013a). 

To clone NES constructs we used the NES (LPPLERLTL) and NESKO 

(LPPDLRLTL) sequence from Fischer et al., 1995 (Fischer et al., 1995). For the first 

cloning strategy, the NES or NESKO sequence was added to the VPY-CDS by PCR-

amplification of the VPY1-2 pENTR clone using the following primer combinations: 

B5556 and B5901 (NES), or B5556 and B5903 (NESKO). Then, to incorporate attB 
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sites onto this PCR fragment, we performed a second round of PCR using either 

B5556 and B5904 (NES), or B5556 and B5905 (NESKO). These PCR fragments were 

recombined into pDONR2-3. Next, a mulitisite Gateway reaction was performed using 

the 4-1 VPYpromoter, 1-2 YFP, and 2-3 VPY-NES or NESKO into pKM43GW. 

For the second NES cloning strategy, we amplified cpVenus with an 

incorporated c-terminal NES or NESKO using the following primer combinations: 

B6144 and B6314 (NES) or B6144 and B6315 (NESKO). Then, to incorporate attB 

sites onto this PCR fragment, we performed a second round of PCR using either 

B6144 and B5904 (NES), or B6144 and B5905 (NESKO). Finally, a multisite 

Gateway reaction was performed using the 4-1 Vpy promoter, 1-2 VPY CDS, and 2-3 

cpVenus NES of NESKO into pKM43GW RedRoot. 

To clone the NLS VPY, we used the NLS sequence 

(MQPSLKRMKIEPSSQP) from Grebenok et al., 1997 (Grebenok et al., 1997) to 

create a primer incorporating the NLS with the N-terminus of VPY. Then, this primer 

B6143 was used with B3017 to amplify the VPY sequence from the pDONR1-2 VPY 

CDS plasmid. Next, to incorporate attB sites, we performed a second round of PCR 

using B3189 and B3017. A multisite Gateway rection was then performed using the 4-

1 Vpy promoter, 1-2 NLS VPY CDS, and 2-3 cpVenus into pKM43GW RedRoot. 

Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed in RStudio using the -lsmeans statistical package. 

The overlapping histogram was made in RStudio as described in (Floss et al., 2017). 
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APPENDIX 

 
 

 

Figure S3.1. Alignment of VPY VAP domain across species. The VAP domain of 
VPY orthologs were aligned using Clustal Omega and visualized using JalView. The 
VAP-MSP consensus region is indicated with a line, conserved canonical MSP are 
boxed. Dark purple amino acids are identical, light purple amino acids are similar. The 
level of conservation is indicated with yellow bars, and the consensus sequence is in 
the third row. The species used for the analysis are Brachypodium distachyon 
(GenBank ID: NC_016131), Sorghum bicolor (GenBank ID: NC_012870), Setaria 
italica (GenBank ID: NC_028458), Petunia hybrida (GenBank ID: FJ717417), 
Medicago truncatula (GenBank ID: NC_016412), Populus trichocarpa (GenBank ID: 
NC_037297), Glycine max (GenBank ID: NC_038241), Prunus persica (GenBank ID: 
NC_034015), Datisca glomerata (GenBank ID: AGG82491).  
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Figure S3.2. Alignment of VPY ankyrin repeats. MtVPY ankyrin repeats were 
aligned using CLUSTAL omega and visualized using JalView. Highly conserved 
amino acids characteristic of ankyrin repeat proteins are indicated with boxes, 
identical amino acids are highlighted in dark purple. The amount of conservation 
(yellow bars) and consensus sequence are below the amino acid sequence. The left-
hand column signifies the ankyrin repeat. 
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Figure S3.3. Alignment of VPY ankyrin repeats across species. Ankyrin repeats from 
several dicot and monocot species (species and GenBank accessions listed in Figure 1) 
were aligned with MtVPY ANK repeats using Clustal Omega and visualized using 
JalView. Identical amino acids are in dark purple, similar amino acids are in light 
purple. Boxes indicate canonical ankyrin repeat amino acids. The amount of 
conservation is indicated with the yellow bars, and the consensus sequence is shown 
below the amino acid alignment. 
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Table S3.1. Amino acid identity of ANK repeats between species   
ANK repeat AA identity between 

species (Total) 
AA identity between 
species (Monocot) 

AA identity between 
species (Dicot) 

1 47% 93% 67% 

2 47% 90% 67% 

3 38% 76% 48% 

4 53% 90% 57% 

5 39% 84% 63% 

6 14% 81% 14% 

7 57% 87% 57% 

8 53% 90% 70% 

9 16% 65% 57% 
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Figure S3.4. NCBI prediction of ankyrin repeat oligomer interfaces. The amino acid 
sequence of MtVPY was entered as a query in the NCBI protein BLAST software to 
generate motif annotations. Two oligomer interfaces are predicted spanning ANK 
repeats 3 – 5 and ANK repeats 6 – 8. Additionally, a weak NLS was predicted for 
MtVPY using NLSmapper software and is indicated in the diagram. 
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Figure S3.5. VPY fusion constructs generated for nuclear exclusion and nuclear 
localization experiments. A, YFP-VPY-NES, B, YFP-VPY-NESKO, C, VPY-cpVenus-
NES, D, VPY-cpVenus-NESKO, E, NLS-VPY-cpVenus. 
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Table S3.2. Summary of effect of VPY NES and VPY NLS in vpy 
Construct Effect on vpy mutant Subcellular localization 
YFP-VPY-NES No effect Not detected. 

 
YFP-VPY-NESKO No effect Not detected 

 
YFP-NES No effect Not yet observed 

 
VPY-cpVenus-NES Complements vpy Not yet observed 

 
VPY-cpVenus-NESKO Complements vpy Not yet observed 

 
cpVenus-NES No rescue Not yet observed 

 
NLS-VPY-cpVenus No rescue Not yet observed 

 
NLS-cpVenus No rescue Not yet observed 
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Table S3.3. Construct list 
Construct name Backbone pDONR4-

1 
pDONR1-2 pDONR2-

3 
35S:GFP (pJL33) pCAMBIA2300 n/a n/a n/a 
35S:VPY pJL33 n/a n/a n/a 
35S:VAP pJL33 n/a n/a n/a 
35S:ANK pJL33 n/a n/a n/a 
Vpy:vpy-cpVenus 
mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VPY CDS cpVenus 

Vpy:Vap-cpVenus 
mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VAP CDS cpVenus 

Vpy:ANK-cpVenus 
mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr ANK CDS cpVenus 

VPY:vpyΔ9-
cpVenus mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

VPY:vpyΔ6-9-
cpVenus mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ6-9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:vpyΔ3-9-
cpVenus mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ3-9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:vpyΔ3-5-
cpVenus mycRR 

pKM43GW 
mycRR 

MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ3-5 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:vpy-cpVenus 
RR 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPY CDS cpVenus 

VPY:vpyΔ9-
cpVenus RR 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

VPY:vpyΔ6-9-
cpVenus RR 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ6-9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:vpyΔ3-9-
cpVenus RR 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ3-9 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:vpyΔ3-5-
cpVenus RR 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPYANKΔ3-5 
CDS 

cpVenus 

Vpy:YFP-VPY-
NES 

pKM43GW MtVPYpr YFP VPY-NES 

Vpy:YFP-VPY-
NESKO 

pKM43GW MtVPYpr YFP VPY-
NESKO 

Vpy:VPY-cpVenus-
NES 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPY CDS cpVenus-
NES 

Vpy:VPY-cpVenus-
NESKO 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr VPY CDS cpVenus-
NESKO 

Vpy:cpVenus-NES pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr  cpVenus-
NES 

Vpy:cpVenus-
NESKO 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr  cpVenus-
NESKO 
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Vpy:NLS-VPY-
cpVenus 

pKM43GW RR MtVPYpr NLS-VPY cpVenus 
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Table S3.4. Primer list 
Primer 
number 

Primer name Sequence 

B2245 MtVPY full-length 
overexpression F 

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCA
CCATGGATAGACTCATAAAG 

B2470 MtVPY full-length 
overexpression R 

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTTCT
AAAGAACAGCCAAAGGCAT 

B2845 MtVAP 
overexpression R  

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGGA
CTTTGATTGCACTATCAA 

B2589 MtANK 
overexpression F  

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCA
TGTTTGTTGGTTCACAAATT 

B2969 M13 F TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT 
B2970 M13 R AGGAAACAGCTATGACCAT 
B1460 MtVPY genotyping F GAGACTGCAGATGGATAGACTCATAAAGTTAG

ATCCA 
B2398 MtVPY genotyping R CATCGGTTCTCGCCCCGTTCGC 
B3014 MtVPYpr attB4-F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCGGTAA

GGGTTACATAAAAGATCG 
B3015 MtVPYpr attB1-R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCGTTTTT

GGTTTAGGGTTTGTATTGA 
B3016 MtVPY attB1-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTC

ATGGATAGACTCATAAAGTTAGATCCA 
B3017 MtVPY attB2-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCA

AGAACAGCCAAAGGCATTGA 
B5518 MtVPY VAP attB2-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCC

TTTGATTGCACTATCAATGAAAA 
B5519 MtVPY ANK attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTC

TCATGTTTGTTGGTTCACAA 
B6278 MtVPY ANKΔ9 

attB2-R 
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCT
GCTTCAACATCAGCACCTTT 

B6279 MtVPY ANKΔ6-9 
attB2-R 

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCA
GCCGCACATAAATTGTCC 

B6280 MtVPY ANKΔ3-9 
attB2-R 

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCT
GAGTCAACTCTTGCACCTTTG 

B6305 MtVPY ANKΔ3-5 
overlapping F 

TAATACAGAAGGATCAGAATCTCTAGGGAA 

B6306 MtVPY ANKΔ3-5 
overlapping R 

TTCCCTAGAGATTCTGATCCTTCTGTATTA 
 

B6144 cpVenus attB2-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGAAatggacggcggcgtg
cag 

B6145 cpVenus attB3-R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCttactcgatgttgtggcgg
a 

B5556 VPY CDS attB2F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGAAATGGATAGACT
CATAAAGTTAGATCCA 

B5901 VPY-NES R cagggtcaggcgttccagcggcggcagCTAAAGAACAGCCAAAGGC
A 
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B5903 VPY-NESKO R cagggtcaggcgcagatccggcggcagCTAAAGAACAGCCAAAGG
CA 

B5904 NES attB3R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCcagggtcaggcgttcca
gcggcggcag 

B5905 NESKO attB3R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCcagggtcaggcgcagat
ccggcggcag 

B6314 cpVenus NES R cagggtcaggcgttccagcggcggcagctcgatgttgtggcgga 
B6315 cpVenus NESKO R cagggtcaggcgcagatccggcggcagctcgatgttgtggcgga 
B6143 NLS-VPY F ATGCAGCCTTCTCTTAAACGCATGAAAATAGAGCCATCT

TCTCAACCTGATAGACTC 
B3189 NLS attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGCAGC

CTTCTCTTAAACG 

 



_________________________________________________________________ 
4Sergey Ivanov performed the subcellular localization of KINASE2, and the promoter 
GUS analysis of KINASE1 and KINASE2. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INTERACTORS OF 

VAPYRIN4 

Abstract 

 Plants engage with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi for access to mineral 

nutrients, particularly phosphorus, that plants would not otherwise remain 

inaccessible. AM symbiosis is tightly regulated at the signaling level so that the 

symbiosis remains beneficial to the plant. AM fungi grow inside plant roots and form 

arbuscules inside plant cortical cells for nutrient exchange. The arbuscule in encased 

in a specialized plant membrane with membrane transporters. The deposition of the 

periarbuscular membrane (PAM) around the arbuscule occurs by polarized exocytosis, 

but we are only just beginning to scratch the surface of players involved with this 

process. VAPYRIN (VPY) is a plant protein critical for arbuscule development, and 

its dual subcellular localization in the nucleus and cytoplasm and its potential to 

mediate multiple protein-protein interactions suggests it may act as a scaffold. 

EXO70I is a member of the EXOCYST complex specifically induced during 

symbiosis that displays a defect in arbuscule development and interacts with VPY, 

suggesting that VPY may play a role in polarized exocytosis.  In this study, we 

examine protein interactors of VPY, and discuss three interactors; DOES NOT MAKE 

INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3), KINASE2 (KIN2), and Symbiotic β -tubulin (STUB). 

Through analysis of these interactors and their relationship with VPY, distinct roles 

for VPY emerge during AM symbiosis depending on its location within the cell. 
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Introduction 

 Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) associations with Glomeromycotina fungi 

represent one of the most prevalent endosymbioses in land plants (Parniske, 2008; 

Smith and Read, 2010). AM fungi provide plants with nutrients, especially 

phosphorus, in exchange for the plant’s carbon. The majority of nutrient exchange 

occurs in fungal structures called arbuscules that form in plant cortical cells (Gutjahr 

and Parniske, 2013). Arbuscule development requires extensive signaling and cellular 

remodeling events, which requires tight coordination to ensure AM symbiosis is 

occurring at levels sufficient for plant nutrient uptake. 

 A hallmark of symbiosis signaling is calcium spiking induced by the 

perception of AM fungal molecules discussed in more detail in Chapter 1. Calcium 

spiking is perceived by the calcium calmodulin-dependent kinase, L. japonicus 

CCaMK/ M. truncatula DMI3 (Singh and Parniske, 2012). DMI3 is thought to be the 

central regulator of symbiotic gene expression, as deregulated versions of this protein 

are sufficient to induce symbiotic gene expression in the absence of upstream genes 

required for calcium spiking (Takeda et al., 2012). DMI3 contains an N-terminal 

kinase domain, a calmodulin-binding domain, and a series of three EF hands that bind 

to calcium. Calcium binding to EF hands induces a conformational change of DMI3, 

releasing it from its autoinhibited state to phosphorylate protein targets (Singh and 

Parniske, 2012). DMI3 phosphorylates at least one protein substrate, IPD3, to induce 

symbiotic gene expression (Yano et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2014; Pimprikar et al., 

2016). Another interactor of DMI3 has been discovered by yeast 2 hybrid, the protein 

CIP73, which is contains a Scythe ubiquitin-like domain. This protein is localized in 
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the nucleus and phosphorylated by DMI3, but only functions during root nodule 

symbiosis (Kang et al., 2011).  

AM symbiosis must be tightly coordinated to meet plant nutritional needs, and 

to avoid over-proliferation of AM fungi within plant roots. The activity of de-

regulated versions of DMI3 lead to the simultaneous expression of genes required for 

both root nodule symbiosis and AM symbiosis, indicating that there is specification of 

either gene expression program through regulation of DMI3 (Takeda et al., 2012).  A 

particular mutant allele of CCaMK, ccamk-14, cannot support epidermal entry of 

symbionts, and is similarly inhibited in cortical infection (Liao et al., 2012). In this 

allele a phosphorylation residue necessary for inhibiting binding to calmodulin is 

ablated. This protein displays increased autophosphorylation and trans-

phosphorylation of the symbiotic transcription factor CYCLOPS, indicating the 

importance of negative regulation of CCaMK for proper development of AM 

symbiosis. It is not currently known what mediates the phosphorylation of this residue 

to negatively regulate CCaMK/ DMI3.  

Following signaling and initiation of gene expression for symbiosis, significant 

cellular remodeling events must occur to accommodate AM fungi. Plants must build a 

specialized membrane, called the periarbuscular membrane (PAM), which contains 

specialized transporters necessary for nutrient exchange. Routine trafficking to the 

membrane is redirected by default to the PAM during arbuscule development 

(Pumplin et al., 2012). Several symbiosis-specific proteins necessary for exocytosis 

have been described over the past several years, suggesting a necessity for additional 

factors beyond the core exocytotic machinery for symbiotic membrane development 
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(Ivanov et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015a; Pan et al., 2016b; Harrison and Ivanov, 

2017). The genes described are all components necessary for tethering vesicles to the 

membrane.  

In addition to plasma membrane tethering components, signaling molecules, in 

some cases kinases, are necessary for spatial cue recognition to produce a polarity axis 

to re-orient trafficking (Zeng et al., 2017). The cytoskeleton directs movement toward 

the focal point of polarity through the movement of cargo carrying proteins. RHO 

GTPases play a dominant role in regulating other members involved with all aspects 

of polarized exocytosis, both with the tethering complex and the cytoskeleton 

(Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002). The role of RHO GTPases during AM 

symbiosis has not yet been confirmed, however. 

In plants, the predominant cytoskeletal element that mediates organellar 

trafficking is actin, upon which myosin motors direct long-distance movement 

(Nebenführ and Dixit, 2018). Drug treatment with actin inhibitors indicates that actin 

mediates vesicular transport during polarized growth processes in plants as well 

(Miller et al., 1999; Vidali et al., 2001; Bibeau et al., 2018). Actin and its associating 

proteins undergo rearrangements and are important for both epidermal and 

intracellular accommodation of rhizobia, but have not yet been demonstrated to have 

an essential role in AM symbiosis (Cárdenas et al., 1998; Yokota et al., 2009; 

Miyahara et al., 2010; Hossain et al., 2012; Gavrin et al., 2015; Qiu et al., 2015; Zhang 

et al., 2019).  

On the other hand, plant microtubules appear to play a role in finer scale 

organellar positioning and specialized vesicular trafficking (Brandizzi and Wasteneys, 
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2013). In root hair development, microtubules are necessary for proper growth 

orientation and/or growth rate, dependent on the particular plant species assayed 

(Sieberer et al., 2005).There has been an expansion of microtubule genes in plants, 

particularly β-tubulin subunits. Some tubulin genes exhibit cell-type specific 

expression patterns, as well as slightly different oligomerization properties, but overall 

exhibit functional redundancy, making loss of function mutant analyses difficult. 

Kinesin motors are also highly expanded in plants and are hypothesized to have highly 

specialized processes in trafficking (Brandizzi and Wasteneys, 2013).  Despite a lack 

of mutant evidence, both actin and microtrubules undergo dynamic rearrangements 

during AM symbiosis, suggesting the cytoskeleton plays a role in arbuscule 

development (Blancaflor et al., 2001; Genre et al., 2005; Ivanov and Harrison, 2014). 

Despite our growing understanding of the players involved with polarized 

exocytosis during AM symbiosis, it is currently unclear how these factors are 

polarized to the growing tip. What is the polarity factor mediating polarized 

exocytosis? In the case of root hairs, ROS gradients likely indirectly regulated by 

RHO GTPases provide spatial cues that mediate polarized exocytosis (Carol et al., 

2005). Calcium levels affect microtubule organization in root hairs, and since 

cytosolic calcium levels shift during symbiosis, they could also potentially provide 

positional cues for exocytosis during symbiosis (Sieberer et al., 2005). 

EXO70I is a member of the EXOCYST complex specifically induced during 

symbiosis (Zhang et al., 2015a). Only plants that form AM symbiosis have EXO70I, 

although there are several other EXO70s induced during AM symbiosis. The EXO70 

gene family is greatly expanded in plants. Mutants lacking exo70i exhibit limited 
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arbuscule branching, and rapid collapse of arbuscules. Additionally, STR and STR2 

are not efficiently incorporated into the periarbuscular membrane of exo70i, 

suggesting an effect on polarized exocytosis. VPY interacts and partially co-localizes 

with EXO70I punctate and crescent shaped signals near the arbuscule branch tips, 

implicating an involvement of VPY with polarized exocytosis. 

VPY is a protein of unknown function critical for arbuscule development, as 

discussed in Chapter 3 (Reddy DMR et al., 2007; Feddermann et al., 2010; Pumplin et 

al., 2010). VPY is present in the nucleus, as well as cytoplasmic puncta that are 

adjacent to growing arbuscule tips. Although VPY’s interaction with EXO70I in 

puncta suggest a role for VPY during polarized exocytosis, it remains to be 

determined whether its nuclear localization is also functionally relevant (Zhang et al., 

2015a).  Since VPY has the potential to facilitate protein-protein interactions, VPY 

may interact with other proteins in addition to EXO70I. Because VPY has a dynamic 

subcellular localization, and has the capacity to facilitate protein-protein interactions, 

we hypothesize the VPY is scaffold that can coordinate components necessary for 

symbiosis. Scaffolds are proteins that have evolved many times over the course of 

evolution to coordinate and/or link cellular processes to one another through 

physically constraining proteins with one another (Good et al., 2011). This can help 

increase the efficiency of signaling or enzymatic processes within the cell.  

 This chapter describes three interactions; with a PAM-localized kinase, 

KINASE2 (KIN2), the calcium calmodulin dependent kinase DOES NOT MAKE 

INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3), and with a beta tubulin element, SYMBIOTIC BETA 

TUBULIN (STUB) specifically induced during symbiotic conditions. Through the 
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analysis of these interactions, VPY appears to have distinct roles in the nucleus and 

cytoplasm. 

 
Results 
 
Generation of a list of candidate VPY interactors 

 The unique combination of protein domains that VPY possesses gives it the 

potential to mediate several protein – protein interactions (Chapter 3). The interaction 

with EXO70I was previously described, suggesting a role in mediating exocytosis to 

the growing periarbuscular membrane (Zhang et al., 2015a). However, the exo70i 

phenotype manifests more mildly than vpy, with a defect in arbuscule maturation, but 

arbuscules still present. Because of this, we hypothesized that VPY is interacting with 

other protein partners. 

  VPY and EXO70I are both induced during AM symbiosis and co-expressed 

with one another, so we decided to use a co-expression-based approach to generate a 

list of interacting candidates with VPY. We generated a list of 12 candidates derived 

from the most highly co-expressed genes with VPY from the Medicago truncatula 

Gene Expression Atlas, as well as proteins with roles in symbiosis whose loss of 

function phenotypes are similar to vpy (https://mtgea.noble.org/v3/, Table 4.1). From 

this list, I assessed interactions using co-immunoprecipitation and immublot analysis.  
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Table 4.1. Summary of candidate VAPYRIN interactors 

Candidate Gene ID Rationale Interacts 
(Y/N) 

EXO70I Medtr1g017910 Co-expressor Y (Zhang et 
al., 2015a) 

KINASE2 Medtr4g129010 Co-expressor Y 

KINASE1 Medtr1g102190 Paralog of 
KINASE2 N 

CYCLIN 
DEPENDENT 

KINASE LIKE 1 
(CKL1) 

Medtr1g098300 Co-expressor N 

CYCLIN 
DEPENDENT 

KINASE LIKE 2 
(CKL2) 

Medtr8g092290 Paralog of 
CKL1 N 

INTERACTING 
PARTNER OF 
DMI3 (IPD3) 

Medtr5g026850 Co-expressor N 

DOES NOT 
MAKE 

INFECTIONS 3 
(DMI3) 

Medtr8g043970 Phenotypic 
similarity to vpy Y 

DELLA1 Medtr3g065980 Phenotypic 
similarity to vpy N 

Symbiotic Beta 
Tubulin (STUB) Medtr8g107250 Co-expressor Y 

PLANT U-BOX 
PROTEIN 1 

(PUB1) 
Medtr5g090510 Co-expressor 

Protein 
could not be 
detected in 
N. benth 

 

NB-ARC LRR R-
protein (LEUCY) Medtr3g034430 Co-expressor 

Protein 
could not be 
detected in 
N. benth 
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Nicotiana benthamiana was used as a heterologous expression system to generate 

substantial amounts of protein, since VPY protein levels are low in roots, and a 

traditional nuclear GAL4 – driven yeast two hybrid approach does not work with 

VPY. However, split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid approaches do, so I screened 

membrane-bound interactors in the split-ubiquitin system when possible. We decided 

to take a targeted approach as opposed to a blind IP-MS approach because of low 

protein levels of both VPY and its potential interacting partners in roots. As a negative 

control for the Co-IP screen, we cloned fluorescent protein fusions of a gene VPYlike 

(Medtr8g056020), which encodes a protein with a VAP domain and four ankyrin 

repeats. This gene is more broadly expressed than VPY, but it was later determined 

that VPYlike is induced during nodulation, which does not make it an ideal negative 

control. 

 From the co-immunoprecipitation screen, three additional interactors of VPY 

have been identified out of eight candidates screened; KINASE2 (KIN2), DOES NOT 

MAKE INFECTIONS 3 (DMI3), and Symbiotic Beta Tubulin (STUB). These 

interactions will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.  

 

VPY interacts with STUB, a β-tubulin specifically induced during symbiosis 

 The most highly co-expressed gene with VPY is STUB (Medtr8g107250), a 

Class 3 β-tubulin. This β-tubulin subunit is one of ten β-tubulin genes present in 

Medicago truncatula and is the only member of this family with a symbiosis-specific 

expression pattern. STUB is part of a clade that does not contain an Arabidopsis 

thaliana homolog, although a non-AM host Spirodela polyrhiza ortholog is present in  
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Figure 4.1. Rooted phylogenetic tree of subset of β-tubulin genes. The clade that 
contains symbiotic β-tubulin is indicated. Medicago truncatula gene IDs are marked in 
red, with the exception of symbiotic beta tubulin, which is marked in green.  
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Figure 4.2. β-tubulin amino acid alignment. The amino acid sequences of all ten β-
tubulins in Medicago truncatula were aligned with one another using Clustal Omega 
and visualized using JalView. Amino acids highlighted in purple are identical to the 
consensus sequence, and amino acids highlighted in light purple are similar to the 
consensus sequence. The level of conservation is indicated as yellow bars below the 
amino acid sequence, and the consensus sequence is below the conservation analysis. 
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this clade, suggesting it is not a truly AM symbiosis-specific clade (Figure 4.1). All 

ten β-tubulin amino acid sequences share at least 90% amino acid identity with one 

another but are most distinct in the C-terminal tail, which is hypothesized to confer 

specificity to tubulin subunits (Figure 4.2). STUB is induced by lipo-

chitooligosaccharides, and is expressed during AM symbiosis as well as during root 

nodule symbiosis (Figure 4.4B). We assessed the interaction with STUB-GFP and 

VPY-HA using co-immunoprecipitation and observed an interaction between STUB 

and VPY (Figure 4.3). VPYANKD6-9 does not co-immunoprecipitate with STUB-

GFP, however, suggesting that these ANK repeats are critical for maintaining this 

interaction (Figure 4.3). 

 Next, we wanted to determine whether or not a mutant lacking STUB would 

display any defects in colonization, so we obtained a line with a 5.3 kb LTR 

retrotransposon Tnt1 insertion in this gene. The Tnt1 insertion is present in the second 

exon of the gene, so a loss of function is predicted (Figure 4.4A). No obvious changes 

in overall plant morphology could be observed with the stub mutant, but stub mutants 

displayed a 50% reduction in colonization as compared to its WT segregant three 

weeks post planting, indicating an impact of this gene on AM symbiosis (Figure 4.4E). 

Arbuscule development appeared unaffected in this mutant, but this experiment should 

be repeated, because WT infection units contained collapsed arbuscules, making it 

difficult to assess morphological differences between the two genotypes. 

 These data demonstrate an interaction with STUB, a previously 

uncharacterized β-tubulin specifically induced during AM symbiosis and root nodule 

symbiosis. VPY ankyrin repeats 6-9 are important for mediating the interaction with  
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Figure 4.3. VPY mediates an interaction with STUB and ankyrin repeats 6-9 are 
necessary for the interaction in N. benthamiana. STUB-GFP or GFP were pulled down 
using Anti-GFP magnetic agarose, and the ability to co-immunoprecipitate VPY-HA, 
VPYANKD6-9, or VPYlike-HA was assessed. Red staining is Ponceau S. 
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Figure 4.4. STUB is specifically induced during symbiosis and stub mutants display a 
reduction in root length colonization. A, Gene model of STUB. Black boxes indicate 
exons, lines indicate introns, arrow indicates position of Tnt1 insertion. B, Gene atlas 
expression profile of STUB. Peaks represent symbiotic conditions and are labelled. C 
and D, STUBp:GUS staining in non-colonized (C) and Gv-colonized (D) roots. E, % 
root length colonization of WT, WT segregant, and two homozygous stub mutants 
three weeks post planting with 200 spores Gv. ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001 using 
Student’s t-test as compared to WT segregant. Error bars are SEM. 
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STUB, since the interaction between VPY and STUB is lost in this deletion construct. 

Mutants lacking STUB display a reduction in root length colonization, indicating a role 

for this gene during symbiosis. 

VPY interacts with KIN2, a kinase that localizes to the periarbuscular membrane  

  KINASE2 (Medtr4g129010) is a serine-threonine kinase with a myristoylation 

signature induced during AM symbiosis (Figure 4.5A, C). Analysis of a KINASE2 – 

GFP fusion expressed from the native promoter indicates that it is localized at the 

PAM (Figure 4.5D - H). A kin2 mutant shows a significant reduction in overall 

colonization levels but arbuscule development is unaffected (Bravo et al., 2016).  

We identified KINASE2 as an interactor of VPY using both Co-IP and split 

ubiquitin yeast two hybrid assays. VPY-GFP and KINASE2-HA were co-expressed in 

N. benthamiana leaves and we then immunoprecipitated VPY-GFP and assayed the 

presence of KIN2-HA via immunoblot (Figure 4.6A). Similar experiments involving 

VPY-like GFP or GFP alone were used as controls.  When KINASE2 and VPY are 

co-expressed, an HR response is induced in N. benthamiana leaves, so VPY-GFP 

protein levels are low in this condition (Figure 4.6C – E). However, despite lower 

levels of VPY, VPY-GFP is able to pull-down KIN2-HA, whereas GFP alone, or 

VPYlike-GFP showed no binding of KIN2-HA (Figure 4.6A). We confirmed this 

interaction using split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid using the KIN2 as a bait, since this 

protein is myristoylated (Figure 4.7B). Additionally, we expanded the split-ubiquitin 

assay to include the ankyrin deletion series, as well as the VAP and ANK domains. 

From the split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid analysis, KINASE2 interacts most robustly 

with VPYANKD6-9 and is capable  
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Figure 4.5. Gene expression profile and subcellular localization of KINASE1 and 
KINASE2, and mutant phenotype of kin1 RNAi kin2. A and B, promoter GUS analysis 
of KINASE2 (A) and KINASE1 (B). Scale bars are 100 microns. C, Medicago 
truncatula gene atlas expression profile of KIN1 (red) and KIN2 (blue). 
MYC=mycorrhizal, Nod=nodulation. D – H, subcellular localization of Kin2pr:KIN2-
GFP. Scale bars are 10 microns. I – L, subcellular localization of Kin1pr:KIN1gen-
mCherry. Scale bars are 10 microns.  M – O, mutant phenotype of kin1 RNAi in kin2 
mutant background. M, 35S:GFP and N, kin1 RNAi WGA stained roots. Scale bars are 
100 microns. O, percentage of infection units containing arbuscules in 35S:GFP and 
kin1RNAi roots. **** indicates p<0.0001 using Student’s t-test. 
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of maintaining an interaction with the VAP domain alone (Figure 4.6B). This result 

should be confirmed in planta. 

  KINASE2 has a paralog, KINASE1 (Medtr1g102190). KINASE1 has a 

broader expression pattern than KINASE2, although expression appears stronger in  

arbuscule-containing cells (Figure 4.5B - C). In contrast to KINASE2, KINASE1-

mCherry signals were weak suggesting that the protein abundance is extremely low. 

Signal was detected in the nucleus in epidermal cells, as well as in cortical cells 

adjacent to arbuscule containing cells (Figure 4.5I – L). Because KINASE1 lacks a 

myristolation signature, a difference in subcellular localization between the two 

kinases might be expected. Since the two kinases have different subcellular 

localizations, this indicates some functional divergence. We could observe an 

interaction of KINASE2 with KINASE1 with the split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid 

assay, however (Figure 4.6B). We performed a preliminary Co-IP with KINASE1 and 

VPY, and while KINASE1 did not co-immunoprecipitate with VPY, protein levels 

were less abundant than with KINASE2, so this should be repeated. 

Prior to realizing these two proteins were unlikely to be functionally 

redundant, we performed an RNAi experiment where we knocked down KIN1 in the 

kin2 Tnt1 mutant background. When KIN1 was knocked out in kin2, a decrease in the 

number of infection units containing arbuscules was observed, indicating that these 

two genes function additively during symbiosis (Figure 4.5M - O).  In comparison, 

expressing the kin1 RNAi construct in the WT segregant has no visible effect of AM 

symbiosis. Since KINASE1 and KINASE2 are localized to different subcellular 

compartments, it is unlikely that they carry out the same function in AM symbiosis.  
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Figure 4.6. VPY interacts with KINASE2. A, N. benthamiana co-
immunoprecipitation assay with VPY and KIN2. VPY-GFP, VPYlike-GFP, or GFP 
were pulled down and the presence of KIN2-HA was assayed using a western blot. B, 
Serial dilution series of split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid assay with KIN2 as bait and 
VPY, VPY deletions, and KIN1. Yeast were plated on drop-out media with 0.25 mM 
methionine, and imaged five days after plating. N- is N-terminal Nub fusion, -N is C-
terminal Nub fusion, NubGWT is the positive control, and N-GUS is the negative 
control. C – E, Hypersensitive response (HR) is induced in N. benthamiana leaves co-
infiltrated with VPY and KIN2, but is not induced when either of these proteins are 
expressed with other constructs. Representative appearance of N. benthamiana leaves 
three days post infiltration with (A) VPY-GFP + EXO70I-HA, (B) VPY-GFP + KIN2-
FLAG, or (C) GFP + KIN2-FLAG. This effect is also observed with an HA- tagged 
version of KIN2-HA. 
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 These results show that VPY interacts with KINASE2, a kinase localized to the 

periarbuscular membrane that shows a minor defect in arbuscular mycorrhizal 

symbiosis. The VAP domain alone can mediate an interaction with KINASE2. A 

paralog of KINASE2, KINASE1, has likely functionally diverged from KINASE2,  

since it is localized to the nucleus and does not appear to interact with VPY. Despite 

this, knocking down KIN1 in the kin2 mutant background reduces arbuscule 

formation, demonstrating that while these two genes are not functionally redundant, 

they are both important for symbiosis. 

 

 VPY interacts with DMI3 

From the co-expression analysis, the only nuclear-localized candidate 

interactor of VPY is IPD3. VPY and IPD3 do not interact, so we wanted to assess 

other potential nuclear interactors of VPY. Because epidermal entry of AM fungal 

symbionts is impaired in both vpy and dmi3, we decided to test whether or not VPY 

could interact with DMI3 (Catoira et al., 2000). Additionally, we tested the interaction 

with DELLA1, because cortical entry of AM fungi in vpy and della1 della2 is severely 

reduced (Floss et al., 2013b). 

When we assayed the interaction of VPY-HA with GFP-DMI3 or GFP-

DDELLA1 in N. benthamiana, we did not observe an interaction with DDELLA1, but 

did observe an interaction with DMI3 (Figure 4.7A). We also assayed the interaction 

of DMI3 with the nuclear-excluded form of VPY, VPYANKD3-5, but still observed 

an interaction with DMI3 (Figure 4.7B). In N. benthamiana, GFP-DMI3 is present in  
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Figure 4.7. VPY interacts with DMI3 and overexpression of VPY in ipd3 ipd3l 
abolishes hyphal epidermal entry. A, VPY and DMI3 interact in N. benthamiana as 
assessed via co-immunoprecipitation. 35S:VPY-HA and 35S:GFP-DMI3 were co-
infiltrated in N. benthamiana leaves, and GFP-DMI3 was pulled down using GFP 
magnetic trap beads. VPY-HA can be pulled down with GFP-DMI3 but cannot be 
pulled down with another nuclear-localized protein, GFP-DDELLA1. B, GFP-DMI3 
can interact with VPYANKD3-5, VPY-GFP cannot interact with VPY-HA. 
 C - E, ipd3 ipd3l roots were transiently transformed with 35S:VPY or a negative 
control, 35S:GFP, colonized with G. versiforme, and harvested three weeks post 
inoculation. Roots were harvested and stained with WGA-AlexaFluor488 to observe 
the fungus. ipd3 ipd3l roots transformed with 35S:GFP (A) show normal infection 
unit morphology, but in contrast ipd3 ipd3l roots transformed with 35S:VPY (B) 
display hyphopodia that fail to penetrate the epidermis. Scale bar is 500 µm. C, 
Quantification of surface hyphopodia, infection units, and infection units containing 
arbuscules in ipd3 ipd3l roots overexpressing 35S:GFP and 35S:VPY. ** indicates 
p<0.01, *** indicates p<0.001 using Student’s t-test, 35S:VPY as compared to 
35S:GFP.  
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both the nucleus in cytoplasm, which may explain why it can still interact with this 

deletion construct.  

The interaction of VPY and DMI3 is intriguing because during the analysis of 

the relationship between VPY and IPD3 (discussed in Chapter 2), we were 

investigating the role of IPD3’s potential regulation of VPY. Since IPD3 and IPD3L  

are able to induce the expression of VPY, and AM fungi have a 50% reduction in the 

ability to penetrate the vpy epidermal cell layer (Pumplin et al., 2010), we attempted to 

complement the ipd3 ipd3l epidermal phenotype with VPY under the control of the 

35S promoter. Surprisingly, overexpression of VPY in ipd3 ipd3l plants led to a severe 

block in epidermal penetration by AM fungi (Figure 4.7C - E). We observed the 

subcellular localization of 35S:VPY in ipd3 ipd3l, and did not observe differential 

accumulation of VPY as compared to the WT segregant (Figure 4.8). Since DMI3 and 

IPD3 are constitutively bound to one another and because of the epidermal block 

phenotype, we propose that VPY binds to DMI3 and impairs its function, which is 

supported by the Co-IP data. To be able to confirm this hypothesis, we will need to 

conduct an experiment to show direct evidence that VPY negatively regulates DMI3. 

These results indicate that VPY interacts with DMI3, but not DELLA1. 

Because overexpressing VPY in ipd3 ipd3l eliminates AM hyphal entry into the 

epidermis, this suggests that VPY may inhibit the function of DMI3. 

 

VPY does not self-oligomerize 

Because VPY accumulates in dense puncta, there is a possibility that it may 

self-oligomerize. We tested the ability of VPY to interact with itself by co-infiltrating  
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Figure 4.8. 35S:VPY-GFP distribution is unaltered in ipd3 ipd3l relative to the WT 
segregant. A and B, ipd3 ipd3l and C and D, WT segregant plants were transformed 
with 35S:VPY-GFP, and GFP signal was assessed three weeks post planting. Nucleo-
cytoplasmic signal can be observed in both ipd3 ipd3l and WT segregant plants. Scale 
bar is 50 µm. 
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VPY-GFP and VPY-HA in N. benthamiana. VPY-HA cannot be pulled down with 

VPY-GFP (Figure 4.7B), indicating that VPY does not self-oligomerize. This is 

consistent with the observation that there is no self-oligomerization domain 

homologous to MSP proteins on the VAP/MSP domain of VPY (Chapter 3). 

 

The VAP domain is sufficient to mediate an interaction with EXO70I 

 The interaction between VPY and EXO70I has been previously shown, but 

because of the similar phenotype observed in the exo70i mutant and expressing 

VPYANKD6-9 in the vpy mutant, I hypothesized that ankyrin repeats 6 – 9 might 

mediate an interaction with EXO70I. To test this hypothesis, I assessed the interaction 

of EXO70I and the VPY deletion series using split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid. 

Contrary to my hypothesis, there was a stronger interaction between EXO70I and 

VPYANKD6-9 than with full-length VPY and EXO70I (Figure 4.9). VPYANKD3-9 

could not interact with EXO70I as compared to a negative control containing GUS; 

however, an interaction could be observed with the VAP domain alone and EXO70I. 

Protein levels should be assessed, as it is possible that VPYANKD6-9  is more 

stabilized, and VPYANKD3-9  is less stabilized as compared to full-length VPY, 

similar to what was observed in planta. 

 
Discussion 

 VAPYRIN is a plant protein essential for both AM symbiosis and root nodule 

symbiosis. Its dynamic subcellular localization and potential to mediate multiple  
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Figure 4.9. The VPY VAP domain is sufficient to mediate an interaction with 
EXO70I. Serial dilution series of split ubiquitin yeast two hybrid assay with EXO70I 
as Cub-fused bait protein, and VPY, VPY deletion series, and KIN1 as Nub-fused 
prey protein. Yeast were imaged two days after plating on drop-out media lacking 
methionine. N- is N-terminal Nub fusion, -N is C-terminal Nub fusion, NubGWT is 
the positive control, and N-GUS is the negative control. 
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protein-protein interactions gives it many functional possibilities. Here, we further 

characterize VPY’s interaction with three proteins: DMI3, KINASE2, and STUB. 

These protein-protein interactions suggest that VPY may play two distinct roles 

depending on its subcellular localization in either the nucleus or in the cytoplasm near 

the PAM. 

VPY interacts with STUB, a β-tubulin that is specifically induced during AM 

symbiosis and root nodule symbiosis. This gene has not been previously characterized, 

and stub mutants display a reduction in root length colonization. Although the 

cytoskeleton has been observed to undergo substantial rearrangements during AM 

symbiosis, this is the first genetic evidence that microtubules are important for this 

process. Although STUB is specifically induced during symbiosis, other β-tubulin 

genes are also expressed during AM symbiosis, suggesting there is likely some degree 

of functional redundancy. In addition to STUB, another co-expressor of VPY is a 

kinesin-like protein that contains a calcium and calmodulin-binding domain. During 

cell division, a kinesin-like calmodulin binding protein that modulates microtubule 

bundling is inactivated by calcium/calmodulin (Vos et al., 2000). This is a particularly 

intriguing candidate because if the co-expressed kinesin-like protein is negatively 

regulated by calmodulin and/or calcium, this might help direct movement of this 

protein to traffic cargo or regulate microtubule bundling based on the shifting calcium 

gradient resulting from calcium spiking. There could even be a link to the calcium 

calmodulin dependent kinase DMI3. A CRISPR construct has been generated for this 

gene to explore its potential function during symbiosis. 
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VPY can interact with two different types of kinases, the calcium calmodulin 

dependent kinase DMI3, and the myristoylated, membrane-localized serine/threonine 

kinase KINASE2. This is not unprecedented, as other ankyrin repeat proteins are 

observed to interact with different types of kinases. TRPA1, a nociceptor with an N-

terminal ankyrin repeat, can be phosphorylated by different kinase classes (Meents et 

al., 2017; Hall et al., 2018). p19 is also phosphorylated by different kinases, and the 

sequential activity of these kinases contributes to instability of ankyrin repeats, 

allowing the release of its kinase substrate (Kumar et al., 2018). p19 is phosphorylated 

by p38, a MAP kinase, and then the cyclin dependent kinase CDK1, which unfolds 

ankyrin repeats, releases its bound interactor cyclin dependent kinase 6 CDK6. This 

allows for ubiquitination of the unfolded ankyrin repeat, targeting p19 for degradation. 

The degradation of p19 allows for directionality of the cell cycle in this context.  

Since we have observed interactions with two different types of kinases, a 

critical next step will be to determine whether or not VPY is phosphorylated or is a 

scaffold for kinases to phosphorylate other protein substrates. From the example above 

with p19, VPY could also be sequestering kinases. These possibilities are also not 

mutually exclusive, as suggested by the mechanism of p19. Since VPY contains 

several potential phosphorylation sites, and one VPY point mutation that ablates a 

potential phosphorylation residue results in a mild AM symbiosis defect (Chapter 3), 

this suggests that VPY might be a phosphorylation target. I will perform in vitro 

kinase assays with VPY and KINASE2, as well as VPY and DMI3 to test this 

possibility.  
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The functional relevance of VPY’s nuclear localization has long remained 

obscure, but the first clue that VPY’s nuclear localization might be biologically 

relevant regarded the lack of ability for the VPYANKD3-5 construct to complement 

vpy and localize to the nucleus (Chapter 3). Then, the surprising discovery that 

overexpressing VPY in the absence of IPD3 and IPD3L abolishes epidermal entry of 

AM fungi suggests that VPY may have a negative regulatory function during 

symbiosis. VPY could be a negative regulator of DMI3, since it has been previously 

shown that negative regulation of DMI3 is essential for cortical infection in both 

rhizobial and AM symbioses (Liao et al., 2012). Since IPD3 and IPD3L induces the 

expression of VPY either directly or indirectly (Chapter 2), and VPY is one of the 

earliest genes induced during symbiosis, this could provide a negative feedback loop, 

where VPY modulates DMI3/IPD3 activity when gene expression levels have reached 

sufficient levels for arbuscule development. An alternative hypothesis could be that 

overexpression of VPY in a sensitized mutant background creates a dominant-negative 

effect. Future work should test these two possibilities.  

Overall, this suggests that VPY serves two distinct roles depending on its 

subcellular localization (Figure 4.10). In the nucleus, VPY may be involved with the 

negative regulation of DMI3, which could help mediate regulate hyphal entry into the 

epidermis. In the cytoplasm, VPY is likely involved with the regulation of polarized 

exocytosis, since it interacts with EXO70I, the microtubule component STUB, and 

KIN2, a plasma membrane-localized kinase. Future work should clarify whether or not 

VPY is mediating these interactions simultaneously to act as a scaffold. Determining 

whether VPY or one of its other interactors is phosphorylated by the interacting  
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Figure 4.10. Summary of VPY interactors and their subcellular location. In the 
cytosol (top right inset), VPY interacts with the periarbuscular membrane (PAM)-
localized proteins KINASE2 (KIN2) and EXO70I. VPY also interacts with STUB, a 
b-tubulin subunit of the microtubule. The VAP domain is sufficient to maintain an 
interaction with KIN2 and EXO70I, and ankyrin repeats 6-9 are necessary for VPY to 
interact with STUB. In the nucleus (bottom right inset), VPY interacts with the 
calcium calmodulin-dependent kinase DMI3, where we hypothesize VPY may be a 
negative regulator of this protein. 
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kinases with will also help inform the directionality of action of VPY and its 

interactors.  

 
Methods 

Plant growth and transient root transformation 

 Plant growth and transient root transformation was performed as described in 

Chapter 2. 

 

Confocal microscopy 

 Confocal microscopy was performed as described in Chapter 3.  

 

Promoter GUS analysis 

 For the promoter GUS analysis, plants were grown in substrate containing 200 

Gv spores or a mock-inoculum lacking spores and harvested three weeks post planting. 

Harvested roots were incubated in water on ice and then vacuum infiltrated for 30 

minutes. Roots were then incubated on ice with 90% acetone for 30 minutes, and 

rinsed with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) three times for 10 min. Next, roots were 

incubated in GUS buffer (5 µM EDTA, 5 mM K-Ferrocyanide, 5 mM K-Ferricyanide, 

0.5 mg/mL X-gluc dissolved in DMSO, in PBS) at 37°C. Root staining was assessed 

after 10 min, 30 min, and 1 hr after staining and imaged using an Olympus SZX 

stereomicroscope. 
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Tnt1 insertion analysis 

 Tnt1 insertion line NF12907 was identified using a BLAST search with the 

STUB genomic sequence and obtained from the Noble Foundation (https://medicago-

mutant.noble.org/mutant/). Homozygous mutant and WT segregant plants were 

identified via PCR-based screening from the initial seed obtained from the Noble 

Foundation. The homozygous mutant PCR product was purified and sent for 

sequencing to confirm the location of the insertion. The primers B6991 and B6992 

were used to screen for the WT sequence, and B6991 and B2501 were used to screen 

for the mutant sequence. 

 

Cloning 

 To clone the KIN1, KIN2, and STUB promoters, a 1.5 kb region immediately 

upstream of the ATG start site was selected as the promoter region and amplified from 

A17 gDNA using the following primer combinations: B6029 and B6030 (KIN1), 

B6026 and B6027 (KIN2), B6602 and B6603 (STUB). The amplified product was gel 

purified and recombined into pDONR4-1. 

The KIN1 genomic sequence was amplified from A17 gDNA using B6031 and 

B6032, and recombined into pDONR1-2. Coding sequences for subcellular 

localization, co-immunoprecipitation, and split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid were 

amplified from A17 Gv-colonized root cDNA. The primer combinations for 

amplifying the coding regions are as follows: KIN1 - B6031 and B6032, KIN2 – 

B4998 and B6028, STUB – B6600 and B6601, EXO70I – B4637 and B4638, 

EXO70H4 – B7035 and B7036, EXO70F – B7041 and B7042, CKL1 – B5528 and 
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B5656, CKL2 – B5662 and B5663, KLP1 – B6579 and B6580. Amplified PCR 

products were gel purified and recombined into pDONR1-2 via a BP reaction. 

 To clone promoter GUS constructs, a multi-site LR reaction was performed 

with pKM43GW as the vector backbone, the promoter fragment in pDONR4-1, GUS 

in pDONR1-2, and a 35S terminator in pDONR2-3.  

 For subcellular localization, a multi-site LR reaction was performed with 

pKM43GW as the vector backbone, the native promoter in pDONR4-1, genomic 

sequence in pDONR1-2, and either GFP or mCherry in pDONR2-3. 

To generate constructs for co-immunoprecipitation, several strategies were 

employed. The 35S:VPY-GFP, 35S:STUB-GFP, and 35S:KLP1-GFP constructs were 

constructed using a multi-site LR reaction with pKM43GW as the vector backbone, 

35S promoter in pDONR4-1, coding sequence in pDONR1-2, and GFP in pDONR2-3. 

The 35S:KIN2-HA, 35S:KIN1-HA, 35S:VPYANKD3-5-HA, 35S:VPYANKD6-9-HA, 

and 35S:KLP1-HA constructs were constructed using a single site LR reaction with 

pGWB514 as a vector backbone and the coding sequence of interest in pDONR1-2. 

The 35S:CKL1-3xHA and 35S:CKL2-3xHA vectors were generated using a multisite 

LR reaction with pKM43GW as the vector backbone, 35S promoter in pDONR4-1, 

coding sequence of interest in pDONR1-2, and 3xHA tag in pDONR2-3. 

Split ubiquitin yeast two hybrid vectors were cloned using Gateway-

compatible pNX32, pXN22, or pMetYC vectors. A single site LR reaction was used to 

recombine coding sequences into the destination vectors. 
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The correct plasmid sequences were confirmed via restriction digest and 

sequencing. A list of plasmids used during for this study is listed in Table 4. The 

primers used to generate the plasmids is listed in Table 3. 

 

Split ubiquitin yeast two hybrid 

 For the split-ubiquitin yeast two hybrid assay, pNX32 or pXN22 prey plasmids 

were transformed into THY.AP5, and pMetYC bait plasmids were transformed into 

THY.AP4 as performed in (Gietz and Schiestl, 2007). Mating, selection of diploid 

cells, and interaction assessment was conducted as recommended in Basic Protocol 3 

of (Grefen et al., 2007). 

 

Co-immunoprecipitation 

 For co-immunoprecipitation experiments, four-week old Nicotiana 

benthamiana plants were transiently transformed with a 1:1 mixture of constructs 

transformed in Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101. Cultures were diluted to an 

OD600 of 0.3 (for GFP, 0.05) in infiltration medium (10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MES, 150 

µM acetosyringone, pH 5.6). One full leaf from two different plants was infiltrated per 

assay using a needless syringe. Two days after infiltration, leaves were harvested, 

ground in liquid nitrogen, and 5 mL of extraction buffer (150 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 

150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 10 mM EDTA, 20 mM NaF, 10 mM DTT, 0.1% 

Tween-20, protease inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1 mM PMSF) per 2 g of leaf 

tissue was added to tissue in the mortar and pestle. The buffer and tissue were 

homogenized, and when the mixture was thawed, samples were vortexed and 
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centrifuged for 15 min at 3,200 g at 4°C. The supernatant was filtered using a 0.45 µm 

sterile syringe filter (Corning), and 2 mL of extract was added to 20 µL GFP-Trap MA 

beads (Chromotek). Samples were incubated at 4°C using an end-to-end rotator for 2 

hrs. GFP-Trap beads were magnetically separated from the protein extract and washed 

four times with wash buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM 

EDTA, 0.1% Tween-20). After the fourth wash, 50 µL of 2X SDS sample buffer was 

added to the beads, and samples were heated at 95°C for 5 minutes. To detect GFP-

tagged proteins using Western blotting, we loaded 2 µL of the IP fraction, and 10 µL 

of the input. To detect HA-tagged proteins, we loaded 10 µL of the IP fraction, and 20 

µL of the input. 

 For Western blotting, proteins were separated using a 1.5 mm 10% (w/v) SDS-

PAGE gel run at 80 V for 2 hrs. Following SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred onto 

a 0.45 µm Immobilon®FL PVDF membranes (Millipore) for 90 minutes at 250 mA 

using the BioRad minigel and blotting system. Membranes were blocked in 5% instant 

nonfat dry milk (w/v, Carnation milk, Nestlé) in PBS-T (1X PBS, 0.05% Tween-20) at 

room temperature for 1 hr, and probed with the 1:1,000 primary antibody dilution 

(anti-GFP, Roche or anti-HA, Sigma-Aldrich) in 5% milk (w/v) in PBS-T at 4°C 

overnight. Membranes were washed four times with PBST and incubated with 

peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody (Promega) at a 1:10,000 

dilution in either PBST (GFP primary) or PBST and 5% milk (HA primary) for two 

hours. Following four rinses with PBST, antibody-conjugated proteins were detected 

using Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate (Millipore) with film-

based imaging (Bioblot).  
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Phylogenetic analysis 

 Phylogenetic trees were built as described in Bravo et al., 2016 (Bravo et al., 

2016). 

Statistical analyses 

 Statistical analyses were performed in R studio using the -lsmeans statistical 

package. 
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APPENDIX  

 
Table S4.1. Constructs used in this study 
Construct Backbone pDONR4-

1 
pDONR1-2 pDONR2-

3 
BCP:GFP (Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 
BCP:LifeAct-
mCherry 

(Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 

BCP:mCherry-
HDEL 

(Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 

BCP:mCherry-
Rab5 

(Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 

BCP:mCherry-
Rab7 

(Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 

BCP:mCherry-LC3 (Ivanov and Harrison, 2014) 
VPYp:VPY-
cpVenus mycRR 

See Chapter 3 

Kin1p:KIN1gen-
mCherry 

pKM43GW Kin1pr KIN1 genomic 
sequence 

mCherry 

KIN2p:KIN2-GFP pKM43GW Kin2pr KIN2 CDS GFP 
Kin1p:GUS pKM43GW Kin1pr GUS terminator 
Kin2p:GUS pKM43GW Kin2pr GUS terminator 
Symtubp:GUS pKM43GW Symtubp GUS terminator 
35S:VPY-GFP pKM43GW 35S VPY CDS GFP 
35S:VPY-2XHA (Zhang et al., 2015a) 
35S:KIN2-HA pGWB514 N/A KIN2-CDS N/A 
35S:KIN1-HA pGWB514 N/A KIN1-CDS N/A 
35S:GFP (Floss et al., 2013b) 
35S:Symtub-GFP pKM43GW 35S Symtub CDS GFP 
35S:VPYANKD3-
5-HA 

pGWB514 N/A VPYANK 3-5 
CDS 

N/A 

35S:VPYANKD6-
9-HA 

pGWB514 N/A VPYANK 6-9 
CDS 

N/A 

35S:VPY See Chapter 3 
35S:GOF-DMI3 See Chapter 2 
pMetYC KIN2 pMetYC N/A KIN2 CDS N/A 
pNX32 VPY pNX32 N/A VPY CDS N/A 
pNX32 
VPYANKD9 

pNX32 N/A VPYANK 9 N/A 

pNX32 
VPYANKD6-9 

pNX32 N/A VPYANK 9 N/A 

pNX32 
VPYANKD3-9 

pNX32 N/A VPYANK 9 N/A 
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pNX32 
VPYANKD3-5 

pNX32 N/A VPYANK  N/A 

pNX32 VAP pNX32 N/A VAP N/A 
pNX32 KIN1 pNX32 N/A KIN1 CDS N/A 
pNX32 GUS pNX32 N/A GUS N/A 
pXN22 VAP pXN22 N/A VAP N/A 
pXN22 KIN1 pXN22 N/A KIN1 N/A 
pXN22 ANK pXN22 N/A ANK N/A 
kin1 RNAi  pKm42GWIWG8 BCPp RNAi 2669 terminator 
35S:CKL1-3xHA pKM43GW 35S CKL1 3xHA 
35S:CKL2-3xHA pKM43GW 35S CKL2 3xHA 
35S:KLP1-HA pGWB514 N/A KLP1 N/A 
35S:KLP1-GFP pKM43GW 35S KLP1 GFP 
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Table S4.2. List of primers 
Primer 
number 

Primer name Sequence 

B6029 KIN1p attb4F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGACAACTACAA
CAGTACAAAAGGAAGTT 

B6030 KIN1p attB1R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGATTTCTTTTGT
GATAGAATCTCTAACTAACT 

B6031 KIN1 attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGCC
CTTGAAATGTTTATGTTG 

B6032 KIN1-ns attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCTCTCAT
TTTGCGCCTATCATT 

B6026 KIN2p attb4F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCTCATTCCGTC
TCAAAATATAAGC 

B6027 KIN2p attB1R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGAATTGGTAGT
ACTATGTTACTATGTTGTTATG 

B4998 KIN2 attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGG
ATCTTCCTTGAGTTGTT 

B6028 KIN2-ns attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCGCCAAT
TTTCTTGTAAGGATCTTT 

B6602 STUBp attb4F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGGGGATAAAAC
TTGATTGTTGTTGTTGT 

B6603 STUBp attB1R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCTTTCAACACT
ATTAATCAGCTAACT 

B6600 STUB attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGCG
TGAGATTCTTCACATTCA 

B6601 STUB-ns 
attB2R 

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCGCTTTG
AGCATCTTCTTCTTCT 

B4637 EXO70I attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGC
ATTGTTAATGGTTCCTC 

B4638 EXO70I attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCTCTAGA
CCTTCTGATATCAGTTTCCA 

B5528 CKL1 attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGG
CTGTGTTCAAGCCAA 

B5656 CKL1 attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCATCAAA
GAGTAAATGTTCTTCTGTTTTT 

B5662 CKL2 attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGG
ATGTGTTGTTAGTAGCAAGT 

B5663 CKL2 attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCAACTTC
ACGGTCCAACGTACTAT 

B6579 KLP1 attB1F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCCGATC
TGTGGGACCCCA 

B6580 KLP1 attB2R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCATTGA
ATGGCGGCCAT 

B2501 Tnt1 insertion 
primer R 

TGTAGCACCGAGATACGGTAATTAACAAGA 
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B6991 STUB 
genotyping F 

ATGCGTGAGATTCTTCACATTCA 
 

B6992 STUB 
genotyping R 

GCTTTGAGCATCTTCTTCTTCT 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
CONCLUSION 

To ensure the arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis remains beneficial to plants 

and fungi, sophisticated regulatory mechanisms have evolved at several steps of 

signaling and development between the symbiotic pair. Plants most readily engage in 

AM symbiosis when they are phosphorus-starved, which involves integration of 

symbiotic signaling pathways with phosphate starvation response pathways. The 

systemic effect of external phosphorus application on epidermal entry, arbuscule 

development, and overall colonization levels has been observed on AM symbiosis for 

some time, but the molecular mechanism through which this is occurring has long 

remained obscured (Mosse, 1973; Thomson et al., 1986; Amijee et al., 1989). 

Although strigolactone production is affected by phosphorus levels, there are likely 

other points where plant phosphorus status integrates with symbiotic signaling 

(Tawaraya et al., 1998; Buee et al., 2000; Akiyama et al., 2005). 

In Chapter 2, the role of transcription factors IPD3 and IPD3L during AM 

symbiosis is described in Medicago truncatula. The creation of an ipd3 ipd3l double 

mutant led to the surprising discovery that under low phosphate conditions, IPD3 and 

IPD3L are not essential for AM symbiosis, since arbuscule development proceeds 

normally. This is in contrast to the Lotus japonicus ortholog of IPD3, CYCLOPS, in 

which AM symbiosis is severely impaired (Yano et al., 2008). In Medicago 

truncatula, the ipd3 ipd3l mutant is acutely sensitive to phosphate, which suggests that 
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phosphate-sensitive factor can compensate for a lack of IPD3 and IPD3L. We 

hypothesize that DELLA may be able to operate independently of IPD3 and IPD3L to 

induce symbiotic gene expression, because ipd3 ipd3l is more sensitive to the 

application of gibberellic acid than WT plants. Although we propose that DELLA can 

operate independently of IPD3 and IPD3L, it is likely coordinating with other, as yet 

to be identified transcription factors, because there is no evidence to date that 

demonstrates that DELLA directly binds to DNA. 

There are many transcription factors that are induced during AM symbiosis. 

Their relative importance in the induction of symbiotic gene expression, as well as the 

timing of their action in gene expression largely remains unknown, but physical 

relationships between the transcription factors in combination with transcriptomic data 

can begin to position these transcription factors in the course of development (Park et 

al., 2015; Pimprikar et al., 2016; Hartmann et al., 2019). Even at high hierarchical 

levels of gene expression (e.g. the DMI3-IPD3L module), there is built-in redundancy 

of symbiotic signaling, so single mutant analyses of transcription factors generally do 

not reveal much about their influence on symbiosis (Horváth et al., 2011; Delaux et 

al., 2013; Park et al., 2015). Based on yeast two hybrid assays, symbiotic transcription 

factors have the capacity to interact with many other transcription factors, suggesting 

that higher order complexes may be involved in symbiotic gene expression. Larger 

complexes could provide more fine-tuning in modulating gene expression levels 

throughout arbuscule development. In comparison to traditional mutagenesis 

approaches, CRISPR mutagenesis can more efficiently create higher order mutants to 

begin probing the contribution of these transcription factors and their role during 
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symbiosis. Additionally, while several recurring symbiotic promoter motifs have been 

uncovered through bioinformatics approaches, further study of the contribution of 

these promoter elements in inducing symbiotic gene expression could also be assisted 

through CRISPR mutagenesis of these regions (Delaux et al., 2014). 

Following the expression of genes required for symbiosis, these transcriptional 

outputs must be coordinated to enable hyphal entry into the epidermis, as well as 

arbuscule development in the cortex. Scaffold proteins are intriguing candidates for 

coordinators of arbuscule development for their ability to connect multiple signaling 

and cellular processes with one another (Good et al., 2011). VPY is a dynamic protein 

with many functional possibilities, given its subcellular localization and capacity to 

mediate multiple protein-protein interactions, which led to the hypothesis that it may 

function as a scaffold. Because it is present before hyphal entry, until arbuscule 

collapse, and expressed in both the epidermis and cortex, this gives it the potential to 

interface with different proteins throughout the course of arbuscule development 

(Chapter 3, (Pumplin et al., 2010). 

The first interaction described with VPY was with EXO70I, a component of 

the exocyst complex specifically induced during symbiosis which is required for 

arbuscule branching (Zhang et al., 2015). VPY and EXO70I partially co-localize in 

puncta that are adjacent to the periarbuscular membrane, which led to the hypothesis 

that VPY may be involved with polarized exocytosis. However, the surprising 

discovery that EXO70I is required for proper localization of VPY to punctate 

structures associated with the periarbuscular membrane suggests that this protein may 

be providing positional information to VPY to perform another process beyond 
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polarized exocytosis. Additionally, since the vpy mutant phenotype is more severe 

than exo70i, this suggests that VPY fulfills another role beyond its interaction with 

EXO70I. Since VPY punctate structures appear to be non-essential for arbuscule 

development, this further supports the idea that VPY puncta do not support polarized 

exocytosis but some other function. It is possible that they may even “cap” an 

arbuscule tip to prevent further growth. They could further prevent exocytosis by 

binding with EX070I and preventing binding of other components of the EXOCYST, 

or through scaffolding with other proteins, such as a kinase or ubiquitin ligase to 

control protein levels of EXO70I when exocytosis is no longer needed. 

An interaction of VPY with three additional proteins has been discovered: a 

protein of the cytoskeleton SYMBIOTIC BETA TUBULIN (STUB) and two kinases: 

KINASE2 (KIN2), and DMI3. The latter is a calcium calmodulin-dependent kinase 

which plays a central role in symbiotic signaling. Interactions with multiple proteins 

supports the hypothesis that VPY is a scaffold. These proteins have different 

subcellular distributions, supporting the hypothesis that VPY functions in multiple 

subcellular compartments (Chapter 4). This hypothesis is further supported through 

the ankyrin repeat deletion analysis, in which deleting specific ankyrin repeats impacts 

VPY’s subcellular localization and ability to enable arbuscule development (Chapter 

3). Future work should clarify the relationship of the interacting partners of VPY to 

one another. This is likely not the full spectrum of proteins VPY can interact with, but 

firmly understanding the relationship of these proteins with one another can help make 

stronger hypotheses about VPY’s role in arbuscule development. Scaffold proteins 

often interact with kinases, since these proteins regulate the activity of other proteins 
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necessary for developmental and/or signaling processes (Good et al., 2011). The 

finding that VPY can interact with different types of kinases is interesting, particularly 

with respect to the dynamic interplay between kinases and ankyrin repeat proteins 

discussed in Chapter 4. These proteins regulate each other to control their action in the 

context of different developmental processes. Further clarifying if VPY is 

phosphorylated will provide additional information about the relationship between 

VPY and its kinase interactors. 

Auto-active forms of IPD3 and IPD3L can induce the expression of VPY in the 

absence of a symbiont, suggesting that these proteins may regulate the expression of 

VPY. Additionally, since in both the ipd3 ipd3l and vpy mutants AM fungi have a 

reduced ability to enter the epidermis, this led us to hypothesize that IPD3 and IPD3L 

may be regulating VPY gene expression. While this may still be the case, when we 

attempted to overexpress VPY in the ipd3 ipd3l mutant background, we saw the 

opposite result of what we expected - epidermal entry was completely blocked in this 

background. Combined with the interaction of VPY and DMI3, this suggests a 

potential negative feedback loop, where when VPY levels reach sufficient quantities, 

VPY binds with the DMI3 to limit symbiotic gene expression. Future work should 

clarify this relationship, and distinguish whether this epidermal block effect is the 

result of direct perturbation of the DMI3, or whether the ipd3 ipd3l mutant 

background is simply sensitized, leading to a general dominant-negative effect of 

overexpressing full-length VPY. 

Because VPY is present in several different subcellular compartments and can 

mediate a broad range of protein-protein interactions, post-translational modifications 
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to fine-tune protein levels and activity might be expected. Future work should address 

whether VPY is phosphorylated and/or polyubiquitinated to maintain appropriate 

protein levels for arbuscule development. 

Since VPY can interact with different proteins involved in distinct processes 

during AM symbiosis, this reinforces the idea that timing and context are everything 

within the cell (and beyond). It is clear that with a process as complex as arbuscule 

development, there must be points of coordination and integration of multiple 

processes, such as polarized exocytosis and signaling. Through the analysis of VPY, a 

putative scaffold protein, points of connectivity between seemingly disparate cellular 

processes have been revealed.  
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